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ABSTRACT
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has become a worldwide, chronic liver
disease of increasing clinical significance. It is closely associated with the rising
epidemics of obesity and insulin resistance. Up to 17% of the United States
population may progress from the disease stage characterized as simple, benign
steatosis to the more severe, inflammatory stage of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH). This progression occurs through 2nd ‘hits’ of increased oxidative stress
and inflammation to a liver that has been sensitized by lipotoxic stress. NASH is
also characterized by increased collagen deposition resulting in fibrosis and
architectural rearrangement of the liver. Progressive NAFLD is currently
recognized as an important contributor to the development of cryptogenic
cirrhosis and subsequent liver-related mortalities (estimated at 30-40% in these
patients).

The pathological progression of NAFLD, as described by the ‘two hit’ hypothesis,
characterizes the different stages of liver injury. However, the mechanism(s)
responsible for the progression to NASH are unknown. Profiling global gene
expression and metabolite patterns in human liver samples representing the full
spectrum of progressive human NAFLD may reveal potential mechanisms of
progressive disease. Human liver samples representing each stage of NAFLD
progression were analyzed by methodologies such as high-throughput
microarrays, high resolution mass spectrometry, and protein immunoblot
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techniques. Bioinformatics tools and gene expression/regulation database
software were utilized in several studies to characterize the altered hepatic
profiles of these patients.

Hepatic transcriptomic profiles of ADME (absorption, distribution, metabolism and
elimination) and ER (endoplasmic reticulum) stress response genes exhibited
initiated hepatoprotective responses in patients with NASH. The endogenous
pathways of BA (bile acid) synthesis and BCAA (branched chain amino acid)
metabolism also showed evidence of coordinately regulated alterations in
response to disease-induced stress in NASH. The transcriptional regulation of
the investigated pathways was confirmed by transcription factor binding sites
enrichment analysis. The collective response to hepatic stress in human NAFLD,
demonstrates a coordinated, hepatoprotective intent that may be utilized for
future therapeutics in the battle against progressive liver disease.
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INTRODUCTION
The liver is the primary organ of the body that functions in the detoxification of
xenobiotics and management of drugs. The liver accomplishes these functions
through the absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) of
toxicants and drugs presented to the body. The liver mediates the effects of
pharmaceutical compounds that undergo enterohepatic circulation when they are
absorbed from the intestine, transported into the portal blood, and presented to
the liver. In addition to the liver’s critical role in xenobiotic management, it is also
the primary site of bile acid (BA) synthesis from cholesterol. The liver is the sole
organ responsible for the formation of primary BAs and the concentration of bile
in the bile ducts. The liver is also extensively involved in the catabolism and
storage of excess lipids and amino acids. The unique architecture and molecular
components of the liver facilitate the many components of biotransformation, BA
synthesis, and metabolic homeostasis.

The Liver Lobule
The unique architecture of the liver facilitates the connections and interactions
between blood, bile, and the conjoining cords of parenchymal cells or
hepatocytes. The structural organization of the liver is commonly represented by
the lobule, a 1-2 mm diameter hexagonal structure that surrounds the hepatic
central veins. The periportal region consists of the portal vein, bile duct, and the
hepatic artery. This region is located at the peripheral corners of the lobule and is
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often referred to as the portal triad (Figure 1). The cords of hepatocytes run
between the portal triads and the central vein while contributing to the structure
of the sinusoids. Sinusoids are important vessels of the liver that are formed by
the parenchyma and lined with fenestrated endothelial cells (McCuskey 2008).
The sinusoids contribute to the regulation of blood flow and solute exchange
between the sinusoidal blood and the perisinusoidal Space of Disse which
contains the microvilli of adjacent parenchymal cells (McCuskey 2008).

A discussion of the liver lobule would not be complete without describing the
highly specialized sinusoidal cells. The Kupffer cells are the liver’s version of
resident macrophages which adhere to the luminal surfaces of the endothelium.
Kupffer cells are dispersed throughout the lobule, but a greater concentration is
generally observed near the periportal region where they have important roles in
phagocytosis. Ito cells, also known as stellate cells are the liver’s fat-storing cells
and are located in higher densities near the periportal regions and in the Space
of Disse (McCuskey 2008). Ito cells are notorious for their role during liver injury
and disease in the synthesis of collagen fibrils, and ultimately contribute to the
development of hepatic cirrhosis (McCuskey 2008).

The Liver Acinus
In contrast to the classic liver lobule, the acinar model of the liver is more
representative of liver function than structure. First described by Rappaport in
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1958, the acinus is a model of the liver’s micro-circulatory units (Dombrowski and
Evert 2007). In the acinar model, three zones denote differing concentrations of
enzymes and pathological designations for liver damage (Figure 2). The first
zone extends from the blood supply and is exposed to oxygenated red blood
cells. In this zone the oxygen concentrations are between 9-13% (Casarett and
Doul 2008). Zone 2 represents the intermediary zone, and zone 3 is localized
around the terminal hepatic veins (Figure 2). Zone 3 is the most distant from the
systemic blood supply and is considered the most hypoxic with oxygen
concentrations between 4-5% (Casarett and Doul 2008). The acinar zones also
roughly correspond to the lobule regions, with zone 3 representative of the
centrilobular region, and zone 1 corresponding to the periportal region (Casarett
and Doul 2008).

Enzymatic localization and concentrations are also represented by the different
zones in the acinar model. Cytochrome P-450s and other phase 1 enzymes are
typically centrilobular in localization, while most phase 2 enzymes are situated
near the periportal zone (Maronpot et al. 2010). Through this unique
physiological architecture, the liver is able to host many critical functions of
metabolism and catabolism.

Absorption, Distribution, Metabolism, and Elimination in the Liver
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Liver Xenobiotic Management. Approximately 50% of all drugs are reported to fail
because of improper effects during ADME-Tox studies, and 40% are estimated to
fail because of outright safety concerns (Li 2001). The liver has a very central
role in the regulation of ADME components. The ability of the liver to facilitate
ADME is critical for proper drug disposition and elimination. The impact of a
diseased liver upon ADME and hepatic drug management is of increasing
concern to clinicians due to the fact that patients are often prescribed multiple
drugs, a practice termed ‘polypharmacy’ (Stine et al. 2012; Vugmeyster et al.
2012). The management of drugs and xenobiotics within the liver is commonly
described by several phases. Phase I and II biotransformation correspond to the
biochemical modifications by enzymes that introduce reactive polar groups or
conjugate charged molecules respectively, to an endobiotic or xenobiotic
compound to make it more excretable. Phase III refers to the uptake transport of
xenobiotics into the liver and subsequent efflux of the metabolized products from
the liver back into the sinusoidal blood or the bile. The gene expression changes
of ADME components have shown evidence of a coordinated regulation in
diseased livers (Congiu et al. 2009). An improved understanding of ADME gene
expression patterns in chronic human liver diseases would considerably benefit
patients and clinicians by revealing the altered profiles of downregulated or
upregulated phase I and II enzyme and transporter genes. Such a study is the
focus of the research in Appendix A.
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Phase I Biotransformation Genes. Phase 1 biotransformation genes include the
largest superfamily, the cytochrome P450 enzymes. The P450s are the principal
enzymes involved in drug biotransformation and account for 75% of all
metabolism (Guengerich 2008). P450s mediate the reactions of hydrolysis,
oxidation, and reduction which expose or introduce functional groups such as OH, -SH, and –NH2. Major P450s involved in the oxidation of many xenobiotics
include those with the gene designations: CYP1A2, 2A6, 2C9, 2C19, 2D6, 2E1,
and 3A4. CYP3A4 is considered the major work-horse P450 enzyme, with as
much as 50% of the metabolism of all drugs attributed to this particular enzyme
(Li 2001). The mammalian flavin-containing monooxygenases (FMOs) are also
important phase I oxidative enzymes that have attracted recent attention. FMO3
and 5 represent the genes that encode these liver specific flavin-harnessed FMO
enzymes that metabolize an assortment of nitrogen and sulfur containing drugs,
pesticides, and other toxicants (Lawton et al. 1994; Yamazaki and Shimizu
2013). Many of the phase I genes are reported to have altered expression during
liver disease and inflammation (Kurzawski et al. 2012). The activity and
expression of several P450’s have also been shown to be altered by hepatic
disease status in the Cherrington laboratory (Fisher et al. 2009a).

Phase II Biotransformation Genes. Phase II enzymes are represented by several
families of biotransformation enzymes responsible for the conjugation and
ultimate detoxification of many compounds. Unfortunately, the same enzymes
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may also result in the generation of more toxic metabolites in some cases, but
ultimately, the role of phase II conjugation is to create more water soluble and
excretable

metabolites

(Jancova

et

al.

2010).

The

UDP-glucuronosyl

transferases (UGTs), sulfotransferases (SULTs), glutathione-S-transferases
(GSTs) and N-acetyl transferases (NATs) stand for the genes of the most widely
utilized phase II hepatic metabolizing enzymes. The process of glucuronidating
such substrates as aliphatic alcohols, carboxylic acids, phenols, thiols and
amines occurs by transferring glucuronic acid from uridine-5’-diphospho-α-Dglucuronic acid (UDPGA) to the substrate. The enzyme that catalyzes this
transfer is a UGT enzyme of the 117 strong UGT enzyme family. A total of 22
human UGTs have been identified with broad tissue localizations that include the
liver (Jancova et al. 2010). The sulfotransferase family enzymes in humans are
made up of 4 categories or groups with both cytosolic and membrane-bound
members. Microsomal epoxide hydrolase (EPHX1) is another important phase II
hepatic enzyme of the liver that participates in the metabolism of many drugs and
environmental toxicants (benzene, polyaromatic hydrocarbons, and aromatic
amines). The activity and expression of mEH increases in the liver with age from
fetal development to adult (Omiecinski et al. 1994).

Members of the glutathione-S-transferase (GST) family are specialized phase II
biotransformation enzymes that catalyze the conjugation of glutathione, an
antioxidant tripeptide consisting of the amino acids glutamine, cysteine, and
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glycine. A nucleophilic reactive sulfhydryl group on the cysteine allows the
conjugation reactions with many substrates. GSH is attached to electrophilic
groups by GSTs on many substrates such as prostaglandins and steroids, in
addition to several toxicants and drugs (Jancova et al. 2010). GSTs are reported
to be localized to the cytosol, endoplasmic reticulum (ER), mitochondria, nucleus,
and plasma membrane of cells (Raza 2011). Mitochondrial GSH and GSTs are
also implicated for the modulation of oxidative stress (Raza 2011). Redox
metabolism in the mitochondria of hepatocytes is regulated by mitochondrial
GSH and GST levels. Alterations in mitochondrial GSH levels are implicated in
diseases such as human NAFLD (Hardwick et al. 2010; Raza 2011). The altered
expression patterns and profiles of liver phase I and II biotransformation
enzymes are closely associated with liver disease and inflammation as
demonstrated by several different studies in the literature (Fisher et al. 2008;
Fisher et al. 2009a; Hardwick et al. 2013; Liu et al. 2005). These studies reveal
the adaptive coordinately regulated mechanisms by which the liver influences the
fate of drugs and other xenobiotics in disease-induced stress.

Solute Carrier Family Transporters. The SLC family is predominantly comprised
of uptake transporters, with a few exceptions. SLCs play have an important role
in the uptake transport of BAs as well as many hydrophobic drugs and ionic
compounds from the portal blood to hepatocytes. SLC family members include
the organic anion transporting polypeptides (OATPs), organic cation/carnitine
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transporters (OCTNs), organic anion transporters (OATs) and organic cation
transporter 1-3 (OCTs) families (Klaassen and Aleksunes 2010). The OATP
transporters belong to the SLCO transporter family. Several of these such as
OATP1B1 and 1B3, are situated along the sinusoidal membrane and are poised
for the uptake of many compounds from the sinusoidal blood into the
hepatocytes. OATP1A2, 1B1, 2B1 and 1B3 are critical hepatic uptake
transporters that exhibit a wide range of substrates from bilirubin and BAs to
statins and anti-cancer drugs (Hagenbuch and Stieger 2013; van de Steeg et al.
2010). The sodium taurocholic acid co-transporting polypeptide (NTCP) is also a
member of the SLC family and is designated by the gene nomenclature
SLC10A1. NTCP is responsible for the uptake of bile salts from the portal blood
into hepatocytes for metabolism and modifications before excretion back into the
bile. OATP1A1, 1A3, 1A4, 1A5, 1B2, 2B1, and 1B3 have also been reported to
transport BAs to hepatocytes (Hagenbuch and Stieger 2013; Trauner and Boyer
2003). Multidrug and toxin extrusion transporters (MATEs) are the most unusual
class of SLC family transporters in that they function in the efflux of compounds
into the bile. The MATE1 transporter is situated on the canalicular side and is
reported to efflux several organic cations into the bile (Hiasa et al. 2006).

ATP-Binding Cassette (ABC) Family Transporters. The ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transporters hydrolyze ATP to produce energy for the transport of
substrates across the membrane and against strong gradients (Klaassen and
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Aleksunes 2010). The genes of these transporters include the MDR or ABCB
family. The ABCB family includes the most characterized transporter, the
canalicular p-glycoprotein 1 (PGP, ABCB1). The bile salt export pump (BSEP),
also known as the sister-of-PGP (ABCB11) is an important canalicular efflux
transporter of conjugated BAs that is expressed solely in the liver. Several
hepatic MRP transporters that are important for drug disposition include the
sinusoidal efflux transporters with the following gene symbol designations:
ABCC1, ABCC3, ABCC4, ABCC5, ABCC6, in addition to the canalicular efflux
transporter MRP2 (ABCC2).

ADME Regulation. The regulation of phase I and II metabolism and phase III
transport genes in the liver is primarily regulated by nuclear receptors. The
nuclear receptor family is composed of several ligand-activated transcription
factors (TFs). A total of 49 members in humans have been reported in the
literature and include several endocrine nuclear receptors and orphan nuclear
receptors. Classical nuclear endocrine receptors bind DNA as homodimers. The
glucocorticoid receptor (GR, NR3C1), mineralocorticoid receptor (MR, NR3C2),
estrogen receptor (ER, NR3A1), androgen receptor (AR, NR3C4), and
progesterone receptor (PR, NR3C3) are all examples of classical endocrine
receptors (Nakata et al. 2006; Pascussi et al. 2008). Steroids and other
endocrine compounds bind to the endocrine nuclear receptors to mediate a
myriad of downstream responses (Nakata et al. 2006).
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Nuclear Receptor Transcription Factors. Nuclear receptors have affinity for
physiological ligands such as BAs, oxysterols, fatty acids, and xenobiotics. The
members of this family form heterodimers with the retinoid X receptor (RXR,
NR2B) that has several isomers ranging from NR2B1 to NR2B3. Peroxisome
proliferator-activated receptor (PPARs, NR1Cs), liver X receptors (LXRα and β,
NR1H2-3), pregnane X receptor (PXR, NR1I2), farnesol X receptor (FXR,
NR1H4), constitutive androstane receptor (CAR,NR1I3) and vitamin D receptor
(VDR, NR1I1) represent important ligand-activated nuclear receptors (Nakata et
al. 2006). The DNA binding domain (DBD) region of nuclear receptor proteins
allows them to bind to promoter response elements of target genes. These
response elements are often characterized as direct repeats (DR) with DR1,
DR3, DR4 and DR5 response elements that are associated with nuclear receptor
binding (Nakata et al. 2006). The DRs are usually in the form of AGGTCA
although some transcription factors such as the ER receptor binds to an inverted
repeat (IR-3) site with a spacing of 3 nucleotides (Babich et al. 1999).

Hepatocyte Nuclear Factors. Another interesting nuclear hormone receptor
transcription factor is the hepatocyte nuclear factor 4 (HNF4α, NR2A1) that binds
to a DR1 response element and modulates the coordination of the general NRresponse to xenobiotics. HNF1α is another important hepatocyte nuclear
transcription

factor

that

regulates

SLC

transporter

expression.

HNF1α
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transcription depends upon HNF4α

(Nakata et al. 2006). HNF4α has been

demonstrated to bind to the HNF1α promoter binding element in previous studies
(Lu et al. 2008). The HNF family of transcription factors is implicated in the
maintenance of liver function and many adaptive responses to liver injury and
hepatic stress (Bauza et al. 2012).

Forkhead Box Transcription Factors The forkhead box transcription factor family
represents a third category of transcription factors that help to modulate liver
function. The FOXO members have been implicated in glycemic regulation,
glucose gene regulation, and liver organogenesis (Estall 2012). FOXO
transcription factors have also been implicated in the development of liver fibrosis
through stellate cell activation in liver disease (Adachi et al. 2007). FOXJ2 has
been previously implicated in the innate immune response and inflammation
(Chen et al. 2012). FOXA1 (HNF3-α) is a transcription factor that has gained
increased attention recently due to roles in steroid signaling in cancer (Bernardo
and Keri 2012) and lipid metabolism in NAFLD (Moya et al. 2012). FOXA1 is also
known to function as a critical transcriptional activator of liver-specific
transcription factors (Bochkis et al. 2012). The cross talk between the different
liver enriched transcription factor categories in NASH is responsible for the
intricate coordinate regulation of changes that initiate changes in ADME, BA
synthesis and hepatic stress management. Utilizing a transcription factor binding
site (TFBS) enrichment analysis of global gene expression in a later aim of this
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dissertation will reveal potential mechanisms for FOXA1, FOXA2, and several
other nuclear transcription factors in chronic liver disease.

Bile Acid Synthesis
In addition to the liver’s important role in ADME, it is also solely responsible for
the production of primary bile acids (BA) from cholesterol. It serves as an
important ‘recycling center’ of BAs in enterohepatic recirculation. The liver
concentrates solutes, water, bilirubin, and conjugated BAs utilizing an intricate
system of synthesis, metabolism, and transport. In humans, bile is shuttled
through the hepatic bile ducts and eventually stored in the gallbladder until
ingestion of a meal when bile is released into the intestinal lumen upon
cholecystokinin-stimulation of the gall bladder contraction and relaxation of the
sphincter of Oddi (Behar J. 2013). Bile salts are crucial for the formation of
micelles and the absorption of triglycerides, fat-soluble vitamins, and xenobiotics.
Gut microbiota effectively metabolize primary BAs to various secondary species
that assist the absorption of many lipid soluble compounds. Approximately 95%
of all BAs are taken up into the portal blood and returned to the liver, where they
are metabolized or transported back into the bile for re-concentration and
storage. De novo BA synthesis in the liver only accounts for an estimated 5% of
the entire BA pool. The enzymatic process of cholesterol catabolism to various
BA intermediates and ultimately, the primary BAs cholic acid (CA) or
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chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA) take place solely in the liver (Hofmann 1999;
Russell 2003).

Bile Acid Synthesis. Two separate pathways contribute to the synthesis of BAs.
The pathway that is predominant in healthy liver is the “classical” or neutral
biosynthesis pathway that utilizes hepatic cholesterol. The “alternative” or acidic
pathway is a secondary pathway that is known to compensate for deficiencies of
the classical pathway during disease and uses extra-hepatic cholesterol and
oxysterols for BA synthesis (Crosignani et al. 2007). BAs are crucial for the
absorption and processing of lipids, but during disease, the liver can become
overwhelmed by increasing quantities of BAs. The structure of some BAs
predisposes them to be less hydrophilic and more hepatotoxic in nature (Russell
2003). When present in large volumes in the liver during diseases such as
cholestasis, liver toxicity and hepatic damage may ensue. Therefore, maintaining
a balance of bile production, metabolism, and transport in the liver is crucial for
overall systemic bodily functions and health.

Bile Acid Hepatic Transport. Transporters are critical for the modulation of BA
hepatic composition and enterohepatic recirculation (Klaassen and Aleksunes
2010). The uptake transporter responsible for transporting conjugated BAs
across the basolateral hepatocyte membrane is NTCP (SLC10A1). Unconjugated
BAs, bilirubin, and other organic anions are taken up into hepatocytes by the
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organic anion transporting polypeptide 2 (OATP2, SLC21A6). Canalicular efflux
transporters are important contributors in the bile concentrating process. Many
ABC-family transporters such as (MRP2, ABCC2) and the bile salt export pump
(BSEP, ABCB11) modulate this rate-limiting step of transporting BAs across the
canaliculi and into the bile duct where they are concentrated (Klaassen and
Aleksunes 2010; Paumgartner 2006).

Bile Acid Regulation. The regulation of BA synthesis and transport is mediated by
regulatory signaling through the nuclear receptor farnesol x receptor (FXR,
NR1H4) (Zwicker and Agellon 2013). CAR, LXR, and VDR also have roles in BA
signaling regulation that are influenced by BAs in turn. Other transcription factors
that control BA synthesis, transport, and metabolism include members of the
hepatocyte nuclear factor (HNF) family: HNF4α and HNF1α. Determining the
impact of disease-induced hepatic stress upon BA synthesis requires a
comprehensive analysis of the central enzymes in each of the BA synthesis
pathways and a profile of BA composition within liver samples of patients with
chronic liver disease.

Amino Acid Regulation and Catabolism
Role of Amino Acids in the Liver. The regulation and catabolism of amino acids is
a feature of the liver that is important for the maintenance of systemic
homeostasis and nutritional health. The definition of metabolic homeostasis has
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been stated as the maintenance of a constant supply of substrates for oxidation
to provide energy (Berghe 1991). To enable these life-sustaining mechanisms,
substrate stores (glycogen, triglycerides and protein) must be maintained until
they are needed for breakdown and energy production (Berghe 1991). The liver
has a central role in this task and is able to catabolize amino acids by enzymatic
transaminases (Berghe 1991). The oxidation of amino acids within the liver is an
also an important part of liver mitochondria acid-base homeostasis (Jungas et al.
1992). Unfortunately, mitochondrial oxidative stress is an element of many
chronic liver diseases. In chronic liver diseases that ultimately result in the
pathological profile of cirrhosis, protein energy production is impaired.
Dysfunctional glycolysis and glycogenesis in tandem with increased lipolysis all
contribute to protein-energy malnutrition (PEM) (Jia et al. 2013).

Branched Chain Amino Acids (BCAAS). A successful treatment for PEM and the
restoration of liver energy homeostasis is the use of branched chain amino acid
(BCAA) supplementation (Moriwaki et al. 2008). Patients with advanced
decompensated cirrhosis have shown improvement after treatment with
supplemented leucine, isoleucine and valine (Nagao et al. 2012). BCAAs
undergo oxidative decarboxylation in the liver but also act as important signaling
mediators of the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway (Mattick et al.
2013). The mTOR pathway is significantly implicated in obesity-associated
insulin resistance (Newgard et al. 2009). However, the exact mechanisms of
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BCAAs and mTOR signaling in chronic liver disease are not fully understood.
The hepatic catabolism of BCAAs may be modified by altered enzyme and
transporter status during liver disease, therefore, the hepatic enzymatic
environment may be the key determinant of altered mTOR signaling and
development of insulin resistance. The success of BCAA supplementation in
chronic liver disease is indicative of important hepatoprotective pathways initiated
by essential amino acids that may be utilized as future therapeutic targets.

Nonalcoholic Fatty Liver Disease (NAFLD)
NAFLD is the most common chronic liver disease of the world today and is
closely associated with the rapidly rising incidence of obesity. At least one third of
the entire United States population (35.7%) are classified as obese and have
some component of the metabolic syndrome (Ogden et al. 2012). The depiction
of the metabolic syndrome has evolved since the 1920’s with early descriptions
of clustering hypertension and hyperglycemic symptoms in patients, to the
present definition that insulin resistance is the central feature of this chronic
disease (McCullough 2011). According to the World Health Organization the
definition of metabolic syndrome must have two additional components including
central girth obesity and hypertriglyceridemia (McCullough 2011). Other diseases
commonly associated with the metabolic syndrome include: type 2 diabetes,
cardiovascular disease, and cancer. The hepatic manifestation of the metabolic
syndrome, NAFLD, was reported to affect approximately 30-40% of the U.S.
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population in 2009 (Ali and Cusi 2009). Estimated rates of patients who have
progressed to the more severe form of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH)
range from 5.7 to 17% of the population (McCullough 2006). Individuals who are
obese with dyslipidemia, and who present with type 2 diabetes mellitus are
reported to have the most important risk factors for progressive NAFLD
(Masuoka and Chalasani 2013). The potential for patients with NASH to progress
to other end-stage diseases such as cirrhosis ranges from 15-25% while 30-40%
of NASH patients may succumb to a liver-related mortality (McCullough 2006).

Liver disease accounts for the 12th leading cause of hospitalization and death in
the U.S. healthcare system (Davis and Roberts 2010). The impact of NAFLD
upon the economy ranks behind cardiovascular disease and cancer however
costs associated with the risk of progressive end-stage liver disease are
expected to rise in tandem with the increasing incidence of obesity (Finkelstein et
al. 2009). Currently 10% of the all healthcare related expenses are attributed to
obesity (Davis and Roberts 2010) and the economic burden of obesity is reported
by the CDC to be around 147 billion dollars (Finkelstein et al. 2009).

The pathological stages of progression in human NAFLD are described by the 2
‘hit’ hypothesis (Day and James 1998). This hypothesis states that a first ‘hit’ in
the form of altered lypolysis and increased lipid accumulation within hepatocytes
propels the liver to the sensitized state of steatosis. Most individuals with NAFLD
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will remain at this benign, reversible stage. The individuals who are of the most
concern, are the 5.7-17% who undergo a 2nd ‘hit’ in the form of increased
oxidative stress, lipotoxicity, and inflammation that leads to the development of
NASH. While the pathological progression of the disease is well characterized by
this 2 ‘hit’ model the exact mechanisms of disease progression through oxidative
stress, lipotoxicity and inflammation are not clearly understood. The role of
adipose tissue and lipotoxicity in addition to the impact of gut microflora upon
progressive NAFLD are recent lines of inquiry being pursued in the field (Cusi
2012; Musso et al. 2010).

Effective treatments for NASH patients are lacking although there are some
drugs can treat the symptomatic profile of NAFLD and the associated disorders.
NASH treatments that have had some success include the use of vitamin E and
ursodeoxycholic acid (UDCA) together (Balmer et al. 2009). Statins and insulin
sensitizers have also been implicated for the symptomatic treatment of NAFLD
patients with a potential anti-inflammatory benefit to the use of the statins (Nseir
and Mahamid 2013; Stein et al. 2009; Wang et al. 2011). Despite the recent
advances it is also important to note that pharmacotherapy for NAFLD patients is
not always the best option due to altered drug disposition (Hardwick et al. 2012).
The gold standard for treatment today remains a strict regimen of diet, exercise,
and weight loss (Carvalhana et al. 2012; Lam and Younossi 2009). Unfortunately
for some NASH patients, a liver transplant may ultimately be required. NASH is
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the third most common indication for liver transplant in the United States and the
need for liver transplants in NASH patients was reported to have increased 5 fold
over a ten year period at a single institution (Agopian et al. 2012). The overreaching need for improved therapeutics highlights the importance for improved
understanding of the mechanisms that mediate NAFLD progression.

The Hepatic Stress Response
The regenerative capacity of the liver is a unique feature of this organ and as
such it is relatively tolerant to a wide array of insults in the form of xenobiotics
and disease (Duncan and Soto-Gutierrez 2013). However, during severe liver
disease many hepatic stress response pathways with different outcomes are
evoked. The abnormal accumulation of lipids and triglycerides in NAFLD
represent the 1st ‘hit’ which sensitizes the liver to any secondary insults such as
oxidative stress and inflammation (Day 2002). It is generally thought that this 1st
‘hit’ initiates many hepatic stress response mechanisms to combat the impending
lipotoxicity that results from the hepatic mismanagement and altered lypolysis of
lipids. Hepatic free fatty acids and saturated fatty acids are able to induce several
apoptotic pathways mediated by c-jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) or by death
receptor activation in hepatocytes (Malhi and Gores 2008). A common stress
response termed the unfolded protein response (UPR) is also activated during
human NAFLD (Puri et al. 2008). The signaling that results from three ER stress
activated protein sensors IRE1α, PERK, and ATF6 all contribute to the activation
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of transcription factors such as spliced XBP-1 (XBP-1s) and JNK a common
stress-activated kinase (SAPK) (Puri et al. 2008). The resulting cascade of
signaling that stems from the activation of these three transmembrane sensors
mediates

the

downstream

mechanisms

of

autophagy,

apoptosis,

and

lipogenesis. These mechanisms are important features of progressive human
NAFLD.

Maintaining a balance between essential cellular mechanisms such as
autophagy, apoptosis, and lipogenesis is necessary if hepatic stress is to be
resolved. However, in the onslaught of constant endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and
oxidative stress these endogenous hepatoprotective mechanisms may become
overwhelmed. The stress response pathways associated with liver disease
function to shut down the source of any insult to the liver in the form of increased
levels of unfolded proteins, lipids, or oxidative stress. In the event these
mechanisms are overwhelmed; the ensuing oxidative stress, inflammation, and
lipotoxicity can lead to the development of NASH, cryptogenic cirrhosis, and even
cancer (Bechmann et al. 2012).

The present study will determine the adaptive transcriptional changes that occur
among ADME and hepatic stress response pathway genes in NASH. The
downstream biochemical impact of the transcriptomic alterations in response to
disease progression will also be determined for the important liver mechanisms
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of BA synthesis, BCAA metabolism, and transcriptional regulation. The
application of high throughput technologies such as microarray analysis and
metabolomics methodologies to analyze individual liver samples representing the
complete spectrum of NAFLD will help elucidate novel mechanisms of the
hepatic stress response that occur during disease progression to NASH.
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FIGURES
Figure 1. The Liver Lobule. The hepatic lobule is comprised of rows of
parenchymal cells or hepatocytes which line the sinusoids and canaliculi. In this
simplified illustration, blood from the hepatic artery (HA) and the portal vein (PV)
flow opposite the bile flow which extends toward the bile duct at the portal triad.
Kupffer cells mediate inflammation and immune functions in the liver and are
distributed along the sinusoids with endothelial cells (not shown).
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Figure 2. Acinar Model of the Liver. The acinar model of the liver represents the
three designated zonules of liver function. The zones extend from the portal
triads (zone 1) to the intermediary zone (zone 2) and the central vein (zone 3).
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PRESENT STUDY
The liver is the primary organ in the body that is essential for many protective
and homeostatic processes. It is responsible for the absorption, distribution,
metabolism and elimination (ADME) of xenobiotics, such as drugs and toxicants.
The liver is the sole manufacturer of primary bile acids and aids in the
enterohepatic recirculation and conservation of secondary bile acids. The liver’s
role in the maintenance of systemic glucose homeostasis through the catabolism
of nutrients such as the branched chain amino acids is critical for sustaining
insulin sensitivity. Patients with advanced liver diseases such as NASH are at an
increased risk of developing insulin resistance due to disease-induced hepatic
stress. These patients may additionally suffer from altered drug management and
hepatic

toxicity.

Previous

research

in

the

Cherrington

laboratory

has

demonstrated several mechanisms of altered BA synthesis, drug metabolism,
and transport in rodent models of progressive NAFLD and cholestasis. The
previous studies have shown altered phase I cytochrome P-450 enzyme
expression and altered uptake transporter expression during progression of this
disease (Fisher et al. 2008; Fisher et al. 2009a; Fisher et al. 2009b). Significant
perturbations of phase II metabolism and phase III functions (efflux transport) in
human NASH have also been shown (Hardwick et al. 2011; Hardwick et al.
2013). In rodent models of cholestasis, BA composition and synthesis pathways
are altered as a result of nuclear receptor activation (Beilke et al. 2008; Beilke et
al. 2009). Many of these studies have shown that liver disease impacts the core
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functions of the liver in the realm of xeno- and endo-biotic management. For the
present study, I hypothesize that progression of NAFLD to NASH through the 2nd
‘hit’ results in coordinately altered global expression patterns of hepatic stress
response gene categories, with downstream biochemical consequences to
endogenous pathways.

The five following aims were designed to test the hypothesis:
Aim 1 (Appendix A) was designed to determine the alterations in global gene
expression, in human liver samples representing the complete progression of
NAFLD, with an emphasis on gene categories involved in hepatic drug ADME.

Aim 2 (Appendix B) characterized BA composition and synthesis at a functional
as well as transcriptomic level, in the human liver samples representing all
stages of disease progression from simple steatosis to NASH.

Aim 3 (Appendix C) determined the transcriptomic alterations in gene categories
of ER stress and unfolded protein response (UPR) pathways, including those
associated with lipogenesis, autophagy, and apoptosis.

Aim 4 (Appendix D) elucidated changes in endogenous hepatic nutrient
pathways beneficial to diseased liver, with an emphasis on altered branched
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chain amino acid (BCAA) catabolism and acylcarnitine production in NASH liver
samples.

Aim 5 (Appendix E) characterized the coordinate regulation of transcription
factors that regulate critical liver processes by analyzing over-represented
transcription factor promoter binding sites in the human NAFLD microarray data
of Appendix A.

The present study determined the transcriptomic and metabolomic signatures of
the hepatic stress response in human liver samples belonging to subjects with
each stage of NAFLD. Individual microarrays and a comprehensive metabolomic
profile of each liver sample, were utilized to generate the studies designed to test
the hypothesis in the current dissertation. For Aim 1 in the analysis of global and
ADME gene expression I discovered that the majority of global gene expression
alterations occur during the transition from steatosis to NASH or in the ‘2nd hit’ but
not the ‘1st hit’ initial transition from normal to steatosis.

In the study of Appendix B, I determined the enzymes responsible for the
alterations in BA synthesis and composition in human NAFLD samples. CYP7B1
exhibited increased expression both at the gene and protein levels. CYP7B1
facilitated a shift from the ‘classical’ (neutral) pathway of BA synthesis to that of
the ‘alternative’ or acidic BA synthesis pathway in NASH livers. In parallel, I
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found that BAs conjugated to the organic acid taurine were significantly elevated
in NASH samples potentially shifting BA composition to species considered more
water soluble and beneficial to the liver. Hepatic stress response events such as
unfolded protein response signaling, in Appendix C, exhibited protective
properties through altered gene expression profiles in NASH. Endogenous
metabolites affected by progression to NASH included the BCAAs in Appendix
study D: leucine, isoleucine and valine together with the acylcarnitine metabolite
products. In the final aim of Appendix E, over-represented transcription factor
binding sites observed for transcription factors associated with liver mechanisms,
in aims 1-4, provided an improved understanding of the coordinate transcriptional
regulation that occurs in NASH. The role of orphan nuclear receptors, forkhead
transcription factors, and hepatocyte nuclear factors in progressive NAFLD is
explored in this aim. The altered profiles of transcriptomic and metabolomic
signatures that I identified in hepatic samples designated as NASH have
implications for future therapeutic targets against disease progression in human
NAFLD.
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Abstract
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is characterized by a series of
pathological changes that range from simple fatty liver to non-alcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH). The objective of this study is to describe changes in
global gene expression associated with the progression of human NAFLD. This
study is focused on the expression levels of genes responsible for the
absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) of drugs. Differential
gene expression between three clinically defined pathological groups; normal,
steatosis and NASH was analyzed. Genome-wide mRNA levels in samples of
human liver tissue were assayed with Affymetrix GeneChip Human 1.0ST arrays.
A total of 11,633 genes exhibited altered expression out of 33,252 genes at a 5
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% false discovery rate. The majority of gene expression changes occurred in the
progression from steatosis to NASH. Principal component analysis (PCA)
revealed that hepatic disease status was the major determinant of differential
ADME gene expression rather than age or sex of sample donors. Among the 515
drug transporters and 258 drug metabolizing enzymes (DMEs) examined, uptake
transporters but not efflux transporters or DMEs were significantly overrepresented in the number of genes downregulated. These results suggest that
uptake transporter genes are coordinately targeted for downregulation at the
global level during the pathological development of NASH and that these patients
may have decreased drug uptake capacity. This coordinated regulation of uptake
transporter genes is indicative of a hepatoprotective mechanism acting to prevent
accumulation of toxic intermediates in disease-compromised hepatocytes.

Introduction
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a progressive disease of worldwide
significance that currently afflicts 30–40 % of the United States population (Ali
and Cusi, 2009). Almost half of all individuals with NAFLD may actually have the
more severe stage of NASH (Ali and Cusi 2009). Globally, the prevalence of
NAFLD is expected to approach that of the United States due to the spread of
western lifestyle (Bellentani et al. 2010). The mechanisms responsible for the
transition from simple fatty liver to NASH have yet to be elucidated. However,
recent endeavors have characterized the progression of human NAFLD through
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a two hit model of pathogenesis (Day and James 1998). According to this model,
NAFLD originates as steatosis through a ‘first hit’ characterized by the abnormal
accumulation of lipids within hepatocytes (Day 2002; Rombouts and Marra
2010). The ‘second hit’ required for advancement to NASH, is thought to be
initiated by excess production of reactive oxygen species (ROS) and proinflammatory cytokines (Pessayre et al. 2004). Gene expression studies of
human NAFLD have been limited to themes of the first and second hit. There is a
focus on obesity-related gene expression changes in NAFLD in addition to
inflammatory and immune system components of the liver (Baranova et al. 2005;
Bertola et al. 2010; Younossi et al. 2005b). However, there is a lack of studies on
expression changes of genes related to the absorption, distribution, metabolism
and elimination (ADME) processes in progressive human NAFLD.

Gene expression changes associated with ADME processes may alter drug
transport and distribution in NAFLD patients resulting in an elevated risk of ADRs
and altered drug bioavailability. The topic of ADME gene expression changes in
the NAFLD patient population is of interest as this clinical group is often
subjected to multiple prescription medications due to co-morbidities related to the
metabolic syndrome such as type 2 diabetes mellitus, hypertension and
dyslipidemia (Portincasa et al. 2006). Combination drug therapies put this patient
population at significant risk of adverse drug reactions (ADRs). ADRs are a
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frequent occurrence in today’s medical field and represent a common cause of
death in hospitalized patients (Lazarou et al. 1998).

The components of ADME genes include phase I and II drug metabolizing
enzymes (DMEs) as well as, the so called phase 0 uptake and phase III efflux
transporters (Szakacs et al. 2008). Phase I and II DMEs modulate the
pharmacokinetics of endogenous and exogenous compounds in the body. The
expression of hepatic phase I DMEs, such as the cytochrome P-450 family
members, has been shown to be significantly altered in human NAFLD by
previous studies (Fisher et al. 2009c). Transport proteins, considered the phase
0 and III components of ADME events, are recognized to have critical roles in the
vectorial transport of drugs across cell membranes. Two main categories of
transporters in the liver include uptake, generally known as the solute carrier
transporters (SLC) and efflux, generally known as the ATP-binding cassette
(ABC) transporters. In the liver, efflux transporters residing on the sinusoidal and
canalicular membranes of hepatocytes are responsible for substrate excretion
into plasma and bile, respectively, whereas uptake transporters are primarily
responsible for drug uptake into the hepatocyte from blood. Gene expression
changes of SLC uptake transporter family members have previously been
demonstrated in our laboratory using a rodent model of NAFLD (Fisher et al.
2009a). Other members of our laboratory have examined efflux transporter
expression changes in a murine model of cholestasis. A hepatoprotective
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response to cholestasis was observed at the transcriptional level through the
upregulation of certain sinusoidal efflux transporters and downregulation of
specific uptake transporters (Lickteig et al. 2007).

Patterns of gene expression changes provide evidence of transcriptional
mechanisms of regulation. Coordinate regulation has been previously reported
by investigators studying nuclear receptors (Eloranta and Meier 2005; Maglich et
al. 2002; Pascussi et al. 2008). Upon activation, nuclear receptors induce a small
gene battery consisting of both phase I and II metabolizing enzymes and phase 0
and III transporters (Kohle and Bock 2007). Coordinate regulation at the global
expression level for ADME genes has not been shown but could have profound
effects upon hepatic function and toxicity (Kohle and Bock 2009). Principal
component analysis (PCA) is a method utilized to examine patterns of expression
changes in genes. PCA simplifies complex gene array data by analyzing the
variance. Patterns in ADME genes are analyzed in this study using PCA. The
current study was designed to provide a comprehensive analysis of gene
expression changes among DMEs and transporters across the progression of
human NAFLD.

Materials and Methods
Human Liver Samples. Human liver tissue was previously acquired from the NIH
funded Liver Tissue Cell Distribution System at the University of Minnesota,
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Virginia Commonwealth University and the University of Pittsburgh. Clinical and
demographic information of these human liver samples has been described
previously (Fisher et al. 2009c). The samples were diagnosed as normal (n = 19),
steatotic (n = 10), NASH with fatty liver (n = 9) and NASH without fatty liver (n =
7). NAFLD activity scoring (NAS) categorization was done by a Liver Tissue Cell
Distribution System medical pathologist (Kleiner et al. 2003). Steatosis was
diagnosed by >10% fat deposition within hepatocytes without inflammation or
fibrosis. NASH with fatty liver was characterized by >5% fat deposition with
accompanied inflammation and fibrosis. NASH without fatty liver was
distinguished by <5% fat deposition and increased inflammation and fibrosis.

Total RNA Isolation. Total RNA was isolated from the human liver samples using
RNAzol B reagent (Tel-test Inc., Friendswood, TX). Total RNA was purified using
the RNeasy Mini Qiagen purification kit (Valencia, CA) according to
manufacturer’s recommendations. RNA integrity was assessed using ethidium
bromide staining following agarose gel electrophoresis. Concentration of the total
RNA

was

determined

using

a

Thermo

Scientific

Nanodrop

1000

spectrophotometer (Waltham, MA). The quality of the 18S and the 28S ribosomal
bands were further characterized on an Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 (Santa Clara,
CA) using the Eukaryotic Total RNA Nano Assay with a 1 µL volume of purified
total RNA from each sample. The RNA integrity numbering (RIN) system was
used to assess the quality of the total RNA samples with a RIN number of 1
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being the most degraded and unusable form of total RNA while a RIN number of
10 represented the most complete and non-degraded form of the RNA.

Microarray Gene Expression Analysis. RNA was processed per manufacturer’s
protocol (Affymetrix GeneChip Whole Transcript (WT) Sense Target Labeling) for
hybridization onto microarrays (Affymetrix GeneChip Human 1.0 ST Arrays).
Array hybridization, washing and scanning was performed according to
manufacturer’s recommendations. All microarray data, archiving, and analysis
were generated by the Genomics Core Facility at the Arizona Cancer Center.
The array data was deposited into the ArrayExpress public repository for
microarray data and is accessible under the accession number E-MEXP-3291
(ArrayExpress Archive 2011). The differential expression of 33,252 global genes
among three diagnosis groups (normal, steatosis, and NASH) was tested using
the linear models for microarray data (LIMMA) software package in Bioconductor
(Smyth GK 2011). Pairwise comparisons between diagnosis groups were
performed using LIMMA. Benjamini and Hochberg’s method was used to control
the false discovery rate at the

level of 0.05 in order to correct for multiple

hypothesis testing (Benjamini and Hochberg 1995). For the purpose of the
statistical tests employed in this study, NASH fatty and NASH not fatty samples
were combined due to the lack of mechanistic differences between these two
states despite histological differentiation. A pairwise comparison analysis of the
gene expression at the 0.01 level of significance was performed to compare
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steatosis versus NASH fatty and NASH fatty versus NASH not fatty. This was
done in order to demonstrate the lack of mechanistic differentiation between the
two NASH categories and justify the combination of all NASH specimens into one
group (Supplemental Figure 3).

ADME Gene Expression Analysis. A list of 258 drug metabolizing enzymes
(DMEs) and 515 transporter genes was compiled from literature sources.
Separate lists were compiled for the subsequent analysis of 437 uptake
transporter genes, 60 efflux transporter genes and 18 transporters classified as
others. Differentially expressed genes are represented in Venn diagrams for
each of the three pairwise comparisons for the global, DME and transporter
categories (Figure 2). Distribution graphs were generated to show the proportion
of genes tested among differentially expressed ADME gene categories.
Categories were tested and if found to have a proportion of genes that showed
greater representation in up or downregulation compared to the proportion of a
randomly tested set of genes the same size are considered over-represented.
The probability of acquiring a higher proportion of differentially expressed genes
in a gene subset of DMEs or transporters was calculated from the simulated
distribution (Figure 3). Heat maps were generated to visualize hierarchical
clustering between patient diagnosis groups and gene expression levels (Figure
4). Principal component analysis (PCA) was used to simplify the complex data
sets of gene categories by analyzing the components with the greatest amount of
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variance. Graphical representations of the first and second components of the
entire global gene set and each ADME gene category show the similarities and
differences in gene expression for the different groups of diagnosis (Figure 1 &
Figure 5).

Quantitative Reverse Transcription-Polymerase Chain Reaction (TaqMan)
Validation Analysis. Validation of CYP1A2, CYP2D6, CYP2E1, and CYP2A6
mRNA levels was conducted using cDNA from the same set of human liver
samples plus additional samples of each disease state that were categorized in a
previous study (Fisher et al. 2009c). Human liver tissue samples for these
experiments were diagnosed as normal (n = 20), steatotic (n = 12), and NASH (n
= 22). The cDNA was analyzed using gene-specific TaqMan primer/probe sets
(Applied Biosystems, Foster City, CA). The ABI 7900HT real-time polymerase
chain reaction system (Applied Biosciences) was utilized for these experiments
using manufacturer’s protocol for the assays. Reactions with the specific
primer/probes for the constitutively expressed glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate
dehydrogenase (GAPDH) gene were used as an endogenous control. The
relation between the log2 microarray signal and raw –Ct values were plotted and
examined for linearity for each selected gene (Supplemental Figures 1 and 2).

Results
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RNA Integrity Numbers (RINs) for Human Liver Total RNA. The Eukaryotic Total
RNA Nano Assay using the Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 revealed RIN values for
normal liver samples to be in the range of 7.1-10. Values for steatosis samples
ranged from 8.2-10. RIN values of 5.2-9.9 were observed for NASH Fatty and
5.5-8.1 for NASH Not Fatty samples. These RIN values were found to be
adequate for application of these samples to the Affymetrix GeneChip Whole
Transcript (WT) Sense Target Labeling protocol.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of Global Gene Expression. To reveal the
major factors correlated with gene expression changes, PCA was utilized. The
first two principal components demonstrated that 34% of all expression variance
is correlated with disease diagnosis but not with sex or age (Figure 1). In terms of
the principal components, 22% of the total variance is represented by the first
principal component and 12% by the second principal component (Figure 1). For
the purpose of this study future analyses will only take into account the factor of
diagnosis as this has been demonstrated by PCA to be the predominant
contributor to the variance in the gene data set (Figure 1).

Differential Gene Expression of Global and ADME Genes. Gene expression
analysis of the total 33,252 annotated and un-annotated global genes revealed
11,633 differentially expressed genes at the 0.05 level of significance among
three pairwise comparisons (normal versus steatosis, steatosis versus NASH,
and normal versus NASH) (Table 1, Figure 2). A total of 1,277 gene expression
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alterations (3.8% of all global genes) were revealed in the normal versus
steatosis comparison (Table 1, Figure 2). 5,746 expression changes (17.3%)
were discovered in the steatosis versus NASH comparison while 9,724 genes
were differentially expressed (29.2%) in the normal versus NASH comparison
(Table 1, Figure 2). 21,619 genes or 65% of all global gene expression was not
changed (Table 1, Figure 2). This analysis demonstrates a greater magnitude of
global gene expression changes in the samples that have progressed to NASH
(Table 1, Figure 2).

Analysis of 258 DME genes revealed only 3 differentially expressed genes (1.2%
of DME genes) in the normal versus steatosis comparison (Table 1, Figure 2,
Supplemental Table 2). While expression of 57 genes (22.1% of DME genes)
was changed in the comparison between steatosis and NASH, 81 genes (31.3%
of DME genes) were changed in expression between normal and NASH (Table
1, Figure 2, Supplemental Table 2). The expression of a total of 166 DME genes
(64.3%) remained unchanged (Table 1, Figure 2). Tests for enrichment of the
DME category for expression changes in either up or downregulation revealed no
over-representation in the distribution histogram (Figure 3).

A sum of 25 transporter genes demonstrated expression alterations out of 515
(4.8% of transporter genes) in the normal versus steatosis comparison (Table 1,
Figure 2). While 150 expression changes (29.1%) occurred in the steatosis
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versus NASH comparison, 210 expression changes in total (40.8%) were
observed in the normal versus NASH comparison (Table 1, Figure 2). The
expression of 130 transporters (25.2%) remained unchanged (Table 1, Figure 2).
Interestingly, the transporter gene category as a whole was significantly overrepresented in a test among genes downregulated in expression for each of the
NASH pairwise comparisons according to the transporter distribution histogram
(Figure 3).

In the analysis of the efflux transporter gene category, 17 efflux genes showed
altered expression in the steatosis versus NASH comparison analysis while 19
expression changes were observed in the normal versus NASH comparison.
Only one efflux transporter was differentially expressed in the normal versus
steatosis comparison (Supplemental Table 3). No over-representation was found
for the 60 efflux transporter genes in either up or downregulation (Figure 3). For
the uptake transporter gene category, 112 genes exhibited altered expression in
the steatosis versus NASH comparison while only 22 were altered in expression
in the normal versus steatosis comparison (Supplemental Table 2). A total of 162
uptake transporter genes were altered in the normal versus NASH comparison of
which many also revealed expression changes in the steatosis versus NASH
comparison (Supplemental Table 2). The distribution analysis of 437 uptake
transporter genes revealed a strong over-representation not seen in the analysis
of the efflux transporter genes (Figure 3). The over-representation among
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downregulated uptake transporter genes was observed in both the steatosis
versus NASH and normal versus NASH comparisons (Figure 3). The normal
versus steatosis comparison did not demonstrate any over-representation of
genes downregulated in expression for either the uptake or the efflux transporter
categories (Figure 3).

Hierarchical Clustering Analysis of ADME Gene Categories. Hierarchical
clustering revealed that the expression profile of transporter genes is capable of
accurately assigning the pathological diagnosis of liver samples. Clustering of
downregulated genes is represented as green blocks in the hierarchical
clustering diagrams while upregulated genes are represented as red blocks
(Figure 4). The NASH samples in the hierarchical clustering model form two
distinctive clusters within the heat map with only one outlying NASH sample. In
contrast, the DME gene expression is not sufficient to separate out NASH
samples from the normal and steatotic groups in the hierarchical clustering
model. Neither gene set is sufficient to distinguish specimens diagnosed as
normal from those with steatosis (Figure 4).

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of ADME Gene Categories. PCA of the
transporter gene category shows a clear partition of NASH specimens from those
diagnosed as normal and steatotic (Figure 5). In contrast more overlap is
observed between the sample clusters in the DME PCA (Figure 5). This overlap
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makes it difficult to distinguish some NASH specimens from normal and steatotic
in the DME genes. PCA of both the uptake and efflux transporter gene categories
demonstrates distinctive clustering and division of NASH samples from those
diagnosed as normal and steatotic (Figure 5).

Microarray Validation. Microarray data was correlated against raw quantitative
RT-PCR data generated from the same set of human samples for validation of
the microarray data. CYP1A2, CYP2D6, CYP2E1, and CYP2A6 were chosen for
validation based upon data from a previous study by our laboratory using the
same set of human liver specimens (Fisher et al. 2009c). Normalized microarray
expression (log2 signal) was compared to quantitative RT-PCR data. All of the
P450 validated genes demonstrated a corresponding pattern of fold change for
up or downregulation similar to that seen in the microarray. The microarray log 2
signals and quantitative RT-PCR –Ct values from both sets of data were
analyzed and found to be in good correlation for the four CYPs differentially
expressed in NASH (Supplemental Figures 1 and 2).

Discussion
Human NAFLD has gained increasing attention as one of the more prominent
chronic liver diseases of the decade, and it has raised clinical concerns due to its
association with the pandemic of obesity and type 2 diabetes mellitus (Ali and
Cusi 2009; de Alwis and Day 2008). The more severe stage of NAFLD has been
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associated with end-stage liver diseases such as cryptogenic cirrhosis and
hepatocellular carcinoma. An estimated 3-15% of NASH patients will develop
cirrhosis and liver failure (Ascha et al. 2010). Hepatic disease state is considered
a primary factor in the altered disposition of many drugs (Lucena et al. 2003).
NAFLD and particularly, the pathophysiological stage of NASH is a relevant
concern to health-care professionals because of the associated risk of ADRs that
may accompany drug administration. The objective of the current study is to
comprehensively analyze gene expression alterations of ADME genes in the
progression of human NAFLD. The results demonstrate a coordinate regulation
at the global level resulting in an enrichment of downregulated uptake transporter
genes in NASH. DME and efflux transport categories did not exhibit any
enrichment for either up or downregulation (Figure 3).

Previous studies have examined gene expression changes in human NAFLD
livers classified as steatotic (Greco et al. 2008) and in livers classified as NASH
using a variety of microarray platforms (Baranova et al. 2007; Rubio et al. 2007;
Younossi et al. 2005a). These studies confirm that liver disease status alters
gene expression changes. The microarray data presented here for the three
separate pathological classifications (normal, steatosis, and NASH) reveal
statistically significant global gene expression alterations with the majority of
expression changes occuring in the pathological transition from steatosis to
NASH and not from normal to steatosis (Figure 2, Table 1). This data confirms
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previous studies that show an accumulation of gene expression changes in
NASH (Rubio et al. 2007). The results we present in the current study
comprehensively analyze ADME gene expression alterations across each of the
stages of human NAFLD and demonstrate that progression to NASH with its
accompanying features of the second hit, alters this critical category of genes.
The limited number of human samples in this study demonstrated large
variances in the ADME gene expression as observed in the PCA between
samples diagnosed as steatotic and those diagnosed as NASH (Figure 5).
Despite the limited size of the sample groups we show significant expression
changes in ADME genes, specifically the transporters in the steatosis versus
NASH and normal versus NASH comparisons. Other studies have reported
transporter expression changes in patients with inflammatory disease states such
as hepatitis and alcoholic liver disease (Morgan 2001; Renton 2005). More
recently, our laboratory reported gene expression changes of cytochrome P450
enzymes in human NAFLD liver samples (Fisher et al. 2009c). Changes in DME
expression may be important since as many as 75% of all drugs are
biotransformed by the P450 enzymes alone in humans (Guengerich 2008).

The pairwise comparison analysis for the DME gene category reflect upon
findings of previous studies done in our laboratory that examined P450 enzyme
activity and changes at the transcriptional and translational levels in this same
set of human samples. Selected P450s demonstrated significant decreasing
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trends in mRNA levels with disease progression (Fisher et al. 2009c). Another
study conducted by our laboratory demonstrated that the phase II conjugating
glutathione transferase (GSTs) phase II enzymes exhibited an increasing trend in
mRNA expression with progression of human NAFLD (Hardwick et al. 2010). The
diversity in differential gene regulation within the DME category is clearly evident
from these studies.

The pairwise comparison analysis of 515 transporter genes shows the distinctive
roles of transporters in either efflux or uptake (Figure 2 & 3). The uptake
transporter

genes revealed

a

significant

over-representation

for

genes

downregulated for both NASH pairwise comparisons (Figure 3). These results
extend previous findings of our laboratory in a rodent NAFLD model to humans.
Downregulation of OATP transporter gene expression in the rodent NAFLD
model parallels the downregulated uptake transporter expression seen in the
current human microarray data (Fisher et al. 2009b; Fisher et al. 2009a). In that
study, rat Oatp1a1, Oatp1a4, Oatp1b2 and Oatp2b1 mRNA expression levels
were significantly decreased in the methionine and choline deficient diet rodent
model of NASH, leading to a functional impairment in the uptake and subsequent
elimination of bromosulphothalein. Based on the similarity in decreased uptake
transporter expression, the current data implies a similar functional impairment of
the uptake transport process in human NASH (Figure 3).
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The over-representation of uptake transporter genes downregulated (Figure 3)
suggests the presence of a coordinate transcriptional regulation in humans with
NASH. Specifically, downregulation of multiple uptake transporters could prevent
the accumulation of xenobiotics and toxic intermediates in a diseased liver
already compromised by oxidative stress. Investigations have revealed other
expression

alterations

in

hepatobiliary

transporters

in

mouse

models

administered toxic doses of acetaminophen and carbon tetrachloride (Aleksunes
et al. 2005). Coordinate gene expression regulation of ABCC efflux transporters
in these mouse models contributed to a reduced chemical burden and
hepatoprotection (Aleksunes et al. 2006).

Multiple mechanisms for a coordinated gene expression response have been
identified in the altered regulation of key ADME genes (Kohle and Bock 2009).
Multiple phase I and II DMEs and transporters are coordinately regulated by
nuclear receptors and transcription factors. This integrated biotransformation
system includes such components as the aryl hydrocarbon receptor (AHR),
constitutive androstane receptor (CAR), liver X receptor (LXR) and nuclear factor
erythroid 2-related factor transcription factor (Nrf2). Studies of the phase I P450
DMEs, phase II conjugating enzymes, efflux and uptake transporters in our
laboratory support the theme of a coordinate regulation in progressive NAFLD
(Hardwick et al. 2011; Lickteig et al. 2007).
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The remodeling of ADME gene expression in the progression of NAFLD is an
important consideration in the diagnosis. The pathological stage of steatosis in
our small sampling of human liver samples did not demonstrate significant
expression changes from that of normal in this study. Therefore the pathological
staging of NAFLD is critical in identifying patients with alterations in the
expression of ADME genes. The ADME gene expression changes we have
presented in this study reveal an important downregulatory function of uptake
transport genes. While this coordinated downregulation of the ADME gene
category is indicative of a hepatoprotective response, these findings may also
have implications in drug dosing regimens. These implications should be taken
into account by health care practitioners and pharmaceutical investigators when
making decisions regarding pharmacotherapy for the NAFLD patient population.
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Figures
Figure 1. Principal Component Analysis of Global Gene Expression. The first and
second principal components used in this graphical representation account for
22% and 12% respectively of the total variance in the global gene expression.
The PCA plot determines the factor that contributes to the variance. Sex and age
do not appear to cause systematic changes in gene expression.
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Figure 2. Differential Gene Expression In Progressive Human NAFLD. Venn
diagrams summarize the magnitudes of genes differentially expressed for the
global, DME, and transporter gene categories. Each circle represents one of the
three pairwise comparisons between disease states (normal versus steatosis,
steatosis versus NASH, and normal versus NASH).
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Figure 3. Distribution Histograms of Gene Expression. Up and downregulated
gene expression is represented by red and green respectively in the barplots and
distribution histograms for each of the three pairwise comparisons: normal versus
steatosis, steatosis versus NASH, and normal versus NASH.

Global gene

expression changes are illustrated in the large barplot for All Genes. Gene
expression changes for DME, all transporters, efflux only, and uptake only
transporter gene categories are represented by smaller barplots and distribution
histograms. The vertical black bar in the distribution histograms represents the
actual number of gene expression changes observed for a gene category as
tested against an expected distribution of randomly chosen genes. N-Normal,
Ste-Steatosis, NSH-NASH. Significance is determined by p < 0.05*.
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Figure 4. Hierarchical Clustering. Heat maps were generated to represent
hierarchical clustering data of differential gene expression for each gene
category. Colored boxes represent upregulation (red) and downregulation
(green). Tree-structures matched to the two axes represent patterns between
diagnosis groups and gene expression differences. Genes are represented on
the x axis and specimen diagnosis on the y axis (normal-yellow, steatosisorange, NASH-red).
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Figure 5. Principal component analysis of ADME gene expression. Principal
component analysis of the categories for the DMEs, all transporters, uptake only,
and efflux only transporters are shown. The first two principal components
representing the majority of the variance in the gene data are plotted to show
similarities or differences in the expression changes for normal, steatosis and
NASH specimens.
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Table 1. Differential Gene Expression. The number and percentage of
differentially expressed genes for each gene category is calculated from 33,252
global genes, 258 DME genes, and 515 transporter genes.
Gene

Normal vs

Steatosis vs

Normal vs

Set

Steatosis

NASH

NASH

1277 (3.8%)

5746 (17.3%)

9724 (29.2%)

DMEs

3 (1.2%)

57 (22.1%)

81 (31.3%)

Transporters

25 (4.8%)

150 (29.1%)

210 (40.8%)

All Genes
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Supplemental Figure 1. Quantitative RT-PCR validation of selected cytochrome
P-450s. The box-and-whisker diagrams compares the expression characteristics
of four selected P-450 genes by both QRT-PCR and microarray analysis.
Significance is determined at p < 0.05*.
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Supplemental Figure 2. Microarray validation correlations. The correlation graphs
show the agreement between the log2 microarray and QRT-PCR data for four
differentially expressed P-450 genes.
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Supplemental Figure 3. NASH Fatty versus NASH Not Fatty. Venn diagrams
summarize the expression changes of the global genes in three pairwise
comparisons (Normal-Steatosis, Steatosis-NASH Fatty, NASH Fatty-NASH Not
Fatty). NASH Fatty and Nash Not Fatty liver samples are only distinguished by 1
gene expression change at the 0.01 level of significance.
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Supplemental Data Table 1. Table demonstrate uptake transporter differential
gene expression from microarray data. (0 = No Change, 1 = Upregulation, -1 =
Downregulation).
UPTAKE
TRANSPORT
Genes

ENTREZ
ID

NORMALSTEATOSIS

SLC12A2

6558

0

1

1

SLC39A14

23516

0

-1

-1

SLC17A2

10246

0

-1

-1

SLC44A1

23446

0

-1

-1

SLC34A2

10568

0

1

1

SLCO3A1

28232

0

1

1

SLC25A36

55186

0

1

1

SLCO2A1

6578

0

1

1

SLC13A5

284111

0

-1

-1

SLC22A15

55356

0

1

1

SLC35B1

10237

0

-1

-1

SLC4A2

6522

0

-1

-1

SLC1A4

6509

0

-1

-1

SLC31A1

1317

0

-1

-1

SLC2A3

6515

0

1

1

SLC2A10

81031

0

-1

-1

SLC24A3

57419

0

1

1

SLC33A1

9197

0

-1

-1

SLC4A7

9497

0

1

1

SLC5A1

6523

0

1

1

SLC28A3

64078

0

1

1

SLC25A24

29957

0

1

1

SLC17A4

10050

0

1

1

SLC44A3

126969

0

1

1

SLC35F2

54733

0

1

1

124565

0

-1

-1

SLC43A1

8501

0

-1

-1

SLCO4C1

353189

0

-1

-1

SLC22A3

6581

0

-1

-1

SLC38A10

STEATOSIS NORMAL-NASH
NASH

94

SLC5A6

8884

0

-1

-1

SLC35A2

7355

0

-1

-1

SLC25A38

54977

0

-1

-1

SLC6A11

6538

0

1

1

SLC39A7

7922

0

-1

-1

SLC39A7

7922

0

-1

-1

SLC39A7

7922

0

-1

-1

SLC1A1

6505

0

-1

-1

SLC39A9

55334

0

-1

-1

SLC2A14

144195

0

1

1

SLC16A10

117247

-1

0

-1

SLC22A23

63027

0

-1

-1

SLC4A4

8671

0

1

1

SLC41A2

84102

0

-1

-1

SLC25A39

51629

0

-1

-1

SLC38A11

151258

0

1

1

SLC11A2

4891

0

-1

-1

SLC16A4

9122

0

1

1

SLC13A3

64849

0

-1

-1

SLC6A6

6533

0

1

1

SLC12A6

9990

0

1

1

SLC24A6

80024

0

-1

-1

SLC9A3R1

9368

0

-1

-1

SLC23A1

9963

0

-1

-1

SLC12A8

84561

0

-1

-1

SLC46A1

113235

0

-1

-1

SLCO1B3

28234

0

-1

-1

SLC2A13

114134

0

-1

-1

SLC5A4

6527

0

1

1

SLC2A9

56606

0

1

1

SLC38A6

145389

0

0

1

SLC39A8

64116

0

-1

-1

SLC43A3

29015

0

-1

-1

SLC25A13

10165

0

-1

-1

SLC35E1

79939

0

-1

-1

SLC25A11

8402

0

-1

-1

95

SLC25A12

8604

0

1

1

SLC39A1

27173

0

-1

-1

SLC39A6

25800

0

1

1

SLC35C1

55343

0

-1

-1

SLC35B4

84912

0

-1

-1

SLC3A2

6520

0

-1

-1

SLC30A5

64924

0

-1

-1

SLC46A3

283537

0

-1

-1

SLC25A34

284723

0

0

-1

SLC25A46

91137

0

-1

-1

SLC10A7

84068

0

-1

-1

SLC6A7

6534

0

0

-1

SLC9A8

23315

1

-1

0

SLC45A2

51151

0

0

-1

SLC25A17

10478

0

-1

-1

SLC25A6

293

0

0

1

SLC25A6

293

0

0

1

SLC45A1

50651

-1

0

-1

SLC10A4

201780

0

0

-1

SLC22A2

6582

0

0

-1

SLC17A5

26503

0

-1

-1

SLC26A6

65010

0

0

-1

SLC2A12

154091

0

1

1

SLC39A3

29985

0

-1

-1

SLC5A5

6528

-1

0

-1

SLC20A1

6574

0

1

1

SLC8A1

6546

0

0

1

SLC26A1

10861

0

0

-1

SLC38A4

55089

0

-1

-1

SLC25A33

84275

0

-1

-1

SLC30A6

55676

1

-1

0

SLC25A43

203427

0

-1

-1

6536

0

-1

-1

SLC25A31

83447

0

0

-1

SLC37A3

84255

0

0

1

SLC1A3

6507

0

0

1

SLC6A9

96

SLC27A2

11001

0

-1

-1

SLC25A28

81894

0

-1

-1

SLC24A2

25769

0

0

-1

SLC13A2

9058

0

0

-1

SLC1A5

6510

0

1

1

SLC7A6

9057

0

1

1

SLC39A10

57181

0

0

1

SLC25A27

9481

0

0

1

SLC5A12

159963

0

0

-1

SLC9A11

284525

-1

0

-1

SLC6A19

340024

0

1

0

SLC29A4

222962

0

0

-1

SLC38A7

55238

0

0

-1

SLC25A37

51312

0

-1

-1

SLC34A1

6569

-1

0

-1

SLC6A15

55117

0

0

-1

SLC29A2

3177

0

0

-1

SLC17A7

57030

0

0

-1

SLC20A2

6575

0

-1

-1

SLC25A16

8034

0

-1

0

SLC18A3

6572

-1

0

-1

SLC25A37

51312

0

-1

-1

SLC9A9

285195

0

0

1

LST-3TM12

338821

0

-1

-1

SLC35A4

113829

0

-1

0

SLC38A8

146167

-1

0

-1

SLC22A8

9376

0

0

-1

SLC35B3

51000

0

-1

-1

SLC16A13

201232

0

0

-1

SLC43A2

124935

0

0

1

SLC25A20

788

0

0

-1

SLC22A6

9356

-1

0

-1

SLC22A13

9390

0

0

-1

SLC14A2

8170

0

0

-1

SLC25A41

284427

-1

0

-1

SLC35F1

222553

0

0

-1
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SLC37A1

54020

0

1

1

SLC4A5

57835

0

1

1

SLC7A7

9056

1

0

0

SLC26A11

284129

-1

0

0

SLC27A6

28965

-1

0

-1

SLC32A1

140679

0

0

-1

SLC44A2

57153

0

0

1

SLC5A10

125206

0

0

-1

SLC26A5

375611

0

0

-1

SLC7A9

11136

0

-1

-1

SLC9A1

6548

0

1

1

SLC30A7

148867

0

-1

0

SLC22A11

55867

0

0

-1

SLC38A3

10991

0

1

0

SLC25A23

79085

0

0

-1

SLC10A3

8273

-1

0

0

SLC25A44

9673

0

-1

-1

SLC30A1

7779

0

0

-1

SLC7A3

84889

0

0

-1

SLC25A5

292

0

-1

0

SLC17A8

246213

0

0

-1

SLC31A2

1318

0

-1

0

SLC3A1

6519

0

1

0

SLC5A2

6524

-1

0

0

SLC6A5

9152

0

0

-1

SLC25A42

284439

0

0

-1

SLC26A7

115111

-1

0

0

SLC12A3

6559

-1

0

0

SLC25A2

83884

0

0

-1

SLC39A2

29986

-1

0

0

SLC25A32

81034

0

-1

0

SLC39A4

55630

0

0

-1

SLC4A3

6508

-1

0

0

SLC25A35

399512

0

0

-1

SLC36A3

285641

0

0

-1

SLC45A4

57210

0

0

1

98

SLC9A3R2

9351

0

0

-1

SLC15A4

121260

1

0

0

SLC22A9

114571

0

-1

0

SLC2A5

6518

-1

0

0

SLC6A3

6531

0

0

-1

SLC25A18

83733

0

0

-1

SLC24A1

9187

0

1

0

SLC9A7

84679

0

0

-1

SLC2A6

11182

0

0

-1

SLC17A1

6568

0

1

0

SLC25A15

10166

0

1

0

SLC2A4

6517

0

-1

0

SLC45A3

85414

0

0

-1

SLCO6A1

133482

0

0

-1

9498

0

1

0

79751

0

0

-1

SLC4A8
SLC25A22
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Supplemental Table 2: Drug Metabolizing Enzyme Differential Gene Expression.
Differentially Expressed Drug Metabolizing Enzymes (DMEs) in Human NAFLD.
(0 = No Change, 1 = Upregulation, -1 = Downregulation).
DME
Genes
SULT1C4
MTR
PAPSS2
CYP4F11
ALDH4A1
AOX1
UGCG
CYP2E1
GPX2
HGSNAT
FMO2
NNMT
SULT1C2
HSD17B10
LOX
GGT5
GSTP1
PAPSS1
MTRR
CYP3A7
GCKR
CYP7B1
PTGS2
CYP21A2
CYP21A2
CYP21A2
HSD17B4
ALDH8A1
MAOA
GCLM
NAT12
HNMT

ENTREZ NORMAL- STEATOSIS- NORMALID
STEATOSIS
NASH
NASH
27233
0
1
1
4548
0
1
1
9060
0
-1
-1
57834
0
-1
-1
8659
0
-1
-1
316
0
-1
-1
7357
0
1
1
1571
0
-1
-1
2877
0
-1
-1
138050
0
1
1
2327
0
1
1
4837
0
-1
-1
6819
0
1
1
3028
0
-1
-1
4015
0
1
1
2687
0
1
1
2950
0
1
1
9061
0
1
1
4552
0
-1
-1
1551
0
1
1
2646
0
-1
-1
9420
0
1
1
5743
0
1
1
1589
0
-1
-1
1589
0
-1
-1
1589
0
-1
-1
3295
0
-1
-1
64577
0
-1
-1
4128
0
-1
-1
2730
1
0
1
122830
0
-1
-1
3176
0
0
1
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CYP51A1
UCHL3
UGT2B4
GPI
ALDH1A3
CYB5R3
HSD3B2
BLVRA
GZMA
UGT2B10
CES1
ALDH1A1
AOC2
TNRC6B
NAT2
CYP2W1
CES4
GSTM2
MT2A
MT2A
PKM2
GPX1
ADSL
CYP11A1
GSTM5
CEL
CYP26C1
PON3
NAT8
BAAT
HYAL3
PON2
ADH6
DHRS2
ALDH2
AOC3
GNPNAT1
SRD5A2
CYP1B1

1595
7347
7363
2821
220
1727
3284
644
3001
7365
1066
216
314
23112
10
54905
51716
2946
4502
4502
5315
2876
158
1583
2949
1056
340665
5446
9027
570
8372
5445
130
10202
217
8639
64841
6716
1545

0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
-1
-1
-1
1
0
0
1
1
1
-1
1
0
0
-1
0
-1
1
-1
-1
0
0
-1
1
1
0
0
0
1
0
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
-1
-1
0

-1
-1
-1
0
1
-1
-1
1
1
1
-1
1
-1
1
-1
-1
-1
1
-1
-1
1
-1
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
1
1
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
0
0
1
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MAT2B
CYP27B1
DPYD
MAK10
UGT2B11
CYP2D7P1
BLVRB
CYP1A2
NAT13
CYP26B1
CYP2D6
ALOX15
GSTTP1
B3GAT1
FBP1
GSTTP1
GSTZ1
CYP27A1
GGT3P
NAT10
CYP2A6
NQO1
PNMT

27430
1594
1806
60560
10720
1564
645
1544
80218
56603
1565
246
25774
27087
2203
25774
2954
1593
2679
55226
1548
1728
5409

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
-1
0
1
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0

1
-1
0
0
0
-1
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
-1
-1
0
1
1
-1
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Supplemental DataTable 3. Differentially Expressed Efflux Transporters in
Human NAFLD. (0 = No Change, 1 = Upregulation, -1 = Downregulation).
EFFLUX
TRANSPORT
Genes
ABCB8
ABCB6
ABCC4
ABCC1
ABCA1
ABCA9
ABCC9
ABCC11
ABCD1
ABCD2
ABCF1
ABCF3
ABCC5
ABCA10
ABCC3
ABCC6
ABCG1
ABCG8
ABCA2
ABCA7
ABCB7
ABCG4
SLC47A1
SLC47A2
TAP2

ENTREZ
ID
11194
10058
10257
4363
19
10350
10060
85320
215
225
23
55324
10057
10349
8714
368
9619
64241
20
10347
22
64137
55244
146802
6891

NORMAL- STEATOSIS- NORMALSTEATOSIS
NASH
NASH
0
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
0
1
1
0
1
1
0
-1
-1
0
1
1
0
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
0
0
-1
0
1
1
0
-1
-1
0
-1
-1
0
1
1
0
0
1
0
-1
0
0
0
-1
0
1
1
0
-1
0
0
1
0
-1
0
0
0
-1
0
0
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
0
-1
0
-1
0
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Supplemental Table 4. Human Liver Specimens. Demographic information
including sex, age, and diagnosis.

Specimen
ID
50
48
47
22
21
19
18
17
16
51
49
46
28
26
25
24
23
9
7
6
54
53
5
4
36
35
34
33
32
31
30
3
29
2

Liver
UMN1249
UMN1214
UMN1219
UMN1152
UMN1098
UC9415
D522
D515
D346
UMN1247
UMN1253
UMN1221
UMN1188
UMN1144
UMN1138
UMN801
D477
UC9410
UC9406
UC9203
D587
D585
UC9130
UC9113
HH1220
HH1246
HH1308
HH1202
HH1249
HH1281
HH1274
D486
HH1356
D418

Diagnosis
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_Fatty
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NASH_NF
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL
NORMAL

SEX Age
F
55
F
58
F
68
F
41
F
59
NA
M
60
F
61
F
55
F
52
F
65
F
57
M
66
M
33
M
52
F
44
F
46
M
20
M
20
F
24
M
49
M
60
F
20
F
59
F
47
M
70
M
64
F
67
M
59
M
16
F
56
F
58
F
25
M
18
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10
1
43
42
41
40
39
38
15
14
12
11

UC9503
D386
HH1226
HH1209
HH1248
HH1124
HH1299
HH1240
UMN1058
UMN753
D162
D218

NORMAL
NORMAL
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis
Steatosis

F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
NA
M
F
F

45
45
53
30
42
40
57
47
16
66
51
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APPENDIX B: DECREASED HEPATOTOXIC BILE ACID COMPOSITION AND
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(CDCA), taurocholic acid (TCA), taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCA), glycocholic acid
(GCA), glycodeoxycholic acid (GDCA), glycochenodeoxycholic acid (GCDCA),
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Abstract
Bile acids (BAs) have many physiological roles and exhibit both toxic and
protective influences within the liver. Alterations in the BA profile may be the
result of disease induced liver injury. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is
a prevalent form of chronic liver disease characterized by the pathophysiological
progression from simple steatosis to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH). The
hypothesis of this study is that the ‘classical’ (neutral) and ‘alternative’ (acidic) BA
synthesis pathways are altered together with hepatic BA composition during
progression of human NAFLD. This study employed the use of transcriptomic
and metabolomic assays to study the hepatic toxicologic BA profile in
progressive human NAFLD. Individual human liver samples diagnosed as
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normal, steatosis, and NASH were utilized. The transcriptomic analysis of 70 BA
genes revealed an enrichment of downregulated BA metabolism and
transcription factor/receptor genes in livers diagnosed as NASH. Increased
mRNA expression of BAAT and CYP7B1 were observed in contrast to decreased
CYP8B1 expression in NASH samples. The BA metabolomic profile of NASH
livers exhibited an increase in taurine together with elevated levels of conjugated
BA species, taurocholic acid (TCA) and taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCA).
Conversely, cholic acid (CA) and glycodeoxycholic acid (GDCA) were decreased
in NASH liver. These findings reveal a potential shift toward the alternative
pathway of BA synthesis during NASH, mediated by increased mRNA and
protein expression of CYP7B1. Overall, the transcriptomic changes of BA
synthesis pathway enzymes together with altered hepatic BA composition signify
an attempt by the liver to reduce hepatotoxicity during disease progression to
NASH.

Introduction
Hepatotoxicity in chronic liver disease is a result of alterations to hepatobiliary
function, bile acid (BA) composition, and BA biosynthesis (Crosignani et al.,
2007; Trottier et al., 2011; Trauner et al., 2008; Zollner et al., 2007). BAs are
endogenous molecules that normally regulate cholesterol homeostasis, lipid
solubilization and metabolic signaling (Li et al., 2011b; Rezen, 2011; Trauner et
al., 2010). Exposure to increased levels of BAs in the diseased liver increases
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the risk of hepatotoxicity from activation of inflammatory, oxidative stress and
necrotic cell death pathways (Tan et al., 2007; Allen et al., 2011). Nonalcoholic
fatty liver disease (NAFLD) has become the most prevalent form of liver disease
and is estimated to afflict 30-40% of the United States population (Ali et al.,
2009). NAFLD is closely associated with features of the metabolic syndrome
such as central girth obesity, insulin resistance and dyslipidemia (Dowman et al.,
2010). This disease is particularly concerning to clinicians due to the potential for
advancement in some patients to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), which is
characterized by extensive liver injury due to inflammation and fibrosis
(McCullough, 2006). NASH is estimated to afflict up to 5.7-17% of the United
States population and places patients at risk of further progression to cryptogenic
cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (Dowman et al., 2010; McCullough, 2006;
Sanyal et al., 2011). The mechanisms of disease progression in NAFLD are not
fully understood and the contribution of altered BA composition and synthesis to
the pathophysiological progression of

the disease has not

yet been

characterized. In the current study we analyze altered BA synthesis in parallel
with BA composition using transcriptomic and metabolomic methods in hepatic
tissue samples representing the complete spectrum of NAFLD.

Changes in BA composition and synthesis can potentiate hepatotoxicity through
pro-inflammatory mechanisms, membrane damage or cytotoxicity (Hofmann,
1999; Zhang et al., 2012; Zollner et al., 2007; Allen et al., 2011). BA synthesis
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occurs in the liver through the ‘classical’ (neutral) pathway and utilizes
approximately 500 mg of cholesterol daily. Cholesterol is converted to primary
BAs by several enzymes including CYP7A1, CYP8B1 and CYP27A1 (Thomas et
al., 2008; Russell, 2003). A secondary BA synthesis pathway, the ‘alternative’ or
oxysterol (acidic) pathway is also present and is reported to become more
predominant and compensates for limitations of the classical pathway during
disease (Crosignani et al., 2007). The alternative pathway utilizes extrahepatic
cholesterol sources with the help of CYP27A1, CYP7B1 and CYP39A1 (Li et al.,
2011b; Thomas et al., 2008). The primary BAs, cholic acid (CA) and
chenodeoxycholic acid (CDCA), in addition to downstream secondary BAs
generated by intestinal microflora make up the majority of the BA pool in humans
(Li et al., 2011b). Synthesis contributes a limited amount of fresh BAs to the pool
under normal conditions, because most BAs (95%) are efficiently conserved by
enterohepatic recycling (Hofmann, 1999; Russell, 2003). Disease and other
changes that affect the liver such as pregnancy, have been shown in animal
models to alter enterohepatic recycling and BA synthesis through altered
expresson of BA transporters and metabolizing enzymes (Aleksunes et al., 2012;
Csanaky et al., 2009; Crosignani et al., 2007).

BA conjugation processes result in less toxic and more water-soluble BA species
that are capable of protecting against damage from more toxic, hydrophobic BAs
which can cause increased oxidative stress and cell death signaling (Perez et al.,
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2009; Delzenne et al., 1992; Thomas et al., 2008). It is estimated that 98% of
hepatic BAs are conjugated to either taurine or glycine by the enzymes bile acid
CoA synthase (BACS) and bile acid coenzyme A:amino acid N-acyltransferase
enzyme (BAAT) (Russell, 2003). Liver defense mechanisms may also be
activated through modifications in hepatic bile acid composition. Prior studies
have analyzed the in vivo toxicological profiles of fed and endogenous BAs in
rodent plasma and hepatic tissue and found increased conjugation (Zhang et al.,
2012; Song et al., 2011). Altered plasma profiles of BA composition are also
reported for many human chronic liver diseases including cholestasis, primary
biliary cirrhosis, and NAFLD (Trottier et al., 2012; Kalhan et al., 2011). The
purpose of this study is to determine whether hepatic BA composition and BA
synthesis pathways are altered in the progression to human NASH as an
adaptive attempt to reduce hepatocellular stress and toxicity. We have employed
high-throughput metabolomic profiling techniques to characterize the altered BA
profile and coupled that with a transcriptomic analysis of the classical and
alternative (acidic) pathways of BA synthesis in NAFLD.

Materials and Methods
Human Liver Samples. Individual postmortem or biopsied human liver tissue
samples were previously acquired from the Liver Tissue Cell Distribution System
(LTCDS) funded by the National Institutes of Health. The LTCDS is comprised of
the following institutions: the University of Minnesota, Virginia Commonwealth
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University and the University of Pittsburgh. Clinical information on these same
liver tissue samples has been previously described in detail and published
(Fisher et al., 2009). The classification of each liver sample was performed by an
LTCDS medical pathologist using the NAFLD activity scoring (NAS)system
(Kleiner et al., 2005). The samples were diagnosed by the scoring criteria as
normal, steatosis, NASH (Fatty) or NASH (Not Fatty). The stage of steatosis was
diagnosed as having >10% fat deposition within hepatocytes and no
accompanying inflammation or fibrosis. NASH with fatty liver was characterized
by >5% fat deposition in the presence of inflammation and fibrosis. NASH without
fatty liver was distinguished by <5% fat deposition and increased inflammation
and fibrosis. Normal (n=19), steatosis (n=10), NASH with fatty liver (n=9) and
NASH without fatty liver (n=7) samples were utilized for mRNA isolation and
application to Affymetrix 1.0 ST GeneChip microarrays as described previously
(Lake et al., 2011). Samples reserved for metabolomic analysis included fewer
normal (n=17) and steatosis (n=4) samples. An increased sample size of NASH
with fatty liver (n=14) and NASH without fatty liver samples (n=23) were utilized
in the metabolomic assays.

Human NAFLD Microarrays. Individual Affymetrix GeneChip Human 1.0 ST
Arrays (Affymetrix, La Jolla, CA) were generated from purified mRNA for each
NAFLD liver sample as described previously (Lake et al., 2011). A total of 33,252
genes for four pathologically defined groups (normal, steatosis, NASH fatty and
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NASH not fatty) are available in this array data set. It is publicly accessible
through the ArrayExpress public repository for microarray data under the
accession number E-MEXP-3291 (http://www.webcitation.org/5zyojNu7T). NASH
fatty and NASH not fatty tissue categories were combined into one category for
NASH due to the lack of mechanistic gene expression changes between these
two pathologically differentiated NASH groups as explained previously for
transcriptomic analyses (Lake et al., 2011).

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. A total of 70 genes specifically implicated in
hepatic BA synthesis were selected using literature database searches and
examination of the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG)
Database (http://www.kegg.jp/). Gene sets for BA metabolism, transport, and
transcription factor/receptor were tested for enrichment among differentially
expressed genes during NASH. All enrichment analyses were performed
between two groups, a normal/steatosis combined group and the NASH group
utilizing the generally applicable gene set enrichment analysis (GAGE) method
(Luo et al., 2009).

Analytical Methods for LC/MS. A total of 17 healthy, 4 steatosis, 14 NASH (Fatty)
and 23 NASH (Not Fatty) liver samples were weighed (weights recorded between
60 and 140 mg) and homogenized in 10 times the tissue weight of ice-cold
methanol solution with 0.1% formic for 18-20 seconds using a polytron
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homogenizer over ice. Liver samples were kept frozen and on dry ice during all
steps of the process. Samples were spun for 10 minutes at 4 degrees Celsius at
10000 RPM in a Beckman Coulter Allegra 25 centrifuge with a TA 10.250 rotor
(Beckman Coulter Inc. Indianapolis, IN). Supernatants were transferred to new
tubes, gently vortexed, and 200 microliter aliquots of each sample were added to
the corresponding positions in a 96 deep well polypropylene plate (BrandTech
Scientific, Inc. Essex, CT). The 96 well plate was dried using a V&P Scientific
Model VP 177 96 well plate manifold dryer (V&P Scientific Inc. San Diego, CA)
with nitrogen gas for approximately 6 hours prior to storage in a -80 degrees
Celsius freezer and processing for UHPLC high resolution LC-MS analysis.
Samples were reconstituted in a 90:10 water:methanol solution. D5-hippurate
was added to each sample as an internal standard. The samples were then
injected in randomized fashion onto a Thermo UHPLC Accela coupled to a
Thermo Exactive high resolution orbitrap mass spectrometer. A total of 11 BA
metabolites were acquired in negative ion mode and the organic sulfonic acid
taurine was measured and acquired in positive ion mode (separate injections)
with a mass accuracy within 5 ppm at 25K resolution. Metabolite peak areas
under the curve (AUC) measurements for LC-MS were calculated using
Component Elucidator, a software package developed by BMS scientists (BristolMyers Squibb Co, Princeton, NJ). The separation of DCA and CDCA using the
conditions in this protocol was not possible and for the remainder of the analysis
these BAs will be presented simultaneously. This study utilizes relative
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quantification of metabolites, a technique that is utilized in large, non-targeted
profiling studies and normalizes metabolite intensities to that of an internal
standard such as d5-hippurate.

Statistical Analysis of Metabolomics Data: A total of 11 metabolites including the
organic acid taurine were analyzed by the University of Arizona Statistical and
Bioinformatics Consortium. The peak area under the curve (AUC) values for the
LC-MS data were log transformed based upon a normal distribution
approximation. After log transformation a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey
honest significant differences (HSD) testing was used for multiple comparisons of
metabolites among the different diagnosis groups to test for mean differences.
NASH (Fatty) and NASH (Not Fatty) diagnosis groups did not exhibit significant
differences from one another in the analysis of BA metabolite levels. Thus,
results for the two pathological categories were combined and presented as one
group designated as NASH. Significance was defined as p values ≤ 0.05 and
represented by an asterisk (*) if significantly changed from normal samples and a
pound sign (#) if significantly changed from steatosis samples (Figure 3). Percent
of normal values were calculated using the raw metabolite data of the steatosis
and NASH sample groups. Hierarchical clustering analysis was performed on the
metabolite data to reveal clustering effects related to the stage of the disease.
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Immunoblot Protein Analysis. Western blots were performed to validate the
protein expression of CYP7B1, CYP8B1 and BAAT in normal (n=7), steatosis
(n=7), and NASH Fatty (n=8) and NASH Not Fatty (n=7) whole cell liver lysate
samples. Samples were prepared at a concentration of 80 micrograms in
Laemmli

sample

dye

(Bio-Rad

Laboratories,

Hercules,

CA)

with

β-

mercaptoethanol and boiled for 10 minutes. Proteins were separated on 10%
SDS polyacrylamide gels and transferred to methanol activated polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) at 30 milliamps for 12.5
hours. Primary antibodies were acquired from Abcam Inc. (Cambridge, MA) and
Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa Cruz, CA). CYP8B1 (sc-101387) was used in
5% nonfat dry milk at a concentration of 1:7,000 with 1:100,000 secondary
antibody (sc-2005). BAAT (ab97455) and CYP7B1 (ab77157) antibodies were
utilized at primary concentrations of 1:7,000 in TBST with secondary antibody
concentrations of 1:100,000 (sc-2004) and 1:200,000 (sc-2302) respectively. For
total protein control pan-Cadherin primary antibody was used at a concentration
of 1:7,000 (ab16505) (Abcam, Cambridge, MA). Blots were imaged with
advanced chemiluminescence substrate (GE Healthcare, Piscataway, NJ).
Relative protein expression was determined using densitometric Image J
software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). All proteins were
normalized to total pan-cadherin protein. The pathological stages of NASH
(Fatty) and NASH (Not Fatty) did not exhibit significant changes from each other,
and results are presented as one combined group designated as NASH (n=15).
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Statistical significance was determined by one way ANOVA with a Tukey post
hoc testing analysis in GraphPad Prism 5 software (La Jolla, CA).

Spearman Correlation Analysis of BA Metabolites and Genes. The correlations
between the levels of BA metabolites and BA gene expression were calculated
by Spearman tests. Corresponding p values were computed using the algorithm
AS 89 (Best et al., 1975). P value corrections for the multiple testing were
adjusted according to the methods of Benjamini and Hochberg.

Results
Bile Acid Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Genes divided into BA metabolism,
transporter and transcription factor/receptor categories were analyzed for gene
set enrichment using the previously published human NAFLD microarray data set
(Lake et al., 2011). The purpose of the enrichment testing was to demonstrate
which gene categories were more frequently up or downregulated when
compared against a background set of genes (Table 1). The gene set enrichment
analysis revealed that the BA gene category containing all 70 genes was on
average enriched for downregulated genes during NASH (Table 1). BA
metabolism and transcription factor/receptor categories were enriched for
downregulation in samples diagnosed as NASH. Conversely, the number of
differentially expressed genes within the BA transport gene category did not
exhibit significant deviation from the array average (Table 1).
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Gene Expression of Individual Bile Acid Metabolizing Enzymes. The mRNA
expression levels for the enzymes CYP7A1, CYP27A1, CYP7B1, CYP8B1,
AKR1D1, HSD3B7 and BAAT were analyzed using the log transformed human
microarray data (Figure 1). CYP27A1 and HSD3B7 genes were significantly
decreased in NASH liver samples while CYP7A1 and AKR1D1 did not change.
CYP7B1 mRNA levels were significantly increased in expression during NASH
when compared to normal or steatosis (Figure 1). This upregulation of CYP7B1
is consistent with the regulation of the alternative (acidic) BA synthesis pathway
during NASH (Figure 1 and 6). The conjugating enzyme BAAT also exhibited a
significant increase, while in contrast CYP8B1 was significantly decreased in
NASH liver samples.

Hierarchical Clustering Analysis. An unsupervised hierarchical clustering analysis
demonstrated that expression changes of the BA genes were sufficient to
distinguish NASH from normal and steatosis diagnosis groups (Figure 2).
Clustering revealed two major groups in the diagnosis groups on the heatmap.
One cluster corresponded to NASH samples while the other corresponded to a
mixture of normal and steatosis samples (Figure 2).

Bile Acid Metabolomics. The metabolomics analysis of hepatic BAs measured by
LC-MS revealed significant changes among samples diagnosed as NASH
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(Figure 3, Supplemental Tables 2 & 3). The average area under the curve (AUC)
measurements for cholic acid (CA) exhibited a significant decrease in liver
samples diagnosed as NASH (31% of normal) while glycodeoxycholic acid
(GDCA) was significantly decreased to 9% of normal in NASH (Figure 3,
Supplemental Tables 2 & 3). Conversely, significant increases in the metabolite
levels of taurocholic acid (TCA) (298% of normal), taurodeoxycholic acid (TDCA)
(507% of normal), and glycochenodeoxycholic acid (GCDCA) (197% of normal)
were observed in samples diagnosed as NASH.

Glycoursodeoxycholic acid

(GUDCA), tauroursocholic acid (TUCA) and tauroursodeoxycholic acid (TUDCA)
did not show any statistically significant differences between diagnosis
categories. The organic sulfonic acid, taurine, showed a significant increase to
304% of normal in NASH samples (Figure 3). However, no statistically significant
changes were observed in steatosis when compared to normal samples for
taurine (Figure 3). A hierarchical clustering analysis of rank-transformed AUC
values revealed that metabolite levels of these bile acids and taurine distinguish
NASH samples from those diagnosed as normal or steatosis. Samples
diagnosed as NASH formed a cluster together according to BA composition
changes (Figure 4). The biochemical observations of the decreased classical
pathway BAs (CA and GDCA) and increased taurine-conjugated BA species
(TDCA and TCA) are consistent with the transcriptional findings (Figure 1 and 6).
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Correlation Analysis of Bile Acid Genes and Metabolites. Correlation testing for
associations between metabolite and mRNA levels was performed to reveal the
relationship between transcriptomic and metabolomic data sets. Metabolites and
mRNA levels were both rank-transformed to perform a Spearman correlation
analysis in order to determine whether expression levels of mRNA correlated
with bile acid metabolite levels. To correct for multiple testing, p values were
adjusted according to Benjamini and Hochberg (Table 2). CA, DCA and GDCA
revealed significantly negative correlations [-0.5843 (p value=0.0057), -0.5489 (p
value=0.012), -0.6013 (p value=0.004)] with CYP7B1 gene expression by
Spearman correlation testing (Table 2). Significant positive correlations between
CYP7B1 and taurine [0.6838 (p value=0.000581)] as well as CYP8B1 and GDCA
[0.4733 (p value=0.0412)] were observed in the correlation tests for normal to
NASH samples (Table 2).

Protein Expression of Bile Acid Synthesis Enzymes. The protein expression
levels of CYP7B1, CYP8B1 and BAAT were analyzed by western blot analysis in
normal, steatosis and NASH human liver whole cell lysates with pan-cadherin
total protein. CYP7B1 was significantly increased in NASH samples compared to
normal and steatosis (Figure 5). The relative protein levels of CYP8B1 and BAAT
were not significantly altered at any stage of NAFLD (Figure 5).

Discussion
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In the current study, we have demonstrated altered BA composition and a shift
from the classical to the alternative BA synthesis pathway in human livers
diagnosed as NASH (Figure 3 and 6). Alterations in BA composition and
synthesis are important mechanisms that modulate hepatotoxicity. The
accumulation of BAs in the liver and the associated toxicity is a significant
problem in many diseases (Trottier et al., 2011; Trottier et al., 2012; Perez et al.,
2009; Crosignani et al., 2007). Evidence of BA toxicity is abundant and results
from excessive exposure to either primary or secondary BAs (Delzenne et al.,
1992; Hofmann, 1999; Song et al., 2011). While the mechanisms of BA injury in
NASH are not completely understood, it is established that oxidative stress and
the antioxidant response play a role in the pathological progression to NASH
(Hardwick et al., 2010). Hydrophobic BAs are known to impair the mitochondrial
electron transport chain resulting in massive ROS production and oxidative
stress. Increased exposure to hydrophobic BAs also results in the direct
activation of apoptosis and necrosis pathways (Perez et al., 2009; Sharma et al.,
2010). BAs are also reported to act as inflammatory mediators in rodent liver
injury models (Zhang et al., 2012) and isolated hepatocyte experiments (Allen et
al., 2011). Furthermore, BAs are capable of activating stellate cells and
profibrogenic mechanisms (Svegliati-Baroni et al., 2005) which are both
pathological components of NASH. The hydrophobicity, and thus the potential for
BA toxicity has been reported in the following order: DCA>CDCA>CA>UDCA
(Perez et al., 2009; Song et al., 2011). Hydrophobic BAs are recognized as the
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main precursors of many toxic events in the liver however, some BA species are
actually beneficial. TDCA, and TUDCA have been shown in the literature to
protect organs against oxidative and endoplasmic reticulum stress (Ratziu et al.,
2011; Seyhun et al., 2011; Yang et al., 2010). In the present study we
demonstrate a significant increase in metabolite levels of more hydrophilic BA
components in NASH samples (TCA, TDCA, GCDCA and GCA). The concurrent
decrease of CA and GDCA in NASH altogether is suggestive of an attempt in
these livers to reduce the profile of more toxic hydrophobic BAs (Figure 3 and 6).

The changes in BA levels in NASH depend upon the functional activation or
suppression of enzymes in the classical and alternative BA synthesis pathways.
We discovered an enrichment of downregulated BA metabolism enzymes and
transcription factor/receptors in NASH livers. Similarly, rodent studies examining
the role of pregnancy in BA alterations have also found decreased mRNA levels
of many hepatic transcription factors and some BA metabolizing enzymes
(Aleksunes et al., 2012). The enrichment of downregulated BA metabolism
enzymes in human NASH liver included the classical pathway enzyme, CYP8B1
that is similarly suppressed in farnesoid x receptor (fxr) activated mice (Kong et
al., 2012). The transcriptional decrease of CYP8B1 in NASH liver may be
indicative of an attempt to decrease production of CA through the classical
pathway and has also been observed in animal models of cholestatic liver injury
(Zhang et al., 2012). The increased mRNA and protein levels of CYP7B1 are
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indicative of a functional upregulation of the alternative (acidic) pathway in NASH
liver (Figure 1 and 5). Furthermore, the transcriptional increase of BAAT in NASH
suggests an attempt by the liver to increase BA conjugation in the liver. These
findings in the BA gene expression data in human NASH are similar to results in
a previous study that examined the BA metabolism pathway in a rodent model of
cholestasis (Beilke et al., 2008). The lithocholic acid (LCA) induced cholestasis
mouse model utilized in our laboratory also explored changes in metabolism
pathway enzymes and BA composition (Beilke et al., 2009; Beilke et al., 2008).
Mice treated with phenobarbital or 1,4-bis[2-(3,5-dichloropyridyloxy)] benzene
(TCPOBOP) before LCA exposure exhibited induced expression of constitutive
androstane receptor (CAR). The induction of CAR in these mice also resulted in
subsequent alterations in BA composition. The gene expression of Cyp7b1 was
significantly upregulated in these mice and parallels what is seen in human
NASH. Additionally, increased mRNA expression of the conjugation enzyme Baat
was also observed in the CAR-activated mice compared to mice lacking CAR
expression. The gene expression levels of BA metabolism enzymes for both
CYP8B1, CYP7B1 and BAAT in human NASH liver is supported by these
previous studies in animal models of liver disease (Beilke et al., 2008; Beilke et
al., 2009; Kong et al., 2012). The altered expression of BA metabolism genes aid
in a shift from the classical pathway of BA synthesis to the alternative and is
indicative of a defense mechanism altering the overall BA profile to protect
against hepatotoxicity. This finding is similar to the observations of shifted BA
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synthesis and composition in the rodent model of LCA-induced cholestasis
(Beilke et al., 2009).

Shifts in BA synthesis and composition have been reported in various human
hepatic disease states such as primary biliary cirrhosis (PBC) and chronic
hepatitis C (Crosignani et al., 2007; Crosignani et al., 2011). The classical
pathway of BA synthesis is reported to be impaired in these patients. In contrast,
alternative pathway intermediates are intact in these patients as represented by
normal levels of 27α-hydroxycholesterol in plasma (Crosignani et al., 2011).
Studies in obese patients have also shown an upregulation of the alternative
pathway (Crosignani et al., 2011). The findings of these clinical studies support
the results observed in this study of NASH.

In addition to the increased levels of taurine-conjugated BAs (TCA and TDCA) in
NASH livers, a concurrent increase in the levels of the organic acid taurine were
observed. Elevated levels of taurine in serum have been previously reported in
studies of NASH patients (Li et al., 2011a). Additionally, recent pre-clinical and
clinical studies support the use of taurine administration to alleviate inflammation
and lipid accumulation in NAFLD (Timbrell et al., 1995; Chen et al., 2006; Gentile
et al., 2011). Increased concentrations of taurine-conjugated BAs in cholestatic
liver disease are reported in the literature and parallel our findings (Trottier et al.,
2012). Additionally, elevated levels of GCDCA and TCA have been reported in
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the plasma of NASH patients, corresponding to the increases seen in our hepatic
NASH samples (Kalhan et al., 2011). The elevated levels of taurine and
conjugated BA species are indicative of an initiated protective mechanism by the
liver to alter BA composition and compensate for disease induced hepatotoxicity
during NASH. The beneficial aspects of taurine conjugated BAs are reported in
the literature (Hirano et al., 2006; Seyhun et al., 2011) along with the exploration
of taurine as a potential therapeutic in human NAFLD (Gentile et al., 2011).
Composition patterns of BAs in human bile among different states of liver
disease also demonstrate a coordinated pattern of change among glycine and
taurine conjugated BAs (Nagana et al., 2009) which also support our findings of
altered BA composition and increased levels of conjugated BAs in the NASH
hepatic samples.

In summary, the transcriptomic results and metabolomic BA profile provide
evidence for a transition from the classical to the alternative pathway of BA
synthesis in the livers of NASH patients (Figure 6). The increased availability of
hepatic taurine for bile acid conjugation reactions is suggestive of an attempt to
ameliorate the potential toxic effects of endogenous BAs in NASH. These results
clearly show altered BA composition in the form of increased levels of taurineconjugated BAs and decreased levels of CA and GDCA. Increased protein and
mRNA levels of CYP7B1 with the corresponding decrease in gene expression of
CYP8B1 indicate the initiation of mechanisms at the functional and transcriptional
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level acting to shift the pathways in NASH. The unique analytical approach of
combining transcriptomic and metabolomic findings demonstrates the importance
of gene expression changes upon the biochemical outcome in these patients. In
conclusion, the data presented here, provide important new insights into the
molecular and biochemical responses to NAFLD progression and provide the
foundation for further evaluation of the contribution of altered BA metabolism in
the development of NASH.
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Figures
Figure 1. Bile Acid mRNA Expression. The mRNA expression of classical and
alternative BA synthesis pathways enzymes were analyzed from the human
NAFLD microarrays. Data are presented as the log2 mRNA expression +/- the
standard deviation. A one way ANOVA with a Tukey post hoc test of mean
normalized metabolites was utilized to determine statistical significance.
Significance is defined as p values ≤ 0.05. An asterisk (*) represents significance
from normal and a pound sign (#) represents significance from steatosis.
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Figure 2: Hierarchical Clustering Analysis of Bile Acid Genes in Human NAFLD.
The heatmap demonstrates the changes in expression for all BA genes in
normal, steatosis and NASH (Fatty) and NASH (Not Fatty) samples. Both genes
and samples were sorted using unsupervised hierarchical clustering. Red and
blue colors correspond to increased and decreased genes respectively. Yellow
color correlates to the median expression. Clustering of diagnosis groups with
respect to gene expression changes is shown.
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Figure 3: Bile Acid Metabolite Levels in Hepatic Samples of Human NAFLD. The
peak area under the curve (AUC) measurement for each metabolite is revealed
as log transformed mass spectrometry values +/- the standard deviation.
Significance is defined as p values ≤ 0.05. A one way ANOVA with a Tukey post
hoc test of mean normalized metabolites was utilized to determine statistical
significance. Asterisk (*) represents significance from normal, pound sign (#)
represents significance from steatosis. Sample size: normal n=17, steatosis n=5,
NASH (Fatty) n=14, NASH (Not Fatty) n=23.
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Figure 4: Hierarchical Clustering Analysis of Metabolites. The heatmap of BA
metabolites demonstrates the increase or decrease of each metabolite in liver
samples diagnosed as either normal, steatosis, NASH (Fatty) and NASH (Not
Fatty). Rank transformed metabolite levels and samples were sorted using
unsupervised hierarchical clustering. High, medium and low levels of metabolites
are shown in red, black and green colors respectively.
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Figure 5: Protein Expression of Bile Acid Synthesis Enzymes.

The relative

protein expression of three key bile acid synthesis enzymes (CYP7B1, BAAT and
CYP8B1) in human whole cell liver lysate samples is shown. Representative
blots with two samples per diagnosis group are given. The relative protein
expression of all samples was analyzed by densitometric analysis and
normalized to pan-cadherin total protein. A one way ANOVA with a Tukey post
hoc test of mean normalized metabolites was utilized to determine statistical
significance. Significance is defined as p values ≤ 0.05. Asterisk (*) represents
significance from normal and pound sign (#) represents significance from
steatosis.
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Figure 6: Bile Acid Synthesis in Human NASH. A simplified schematic of the
hepatic classical and alternative pathways of BA synthesis in human NASH is
provided. Increased levels of metabolites (TCA, TDCA, GCDCA and taurine) are
shown in red. Gene expression increases of metabolizing enzymes (BAAT,
CYP7B1) are also shown in red. Decreased metabolite levels (CA, GDCA) and
enzyme gene expression (CYP27A1, CYP8B1, and HSD3B7) is represented in
blue. Unchanged metabolites (CDCA/DCA, GUDCA, TUCA, TUDCA, GCA) and
enzymes (CYP7A1, AKR1D1) are shown in black. Note: Not every enzymatic
step in BA synthesis and systemic enterohepatic recycling of BAs is shown in this
schematic. This pathway is adapted and modified from (Beilke et al., 2009) and
(Thomas et al., 2008).
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Table 1: Gene Enrichment Analysis. Gene set enrichment testing of BA gene
categories for either up or downregulated gene expression is shown. A
statistically enriched gene set is defined as p values ≤ 0.05. The false discovery
rate (FDR) q value is the Benjamini and Hochberg adjusted p value.

Downregulation Enrichment Analysis
Gene Category

P Value

FDR q Value

Bile Acid Transport
0.260
0.260
Bile Acid Metabolism
0.040
0.054
Bile Acid Receptors and
0.012
0.029
Transcription Factors
All Bile Acid Genes
0.015
0.029
Upregulation Enrichment Analysis
Bile Acid Transport
0.740
0.988
Bile Acid Metabolism
0.960
0.988
Bile Acid Receptors and
0.988
0.988
Transcription Factors
All Bile Acid Genes
0.985
0.988

Gene
Set
Size
34
26
21
81
34
26
21
81
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Table 2. The Spearman Rank Correlation Analysis. Spearman rank correlation
values of three critical BA pathway genes and metabolites with the corresponding
adjusted p values (in parentheses) is shown. Statistical significance of the
correlation is represented by p value ≤ 0.05 and is designated by asterisk (*).

Metabolites
TCA
TDCA
CA
DCA/CDCA
GDCA

CYP7B1
0.2664 (0.343)
0.4476 (0.0624)
-0.5843 (0.0057)*
-0.5489 (0.012)*
-0.6013 (0.004)*

BAAT
0.2661 (0.343)
0.2507 (0.383)
-0.3572 (0.164)
-0.4068 (0.0936)
-0.4478 (0.0601)

GCA
GCDCA
TUCA
TUDCA
GUDCA
Taurine

0.1445 (0.636)
0.3524 (0.169)
-0.0574 (0.864)
0.2529 (0.38)
0.0272 (0.943)
0.6838 (0.000581)*

0.3369 (0.199)
0.3159 (0.238)
-0.2037 (0.475)
0.0707 (0.851)
-0.0036 (0.994)
0.3936 (0.107)

CYP8B1
0.0664 (0.858)
-0.2048 (0.475)
0.3062 (0.259)
0.1638 (0.581)
0.4733
(0.0412)*
0.3347 (0.202)
-0.0301 (0.936)
0.2138 (0.458)
-0.0284 (0.942)
0.2188 (0.68)
-0.3741 (0.132)
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Abstract
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a chronic disease associated with
hepatic lipotoxicity and endoplasmic reticulum (ER) stress. NAFLD can progress
from simple steatosis to severe, inflammatory nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH). ER stress signaling is activated when misfolded proteins accumulate
and high levels of lipids alter ER homeostasis creating a toxic environment within
the ER. The objective of this study was to determine the coordinated differential
regulation of ER stress associated genes in the progressive stages of human
NAFLD. Human liver samples categorized as normal, steatosis, NASH (Fatty)
and NASH (Not Fatty) were analyzed by individual Affymetrix GeneChip Human
1.0ST microarrays, immunoblots, and immunohistochemistry. A gene set
enrichment analysis was performed on autophagy, apoptosis, lipogenesis and
ER stress/UPR gene categories. The analysis identified an enrichment of
downregulated genes in the lipogenesis and ER stress/UPR gene categories in
NASH samples. Conversely, an enrichment of upregulated genes among
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autophagy and apoptosis categories was observed in NASH. Protein expression
of the adaptive liver response protein STC2 and the transcription factor XBP-1s
were significantly elevated among NASH samples while other downstream ER
stress proteins including CHOP, ATF4 and phosphorylated JNK and eIF2α were
not significantly changed in disease progression. An increase in the nuclear
accumulation of total XBP-1 protein was observed in steatosis and NASH livers.
These findings reveal the presence of a coordinated, adaptive transcriptional
response to hepatic ER stress and lipotoxicity during the transition from steatosis
to NASH.

Introduction
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a chronic disease that can progress
from simple steatosis to inflammatory nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH).
Approximately 30-40% of the United States population is estimated to be afflicted
with NAFLD, while 7-14% are estimated to have NASH (Ali and Cusi 2009;
McCullough 2006). The pathological features of each stage of the disease have
been well characterized however; the exact mechanism of the progression from
steatosis to NASH is not known. Increased hepatic endoplasmic reticulum (ER)
stress and lipotoxicity are recognized to have significant roles in the progression
of NAFLD (Cusi 2012; Fuchs and Sanyal 2012). Human NAFLD is accompanied
by a disruption of ER homeostasis and the activation of the unfolded protein
response (UPR) within hepatocytes (Puri et al. 2008). The lipotoxic environment
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of NAFLD promoted by an oversupply of fat is thought to directly influence ER
homeostasis by the integration of saturated fatty acids into ER phospholipids
which ultimately leads to ER dysfunction and ER stress activation (Leamy et al.
2012). The signaling pathways resulting from lipotoxic ER stress may lead to
either an adaptive or a harmful UPR (Achard and Laybutt 2012).

The UPR is classically triggered in response to an accumulation of misfolded or
unfolded proteins. Current evidence in the literature indicates that increased
lipotoxic stress in the form of saturated fatty acids may also trigger the ER stress
response through detrimental physical rearrangements of the ER membrane
structure (Fuchs and Sanyal 2012; Leamy et al. 2012). The three branches of the
ER stress response are activated in response to accumulating misfolded proteins
by three transmembrane receptors which are normally kept in an inactive state
by close association with the chaperone GRP78. These receptors include type-I
transmembrane inositol-requiring enzyme 1 (IRE1), (PKR)-like ER kinase
(PERK), and activating transcription factor 6 (ATF6). These three sensors initiate
the downstream transcription of specific genes involved in lipogenesis,
autophagy and apoptosis when GRP78 dissociates. These cellular processes
attempt to resolve the source of the ER stress or initiate controlled cell death
mechanisms (Amir and Czaja 2011; Gentile et al. 2011; Patil and Walter 2001).
The regulation of the ER stress response is dependent on the activation of the
transcription factors: X-box binding protein 1 spliced (XBP-1s), ATF6 and
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activating transcription factor 4 (ATF4) (Adachi et al. 2008; Uemura et al. 2009).
The IRE1 pathway splicing product XBP-1s is a crucial transcription factor
involved in the ER stress response that has been shown to directly regulate
lipogenesis gene expression (Glimcher and Lee 2009; Lee et al. 2008). XBP-1s
has multiple functions in the regulation of lipogenesis and insulin resistance (Ning
et al. 2011). The dual role of XBP-1s in the regulation of lipogenesis and the
activation of IRE1 pathway targets make it an important regulatory component in
the study of lipotoxic ER stress. The transcription factor ATF4 has also been
shown to participate in cytoprotective functions through upregulation of
stanniocalcin 2 (STC2) in the PERK pathway (Fazio et al. 2011; Ito et al. 2004).
The activation of ATF6 has been reported to suppress lipogenesis genes under
conditions of glucose deficiency and ER stress (Zeng et al. 2004). Given the
important roles that each of the three ER stress signaling branches have in the
regulation of lipogenesis and cellular protection a clearer understanding of the
adaptive ER stress response in progressive NAFLD is essential for the
development of therapeutic targets.

Autophagy is a well known mechanism of cell protection. There are several
different forms of autophagy which include microautophagy, lipophagy and the
most commonly known macroautophagy. The process of macroautophagy (more
commonly referred to as autophagy) involves the formation of an intracellular
double membrane structure, the autophagosome, which ultimately fuses with the
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lysosome (Amir and Czaja 2011). This structure allows for the digestion of
cellular debris such as damaged organelles and unfolded proteins. Autophagy is
also able to help regulate lipid metabolism through a process known as lipophagy
(Singh et al. 2009).

Autophagy and apoptosis are different but complementary processes. The
regulation of

apoptosis is also controlled by the same ER stress pathway

transcription factors that regulate autophagy machinery (Acosta-Alvear et al.
2007; Alkhouri et al. 2011; Amir and Czaja 2011; Mei et al. 2011; Thorburn
2008). Autophagy and apoptosis may also help to modulate the ‘second hit’ in
the traditional ‘two-hit hypothesis’ of disease progression in NAFLD during the
transition from steatosis to NASH (Amir and Czaja 2011; Rautou et al. 2010).
Overall, ER stress cell death, cytoprotection, and lipid processing events in the
cell are clearly connected through the UPR (Glimcher and Lee 2009; Lee and
Glimcher 2009; Ren et al. 2012) Thus, our hypothesis is that UPR, lipogenesis,
autophagy and apoptosis genes are adaptively and coordinately altered in the
progression to NASH in an attempt to resolve hepatic lipotoxicity.

Materials and Methods
Human Liver Samples. Human liver samples were acquired from the National
Institutes of Health funded Liver Tissue and Cell Distribution System that is
comprised of the following institutions: the University of Minnesota, University of
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Pittsburgh and Virginia Commonwealth University. Post-mortem liver tissue and
liver biopsies were acquired and scored for diagnosis by an NIH pathologist
using the NAFLD activity scoring system (Kleiner et al. 2005). According to this
method, a sample was diagnosed as steatosis when greater than 10% lipid
deposition was scored within hepatocytes but there was no accompanying
inflammation or fibrosis. NASH with fatty liver samples were scored and defined
by greater than 5% lipid deposition in the presence of inflammation and fibrosis.
NASH without fatty liver samples were distinguished from NASH with fat by
having less than 5% fat deposition and increased inflammation and fibrosis.
Human liver tissue information on age, sex and demographics has been
previously published and described (Fisher et al. 2009; Lake et al. 2011). Liver
tissue was utilized for total mRNA isolation and purification for application to
individual Affymetrix Human 1.0 ST GeneChip microarrays as described
previously (Lake et al. 2011). A sample size of 19 normal, 10 steatosis, 9 NASH
Fatty and 7 NASH Not Fatty samples were utilized in the generation of the
individual Affymetrix microarrays. Whole cell liver lysates were generated for
Western blot analyses from individual liver tissue samples as described
previously for protein analysis (Hardwick et al. 2011). A sample size of 7 normal,
7 steatosis, 8 NASH Fatty, and 5 NASH Not Fatty samples were utilized for the
western blots. Total protein content was analyzed using the Pierce BCA (Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA) protein quantitation assay.
.
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Microarray ER Stress Associated Genes. Affymetrix GeneChip Human 1.0 ST
Arrays (Affymetrix, La Jolla, CA) were generated for each human liver sample.
Array hybridization, washing, and scanning was performed according to
manufacturer’s recommendations in the Affymetrix GeneChip Whole Transcript
Sense Target Labeling protocol (Affymetrix, La Jolla, CA). All microarray data
processing, archiving, and analysis were generated by the Genomics Core
Facility at the Arizona Cancer Center. NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty
microarray data were combined in the analysis into one category designated as
NASH due to the lack of mechanistic gene expression changes between the two
categories as reported previously (Lake et al. 2011). A total of 33,252 annotated
and unannotated genes are represented for each sample. The data set is
accessible at the ArrayExpress public repository for microarray data under the
accession number E-MEXP-3291 (http://www.webcitation.org/5zyojNu7T).

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Autophagy, apoptosis, lipogenesis and ER
stress/UPR gene categories were tested for enrichment in either up or
downregulation using the human microarray data. Gene set enrichment tests
were performed using the Generally Applicable Gene-set Enrichment (GAGE)
analysis method as described in the literature (Luo et al. 2009). The GAGE
method of gene enrichment analysis is appropriate for gene expression data of
different sample sizes and was employed to analyze the ER stress gene
categories in the NAFLD human microarray data (Luo et al. 2009). Hierarchical
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clustering analysis was also performed on each of the ER stress-associated
gene categories. Heatmaps were generated to visualize clustering patterns of
diagnosis groups and gene expression changes in the tested ER stress gene
sets.

Gene Set Coexpression Analysis. A comparison of expression profiles was done
for all ER stress gene categories and analyzed by Spearman correlation
analysis. The different categories of ER stress genes (ER stress/UPR,
lipogenesis, apoptosis and autophagy) were each analyzed for coexpression of
genes using Spearmans correlation coefficients. Histograms showing the
correlation of ER stress gene categories with each other in comparison to the
overall background gene expression in the microarray data were generated for
each category.

Protein Expression Analysis. ER stress pathway proteins were analyzed by
Western blot analysis using the human whole cell liver lysate samples. The
samples (80 micrograms of total protein) were diluted in Laemmli buffer (Bio-Rad
laboratories, Hercules, CA) and subjected to polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
using 10% SDS-polyacrylamide gels. Proteins were transferred to polyvinylidene
difluoride (PVDF) membranes overnight, blocked in 5% nonfat dry milk in TBST
buffer,

and

incubated

overnight

in

the

following

primary

antibodies.

Phosphorylated and total JNK and phosphorylated and total eIF2alpha (Cell
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Signaling Technology, Boston, MA), XBP1s (Biolegend, San Diego, CA), ATF4
(Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA), STC2 (Abcam Inc.,
Cambridge, MA), and CHOP (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA).
A nitrocellulose membrane was used for CHOP protein analysis rather than
PVDF. Following primary antibody incubation, the blots were incubated with the
corresponding HRP-tagged secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz Biotechnology
Inc., Santa Cruz, CA). The blots were washed and imaged with Femto West
Super Signal chemiluminescent solution (Thermo-Scientific, Rockford, IL).
Densitometric analysis was performed with ImageJ Software (National Institute of
Health, Bethesda, MD) and proteins were normalized to total pan-Cadherin
protein (Abcam, Inc., Cambridge, MA). Densitometric data was graphed and
illustrated in Graphpad Prism 5 (GraphPad Software Inc., San Diego, CA) with
box-and-whisker plots.

Immunohistochemical Staining of Total XBP-1. Normal, Steatotic, NASH (fatty),
and NASH (not fatty) frozen and fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) human liver
samples (n = 5-7) were deparaffinized, followed by re-hydration in an ethanol
gradient. Antigen retrieval was performed with Citrate-EDTA buffer (10 mM Citric
Acid, 2 mM EDTA, 0.05% Tween 20, pH 6.2) in a microwave followed by a 0.3%
(v/v) endogenous peroxidase block. All samples were incubated in total XBP-1
primary antibody (1:110, Abcam Inc., Cambridge, MA) overnight at 4°C. Antibody
binding was detected by the MACH4 kit (Biocare Medical, Concord, CA), and
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color development was performed with Betazoid DAB (Biocare Medical, Concord,
CA) according to the manufacturer’s recommendation. All slides were imaged
with a Nikon Eclipse E4000 microscope and a Sony Exwave DXC-390 camera.
Hepatocyte nuclei positive for XBP-1 staining and hepatocyte nuclei negative for
XBP-1 staining were quantified within a 40X field of vision with a total of ten fields
assessed for each sample. The number of total hepatocytes was calculated from
the positive and negative nuclei counts, and was used to determine the
percentage of positive nuclei within a field.

Results
Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Gene set enrichment analysis was performed on
the ER stress gene categories of lipogenesis, apoptosis, autophagy and ER
stress/UPR acquired from the human NAFLD microarray data set. The
lipogenesis and ER Stress/UPR gene categories were significantly enriched for
downregulated genes in NASH liver samples (Table 1). Conversely, apoptosis
and autophagy gene sets were significantly enriched for upregulated genes in
NASH samples (Table 1).

Microarray Gene Expression. ER stress and UPR genes from the human NAFLD
microarray data set were analyzed across normal, steatosis and NASH samples.
For the IRE1 signaling pathway, IRE1 and JNK mRNA was not significantly
altered in NASH samples when compared to normal, while the gene designated
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as XBP1 was significantly decreased in NASH from both normal and steatosis
(Figure 1). The PERK pathway genes (eIF2alpha, ATF4, CHOP and GRP78)
were decreased significantly in NASH compared to normal samples (Figure 1).
The associated PERK pathway gene STC2, was significantly increased in NASH
samples (Figure 1). The mRNA levels of PERK were not significantly changed in
samples diagnosed as NASH (Figure 1). The ER stress pathway transmembrane
sensor gene, ATF6 exhibited significant elevation in steatosis as compared to
normal samples, but no changes in NASH samples were observed (Figure 1).

Hierarchical

Clustering

Analysis.

Liver

samples

diagnosed

as

NASH

predominantly clustered together for all of the ER stress-associated gene
categories according to a hierarchical clustering analysis (Figure 2). ER
stress/UPR, apoptosis and autophagy gene set heat maps revealed this effect in
NASH samples (Figure 2). For each of the gene sets, steatosis and normal
samples did not cluster and were randomly distributed throughout the heatmaps
(Figure 2). The hierarchical clustering analysis demonstrates the capacity of
gene expression alterations in each gene set to differentiate NASH from the
other diagnosis groups. The clustering is indicative of a potential coordinate
regulation of gene expression in NASH.

Gene Set Coexpression Analysis. Autophagy, lipogenesis, apoptosis and UPR/
ER stress genes were tested for gene coexpression. Spearman’s correlation
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tests revealed positive correlation coefficients for both lipogenesis and UPR
genes. These results indicate the presence of a potential coordinate regulation
between these two categories in NASH (Supplemental Figure 1).

Immunoblot Analysis. Western blots for phosphorylated eIF2alpha, total
eIF2alpha, phosphorylated JNK, total JNK, XBP1s, CHOP, ATF4 and STC2 were
performed to determine changes in protein levels using whole cell liver lysates of
human normal, steatosis, NASH (fatty) and NASH (not fatty) samples (Figure 3
and 4). The ratio of phosphorylated to total eIF2alpha and phosphorylated to total
JNK did not significantly change in NASH and variability in the liver samples is
evident in the box and whisker plots (Figure 4). The IRE1 pathway transcription
factor, XBP1s and the PERK pathway product STC2 were significantly increased
in NASH (not fatty) samples compared to normal while XBP1s was also
significantly increased in NASH (fatty) compared to normal samples (Figure 4).
ATF4 and CHOP were not significantly changed in NASH due to the interindividual variability in the samples (Figure 3 & 4).

Immunohistochemical Staining of XBP1 Protein. Immunohistochemical staining
of total XBP-1 was performed on formalin fixed and paraffin embedded (FFPE)
samples representing the entire spectrum of NAFLD to determine cellular
localization (Figure 5). Nuclear staining for XBP-1 was clearly visible in all stages
of NAFLD with NASH (fatty) and NASH (not fatty) being more prominent with
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55.40% and 58.50% positive staining, respectively (Table 2). Nuclear
translocation in normal samples was rarely seen (10.05%), and exhibited only
faint staining (Table 2). Steatosis samples also exhibited increased nuclear
staining (48.40%) as compared to normal samples (Table 2).

Discussion
The current study investigated the altered gene expression patterns in ER
stress/UPR, lipogenesis, autophagy and apoptosis gene sets in hepatic samples
of progressive human NAFLD. We have identified novel patterns in the
coordinate regulation of these ER stress-associated gene categories across the
progression of human NAFLD. These patterns include an enrichment of
upregulated genes in autophagy and apoptosis categories while in the
lipogenesis and ER stress/UPR gene sets a downregulation enrichment of genes
is present in NASH. The enrichment patterns have implications for promoting
both cell survival and cell death mechanisms in NASH. The balance between
either survival or cell death is thought to be modulated by the accumulation of
free fatty acids, a common occurrence in NAFLD (Mei et al. 2011). Saturated
fatty acids are reported to suppress autophagy and promote apoptosis whereas
unsaturated fatty acids have been shown to induce autophagy (Mei et al. 2011).
Thus, the upregulation of apoptosis and autophagy genes (Table 1) in our NASH
liver samples may represent the diverging influences of accumulating fatty acids
in these livers. Autophagy is generally recognized as a cytoprotective process
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and the upregulation of autophagy genes may represent the adaptive ER stress
response. The adaptive response is thought to assist in clearing excess lipids
from the liver in an attempt to relieve the lipotoxic stress (Amir and Czaja 2011;
Singh et al. 2009). Apoptosis has also been clearly correlated with the severity of
liver disease in NASH patients (Wieckowska et al. 2006). It is recognized as a
mechanism that arises when the UPR and protective autophagy components fail
to relieve ER stress (Pagliassotti 2012). The enrichment of upregulated apoptosis
genes in our NASH samples (Table 1) may be indicative of an overwhelmed
autophagic response and the activation of both lipoapoptosis and fatty acidinduced apoptosis in an effort to combat lipotoxicity in NASH (Cusi 2012; Malhi
and Gores 2008). The c-Jun N-terminal kinase 1 (JNK1) phosphorylation levels
in the apoptosis pathway did not significantly changed in our liver samples and
significant variability in protein expression is present (Figures 3 & 4). Similarly,
the phosphorylation status of eIF2alpha did not significantly change. The
interindivudal variability in these liver samples may be contributing to this
observation. In contrast, other studies have shown significant elevation of JNK
and eIF2alpha phosphorylation levels in livers diagnosed as NASH (Puri et al.
2008). CHOP and ATF4 protein expression was not significantly altered in any of
our liver samples and these findings closely parallel results of other studies (Puri
et al. 2008).
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The liver is the predominant organ in the body delegated to de novo lipogenesis.
Any modification to lipid metabolism mechanisms by disease or lipotoxicity may
cause significant reorganization of normal lipid detoxifying processes (Lee and
Glimcher 2009). In the current study we show a coordinated transcriptional
downregulation of lipogenesis genes together with ER stress/UPR genes. Lipid
accumulation and lipotoxicity are known to positively regulate the ER stress
response through a circular cycle that leads to further toxic insults upon the liver
(Glimcher and Lee 2009). These results may represent an adaptive attempt
during NASH to reduce transcriptional expression of de novo lipogenesis genes
to alleviate further lipotoxic stress and pathological damage.

The transcription factor connecting lipogenesis to the UPR is XBP-1s (Glimcher
and Lee 2009). In the current study we show an elevation of XBP-1s protein and
increased nuclear localization of unspliced and spliced (total) XBP-1 in NASH
liver samples that strongly supports a functional increase of active XBP-1s
(Figures 3 & 4). Increased XBP-1s protein has also been demonstrated in a nondiabetic mouse model of NAFLD (Rinella et al. 2011). The mRNA expression of
total XBP-1 in our microarray data does not parallel the elevated protein levels of
XBP-1s (Figure 1) which may suggest the presence of a negative feedback
mechanism acting to decrease the transcriptional production of XBP-1.
Mechanisms of negative feedback for XBP-1 have been explored by previous
studies (Yoshida et al. 2006).
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Although XBP1 mRNA levels are clearly downregulated with respect to gene
expression in NASH samples, our microarray data does not differentiate between
XBP-1u and XBP-1s. From the accumulated evidence of our immunoblots
(Figure 3) and nuclear localization staining (Figure 5) in NASH we speculate that
functional XBP-1s is expressed at high levels in NASH despite the changes in
gene expression. Other studies have analyzed the mRNA and protein expression
of XBP-1s using in vitro and in vivo models and more recently in humans (Park et
al. 2010; Puri et al. 2008). In contrast, decreased levels of XBP-1s protein and
increased levels of unspliced XBP-1 mRNA were reported for these liver samples
categorized as NASH (Puri et al. 2008). In support of our observation that XBP1s protein is increased in NASH, immunohistochemical staining of total XBP-1
revealed that it is increasingly localized to the nucleus in steatosis and NASH
(Table 2, Figure 5). The mechanism for XBP-1s translocation to the nucleus has
been demonstrated in the literature to occur with p85 chaperoned translocation
(Park et al. 2010). In a study of ob/ob insulin deficient mice, the lack of p85
binding to XBP-1s resulted in inhibited XBP-1s translocation with a diminished
chaperone response and metabolic disregulation (Park et al. 2010). Even more
interesting, increased levels of insulin were reported to be responsible for
enhancing the nuclear concentration of XBP-1s (Park et al. 2010). The increased
XBP-1 nuclear localization in our steatosis and NASH liver samples suggests
that similar mechanisms of XBP-1s translocation and protein stabilization are
occurring.
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An analysis of the PERK pathway in our NAFLD liver samples revealed the
upregulation

of

an

important

cytoprotective

downstream

component:

stanniocalcin 2 (STC2). STC2 mRNA and protein was significantly upregulated in
NASH (not fatty) samples (Figures 1 & 4). STC2 may have an important role in
the initiation of adaptive mechanisms given previous accounts of its
cytoprotective properties during disease (Fazio et al. 2011; Ito et al. 2004) The
upregulation of STC2 has been previously established to occur through the
PERK pathway of ER stress signaling in a rodent model of pancreatitis (Fazio et
al. 2011). The regulation of STC2 is proposed to be under the control of the
transcription factor ATF4 which is induced by phosphorylated eIF2α (Fazio et al.
2011). The mRNA expression of STC2 increased significantly in NASH but ATF4
was significantly decreased in NASH overall (Figure 1). Protein levels of ATF4
were not significantly altered with progression of NAFLD (Figure 3).

Altered transcriptomic and translational expression of XBP-1s and STC2 may
have a relevant role in the initiation of the adaptive ER stress response to NAFLD
progression. The transcriptomic data presented in the current study show
patterns of coordinately regulated ER stress gene categories during the ‘second
hit’ of disease progression in NAFLD. The IRE1 and PERK signaling pathways
link the hepatic processes of lipogenesis, autophagy and apoptosis during
NAFLD progression. We have shown adaptive and potential cytoprotective
mechanisms in NASH in an attempt to resolve hepatic lipotoxicity. Overall, the
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identified patterns in gene set alterations and mechanistic changes of important
regulatory proteins during NASH contribute new information to the field of ER
stress mechanisms in humans with progressive NAFLD.
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Figures
Figure 1. Expression of ER Stress Genes. The log transformed microarray data
in human samples of NAFLD is shown. Array data represents 19 normal livers,
10 steatosis, and 16 NASH samples which were analyzed by one way ANOVA
with post hoc Tukey testing. mRNA expression of ER stress genes were
normalized to the median of the normal diagnosis group and are presented in
box and whisker plots as the mean relative expression +/- SE. Asterisk (*)
represents statistically significant change from normal samples and pound sign
(#) is representative of significance from steatosis (p ≤ 0.05).
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Figure 2. Heatmaps of ER Stress Gene Categories. Hierarchical clustering
analysis of four separate ER stress gene categories (lipogenesis, ER stress and
UPR, autophagy, and apoptosis) is shown. Diagnosis of samples is as follows:
red = normal, blue = steatosis, yellow = NASH (Fatty), green = NASH (Not Fatty).
Genes that are downregulated in the heatmap are shown in shades of blue while
upregulated genes are in red. Genes with unaltered expression are represented
in yellow.
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Figure 3. Representative Immunoblots. Representative immunoblots of total JNK,
phosphorylated JNK, total eIF2alpha, phosphorylated eIF2alpha, ATF4, XBP-1s,
CHOP, STC2 are shown with pan-Cadherin as control. A sample size of two per
diagnosis group (normal, steatosis, NASH (Fatty) and NASH (Not Fatty) are
shown.
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Figure 4. ER Stress Protein Expression. Hepatic expression of selected ER
stress proteins in normal (n=7), steatosis (n=7), NASH Fatty (n=8) and NASH Not
Fatty (n=5) whole cell liver lysates. Densitometric analysis was analyzed by one
way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey testing. Data were normalized to total panCadherin protein and are presented in box and whisker plots as the mean
relative protein expression +/- SE. Significance was determined by p ≤ 0.05.
Asterisk (*) represents significance from normal and pound sign (#) is
representative of significant change from steatosis.
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Figure 5. XBP-1 Transcription Factor Localization in NAFLD. Hepatic localization
and staining of total XBP-1 using an antibody that is selective for both XBP-1s
and XBP-1u is shown in normal, steatosis, NASH (Fatty) and NASH (Not Fatty)
in FFPE tissues. Magnification: 40X.
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Table 1: Gene Enrichment Analysis of ER Stress Gene Sets.
Upregulation
Group

p geometric
value
0.0643
0.2500
0.9440
0.9720
0.9090
0.8360

Autophagy
Apoptosis
ER Stress
ER/UPR
Lipogenesis
UPR
Downregulation
Group
p geometric
value
ER/UPR
0.000667
UPR
0.001890
Lipogenesis
0.002420
ER Stress
0.022600
Apoptosis
0.656000
Autophagy
0.440000

q value

Gene Set Size

0.000721
0.03340
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000
1.00000

240
27
98
150
49
52

q value

Gene Set Size

9.68e-33
3.37e-24
2.87e-24
1.25e-14
1.00000
1.00000

150
52
49
98
27
240

Table 2: Cellular Localization of Total XBP1 Protein.
Diagnosis

Normal
Steatosis
NASH
(fatty)
NASH (Not
Fatty)

Average (+)
Nuclei

Average (-)
Nuclei

Average
Total

Average
Percent
Positive

11.08
44.32

101.84
46.9

112.92
91.22

10.05%
48.40%

44.01

35.1

79.11

55.40%

39.53

27.11

66.64

58.50%
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Supplemental Figure 1. Gene Set Coexpression Analysis.
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Supplemental Figure 2. ER Stress Signaling Schematic. IRE1 pathway
production of spliced XBP-1 transcription factor is shown. Regulation and
production of the protective protein stanniocalcin 2 (STC2) is shown to occur
through the PERK pathway.
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Abstract
The branched chain amino acid (BCAA) family members leucine, valine, and
isoleucine are catabolized in the liver and participate in the activation of several
metabolic signaling pathways. BCAAs have also been utilized as effective
pharmacological supplements during chronic liver disease. Nonalcoholic fatty
liver disease (NAFLD) progression may alter hepatic BCAA composition and
catabolism. A ‘two-hit’ model has been used to describe the pathological
progression of NAFLD from normal to steatosis and ultimately, from steatosis to
nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), however the exact mechanisms of disease
progression are unknown. The present study seeks to determine the effect of
disease progression on the regulation of BCAA catabolism and signaling.
Transcriptomic and metabolomic data sets representing the entire spectrum of
human NAFLD (normal, steatosis, NASH Fatty, and NASH Not Fatty livers) were
utilized to investigate the role of NAFLD progression on hepatic BCAAs. During
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the second ‘hit’ transition from steatosis to NASH, increases of leucine (127% of
normal), isoleucine (139%), and valine (147%) were observed in samples
diagnosed as NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty. Increased branched chain
aminotransferase enzyme (BCAT1) was also observed in NASH in addition to
decreased gene expression of three important BCAA transporters in NASH.
Furthermore, increases of several acylcarnitines were elevated with disease
progression. Activated mTOR signaling was also observed in NASH Not Fatty
samples with no change in AKT protein levels. In conclusion, a potentially
compensatory, endogenous elevation of hepatic BCAAs was detected in
specimens diagnosed as NASH.

Introduction
Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) is a chronic, progressive liver disease of
increasing significance worldwide. The incidence of NAFLD in many countries
are similar to the 30-40% prevalence estimates of NAFLD in the United States
population (Ali and Cusi 2009; Bellentani et al. 2010; Koehler et al. 2012; Wong
et al. 2012). NAFLD is currently recognized as the hepatic manifestation of the
metabolic syndrome (Marchesini et al. 2001) and is closely linked to obesity, type
2 diabetes, and cardiovascular disease (Bonora 2006; Dam-Larsen 2004;
Fabbrini et al. 2010). The pathological progression of NAFLD is classically
described by the ‘two-hit’ hypothesis (Day and James 1998). The ‘first hit’ to the
liver is an initial insult of excess lipids due to altered lipolysis within hepatocytes
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that results in steatosis (Day 2002). The excess lipid accumulation sensitizes
hepatocytes to additional ‘second-hits’ in the form of increased oxidative stress
and inflammation that lead to the development of nonalcoholic steatohepatitis
(NASH). NASH is considered the most severe stage of NAFLD and is comprised
of two separate pathological designations: NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty (Day
2002; McCullough 2006). Approximately, 5.7-17% of the United States
population is estimated to have some form of NASH and may progress to
cryptogenic cirrhosis and hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) (McCullough 2011;
Rubinstein et al. 2008). Patients with NAFLD are accompanied by many gene
and protein alterations in metabolism enzymes and transport proteins that place
this patient population at increased risk of hepatotoxicity (Hardwick et al. 2011;
Lake et al. 2011; Merrell and Cherrington 2011). However, there are metabolic
pathways in the liver that have exhibited attempts to support the liver during
disease (Beilke et al. 2009; Crosignani et al. 2007; Lake et al. 2013). Branched
chain amino acid (BCAA) supplementation has been effectively utilized in the
clinic to help ameliorate the effects of chronic liver disease in patients while
improving metabolic abnormalities (Miyake et al. 2012; Nagao et al. 2012;
Yoshida et al. 2012). In the present study we aim to determine the impact of
NAFLD progression upon the composition, metabolism, and signaling of
endogenous hepatic BCAAs utilizing metabolomics profiling techniques and
microarray analysis of human NAFLD samples.
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The catabolic pathway of BCAAs initially proceeds through a reversible
transamination reaction of BCAAs by cytosolic branched chain amino acid
aminotransferase 1 (BCAT1) (Adeva et al. 2012; Suryawan et al. 1998). The
second step in BCAA catabolism is an irreversible decarboxylative reaction of the
alpha-keto acids by the branched chain alpha-keto acid decarboxylase (BCKD)
complex that is regulated and inhibited by expression of branched chain ketoacid decarboxylase kinase (BCKDK) (Adeva et al. 2012; Suryawan et al. 1998).
BCAA catabolism and excess lipids ultimately result in the production of several
acylcarnitines in the mitochondria that contribute to altered gluconeogenesis
(Newgard et al. 2009; Newgard 2012). BCAA signaling through leucine
supplementation has been shown to activate mTOR, a critical mediator of protein
synthesis regulation and cellular proliferation with novel insulin sensitivity
regulation (Adeva et al. 2012; Newgard 2012).

Transporters of the solute carrier family (SLC) mediate the uptake and efflux of
BCAAs in the body (Fukuhara et al. 2007; Mariotta et al. 2012; Takanaga et al.
2005). The solute carrier family 6 (neutral amino acid transporter), member 15
(SLC6A15),

also

known

as

sodium-coupled

branched-chain

amino-acid

transporter 1 (SBAT1), has been extensively characterized in the brain.
SLC6A15 transports amino acids for neurotransmitter synthesis, however the
role of this transporter in the liver during disease is unknown (Takanaga et al.
2005). SLC16A10 or the t-type amino acid transporter 1 (TAT1) functions as a
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uniporter in the transport of AAAs across the basolateral membrane of liver
epithelial cells (Mariotta et al. 2012). SLC43A1, otherwise known as L amino acid
transporter 3 (LAT3) is involved in the efflux of BCAAs from the liver to blood
(Bodoy et al. 2012; Fukuhara et al. 2007). The expression of these transporters
in the liver, governs the important distribution of BCAAs between the liver and
blood (Bodoy et al. 2012; Fukuhara et al. 2007).

The purpose of the present study is to determine whether disease progression to
NASH alters BCAA catabolism, signaling, and transport to result in changes of
the hepatic BCAA profile. We have utilized metabolomic and transcriptomic
assays of hepatic tissue samples representing the entire spectrum of human
NAFLD to analyze gene expression of BCAA enzymes, transporters, mTOR
signaling components, and hepatic metabolites. The information from this study
will provide a strong foundation for the understanding of BCAA metabolism in
NAFLD patients.

Materials and Methods
Human Liver Samples. Human liver tissue was acquired previously from the Liver
Tissue Cell Distribution System (LTCDS) funded by the National Institutes of
Health. The LTCDS is comprised of the following institutions: the University of
Minnesota, Virginia Commonwealth University, and the University of Pittsburgh.
Clinical information and demographics on these same liver tissue samples has
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been previously described and published (Fisher et al. 2009). NAFLD activity
scoring (NAS) of each sample for categorization was completed by an LTCDS
medical pathologist (Kleiner et al. 2005). The samples were diagnosed by
pathological analysis as normal (n=19), steatosis (n=10), NASH Fatty livers (n=9)
and NASH Not Fatty livers (n=7). The stage of steatosis was diagnosed as
having >10% fat deposition within hepatocytes and no accompanying
inflammation or fibrosis. NASH Fatty liver was characterized by >5% fat
deposition in the presence of inflammation and fibrosis. NASH Not Fatty liver was
distinguished by <5% fat deposition and increased inflammation and fibrosis. A
portion of these liver samples were utilized for mRNA isolation and application to
Affymetrix 1.0 ST GeneChip microarrays as described previously (Lake et al.
2011). Samples reserved for metabolomic analysis included fewer normal (n=17)
and steatosis (n=4) samples. An increased sample size of NASH Fatty liver
(n=14) and NASH Not Fatty liver samples (n=23) were utilized for the
metabolomic assays.

Affymetrix Microarrays. Individual Affymetrix GeneChip Human 1.0 ST Arrays
(Affymetrix, La Jolla, CA) were generated from purified mRNA isolated from each
liver sample as described previously (Lake et al. 2011). A total of 33,252 genes
for four pathologically defined groups (normal, steatosis, NASH fatty and NASH
not fatty) are available in this array data set. The array data has been made
publicly available on the ArrayExpress repository for microarray data and is
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accessible

under

the

accession

number:

E-MEXP-3291

(http://www.webcitation.org/5zyojNu7T). NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty tissue
categories were combined into one category of NASH due to the lack of
mechanistic gene expression changes between these two pathologically
differentiated NASH groups as previously described (Lake et al. 2011).

Transcriptomic Analysis. Lists of 183 amino acid genes, 53 BCAA genes, and 54
MTOR signaling genes were compiled using literature database searches and
the

Kyoto

Encyclopedia

of

Genes

and

Genomes

(KEGG)

database

(www.kegg.jp/). Gene sets for BCAA genes, global amino acid genes, and MTOR
signaling genes were analyzed using gene set enrichment analysis. Hierarchical
clustering of the liver samples with conjoining heatmaps were also generated for
the visualization of clustering patterns among these liver samples.

Gene Expression Analysis. The log2 transformed microarray mRNA expression
of selected BCAA genes was analyzed. BCAT1, BCKDK, mTOR, AKT,
SLC6A15, SLC43A1 and SLC16A10 were graphed for normal, steatosis and
NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty samples. Values were normalized to the
medium value of normal samples and a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey
testing was performed in Graphpad Prism 5 Software (La Jolla, CA). Significance
was determined by p value ≤ 0.05.
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Analytical Methods for LC/MS. A total of 17 healthy, 4 steatosis, 14 NASH Fatty,
and 23 NASH Not Fatty frozen liver samples were weighed (weights recorded
between 60 and 140 mg) and homogenized in 10 times the tissue weight of icecold methanol solution with 0.1% formic acid for 18-20 seconds using a polytron
homogenizer over ice. Liver samples were kept frozen and on dry ice during all
steps of the process. Samples were spun for 10 minutes at 4°C at 10000 RPM in
a Beckman Coulter Allegra 25 centrifuge with a TA 10.250 rotor (Beckman
Coulter Inc. Indianapolis, IN). Supernatants were transferred to new tubes, gently
vortexed, and 200 microliter aliquots of each sample were added to the
corresponding positions in a 96 deep well polypropylene plate (BrandTech
Scientific, Inc. Essex, CT). The 96 well plate was dried using a V&P Scientific
Model VP 177 96 well plate manifold dryer (V&P Scientific Inc. San Diego, CA)
with nitrogen gas for approximately 6 hours prior to storage in a -80°C freezer
and processing for UHPLC high resolution LC-MS analysis. Samples were
reconstituted in a 90:10 water:methanol solution. The internal standard d5hippurate was added to all samples which were then injected in randomized
fashion onto a Thermo UHPLC Accela coupled to a Thermo Exactive high
resolution orbitrap mass spectrometer. A total of 10 amino acid and 11
acylcarnitine metabolites were captured in negative ion mode and measured
against a positive and negative ion mode and run with a d-5 hippurate standard.
Metabolite peak areas under the curve (AUC) LC-MS measurements were
calculated using Component Elucidator, a software package developed by BMS
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scientists (Bristol-Myers Squibb Co, Princeton, NJ). BCAA and acylcarnitine
metabolites were analyzed by relative quantification of metabolites in a nontargeted profiling study which normalized metabolite intensities to the internal
standard d5-hippurate.

Statistical Analysis of Metabolomics Data: The peak area under the curve (AUC)
values for the LC-MS metabolite data were log transformed based upon a normal
distribution approximation. After log transformation a one-way ANOVA with post
hoc Tukey honest significant differences (HSD) testing was used for multiple
comparisons of metabolites among the different pathology groups to test for
mean differences. Significance was defined as p values ≤ 0.05 and represented
by an asterisk (*) if significantly changed from normal samples and a pound sign
(#) if significantly changed from steatosis samples. Percent of normal values
were calculated using the raw metabolite data of the steatosis and NASH sample
groups.

Immunoblot Protein Analysis. Western blots were performed to validate the
protein expression of hepatic BCAT1, BCKDK, phosphorylated mTOR, and total
mTOR in normal (n=7), steatosis (n=7), NASH Fatty (n=11), NASH Not Fatty
(n=13) cytosolic liver lysates. Pan-AKT and phosphorylated AKT protein
expression was quantified by densitometric analysis in normal (9), steatosis (4),
NASH Fatty (8) and NASH Not Fatty (6) whole cell liver lysates. Cytosolic and
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liver whole cell lysates were prepared from human liver tissue as previously
described (Hardwick et, al, 2012). Cytosolic lysates were utilized at a
concentration of 20 micrograms while 80 micrograms of whole cell liver lysates
were utilized. All samples were prepared in Laemmli sample dye (Bio-Rad
Laboratories, Hercules, CA) with β-mercaptoethanol and boiled for 10 minutes.
Proteins were separated on 10% SDS polyacrylamide gels and transferred to
methanol activated polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membranes (Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA) at 30 milliamps for 12.5 hours. Polyclonal rabbit antibodies for
BCAT1 (Abcam Inc., Cambridge, MA) was utilized at a 1:3000 dilution in 5%
nonfat dry milk dissolved in PBST. Rabbit polyclonal BCKDK antibody was
acquired (Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO) and used at a concentration of 1:3000
in 5% nonfat dry milk dissolved in PBST. Phosphorylated mTOR (clone D9C2)
and total mTOR (clone 7C10) rabbit monoclonal antibodies (Cell Signaling
Technology Inc., Boston, MA) were diluted 1:1000 in 5% nonfat dry milk
dissolved in TBST buffer. Phosphorylated and total AKT (Cell Signaling
Technology Inc., Boston, MA) were diluted 1:1000 in 5% nonfat dry milk
dissolved in PBST buffer. Secondary goat anti-rabbit HRP conjugate antibody
(sc-2004, Santa Cruz Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) was utilized for each
of the blots at a dilution of 1:55,000 in 5% nonfat dry milk in PBST. Blots were
imaged with Femto Chemiluminescence Substrate (Thermo Scientific, Rockford,
IL) and relative protein expression was quantified using densitometric Image J
software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD). Cytosolic liver lysate
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proteins were normalized to total ERK (C-16 and C-14, Santa Cruz
Biotechnology Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) while AKT and phosphorylated AKT were
normalized to Pan-Cadherin. Statistical significance was determined by one way
ANOVA with Tukey post hoc analysis in GraphPad Prism 5 software (La Jolla,
CA).

Results
BCAAs and AAAs Metabolite Levels. Leucine, isoleucine and valine were
analyzed by LC-MS in normal, steatosis, NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty
human liver sample to profile the changes in hepatic composition throughout the
different stages of NAFLD. Leucine (127% of normal) and isoleucine (139% of
normal) were significantly elevated in both types of NASH when compared to
steatosis samples (Figure 1). Valine (147% of normal) was significantly increased
in both types of NASH when compared to normal and steatosis samples. The
AAAs, including tyrosine and phenylalanine were also profiled. Tyrosine was
significantly elevated (139% of normal) in NASH samples when compared to
steatosis, while phenylalanine was significantly increased (158% of normal) in
NASH when compared to both normal and steatosis samples (Figure 1). Hepatic
levels of alanine exhibited no change across the spectrum of NAFLD (Figure 1).

Carnitine Metabolite Levels. Several acylcarnitine products of BCAA catabolism
and excess lipid processing were significantly changed during progression of
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NAFLD (Figure 2, Table 1). Lauryl carnitine (403% of normal), acetylcarnitine
(286% of normal), hexanoyl carnitine (349% of normal), and butyryl carnitine
(353% of normal) were all significantly elevated from normal in steatosis, NASH
Fatty, and NASH Not Fatty specimens. Propionylcarnitine (266% of normal) was
significantly increased in NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty while stearoyl
carnitine (C18) was only significantly elevated in NASH Not Fatty samples (195%
of normal). Palmitoyl carnitine (C16) was significantly increased from normal in
steatosis samples (230% of normal) but not NASH (Figure 2). Isovaleryl carnitine
(C5), isobutyryl carnitine (C4), linoleoyl carnitine, and oleoyl carnitine (C18-1)
were not significantly altered in the progression of NAFLD (Figure 2, Table 1).

Transcriptomic Analysis. Gene enrichment tests were performed on 184 global
amino acid genes, 53 BCAA genes, and 54 MTOR pathway signaling genes.
Global amino acid and BCAA gene categories were significantly enriched for
downregulation. No significance was found for either category in testing for
upregulation enrichment (Table 2). Hierarchical clustering analysis of each gene
set demonstrated clustering of NASH samples that was distinct from steatosis
and normal liver samples (Figure 3).

mRNA Expression. Log2 transformed mRNA expression of BCAA catabolism,
transporter, and MTOR signaling genes was analyzed using previously validated
human microarray data (Lake et al. 2011). The cytosolic BCAT1 enzyme,
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showed significantly increased expression in NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty
compared to normal samples while mitochondrial BCAT2 did not change (Figure
4). BCKDK was significantly decreased from normals in NASH Not Fatty tissues
but not steatosis and NASH Fatty samples (Figure 4). The amino acid transporter
genes of the solute carrier transporter family (SLC) were also analyzed for
hepatic alterations in gene expression. SLC6A15 and SLC16A10 genes were
significantly decreased in expression in both NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty
compared to normal samples. The efflux transporter SLC43A1 (LAT3) was
significantly decreased when compared to both steatosis and normal samples
(Figure 4). In addition to the transcriptional changes in metabolism and transport
genes, mTOR and AKT genes were analyzed. The gene expression of mTOR
exhibited significantly decreased levels in expression in both NASH Fatty and
NASH Not Fatty (Figure 4). AKT exhibited decreased expression in NASH Fatty
samples compared to normal samples (Figure 4).

Immunoblot Analysis. The protein levels of BCAT1 and BCKDK were analyzed
by immunoblot analysis and found to be significantly increased in NASH Not
Fatty samples (Figure 5A and 5B). The levels of phosphorylated mTOR were
also significantly increased in NASH Not Fatty livers (Figure 6A and 6B). Total
mTOR protein did not significantly change with disease progression (Figure 6A
and 6B). Phosphorylated and total AKT protein levels were also unchanged in all
stages of liver disease (Figure 6A and 6B).
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Discussion
The current study demonstrates altered BCAA composition and catabolism in
hepatic NAFLD samples. Results from other studies also show comparable
elevations of BCAAs in plasma of NAFLD patients (Kalhan et al. 2011). Similarly,
rodent models of obesity also reflect increased BCAAs in addition to the amino
acids tyrosine and phenylalanine (She et al. 2007). The elevation of essential
BCAAs in NASH samples (Figure 1) may represent a novel compensatory
mechanism occurring in the liver in response to increased protein turnover,
inflammation, and insulin resistance. Amino acid elevation has been reported in
other studies and may function as an adaptive response against malnutrition
during disease (Adams 2011; Kalhan et al. 2011; Newgard et al. 2009; She et al.
2007). In light of the abundant literature demonstrating the clinical effectiveness
of BCAA supplementation in liver disease (Hagiwara et al. 2012; Hayaishi et al.
2011; Miyake et al. 2012), the present observations of endogenously increased
hepatic BCAA composition in NASH liver samples supports earlier intervention
with BCAA supplementation therapy in NAFLD patients. Elevating levels of
hepatic BCAAs through nutritional supplementation during simple steatosis could
potentially alleviate inflammatory signaling in NASH (Hagiwara et al. 2012;
Hayaishi et al. 2011; Nagao et al. 2012; Nicastro H et al. 2012).

Increased BCAA catabolism to alpha keto-acid intermediates is shown in NASH
Not Fatty samples through increased gene and protein expression of cytosolic
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BCAT1. The irreversible enzymatic step of alpha keto-acid breakdown that
occurs by oxidative decarboxylation is mediated by the BCKD complex (Adeva et
al. 2012; She et al. 2007). Decreased BCKDK gene expression in NASH is
indicative of an attempt to reduce the inhibition of the BCKDH complex by the
phosphorylating activity of BCKDK. Interestingly, BCKDK protein is increased in
NASH Not Fatty hepatic tissue but not NASH Fatty tissue. Obese animal model
studies have also shown elevated BCKDK protein in the liver of fed and fasted
Zucker rats, and high plasma insulin levels were thought to stabilize protein
expression of BCKDK (She et al. 2007). Our observations in NASH show
increased metabolism of BCAAs and increased production of acylcarnitines, but
the mechanisms behind elevated BCKDK protein and decreased BCKDK mRNA
expression in NASH Not Fatty samples is currently unknown, but may represent
a potential feedback mechanism of BCKDK in NASH liver.

Increased hepatic acylcarnitines were observed for many species in the NAFLD
samples, and have been reported to be a result of higher lipid loads,
mitochondrial lipotoxicity, and altered lipid metabolism (Schooneman et al. 2013).
This dark side of nutritional ‘overload’ implicates elevated BCAAs with lipid
overload in the saturation of mitochondrial oxidation processes (Cusi 2009;
Koves et al. 2008; Newgard et al. 2009). Increased levels of acylcarnitines in the
plasma of NASH patients have also been previously reported (Kalhan et al.
2011). The elevation of two carnitine species in plasma, butyryl carnitine and
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propionylcarnitine, parallel the elevations seen in our hepatic samples of NASH
patients. An abundance of short chain acylcarnitines (C3, C4 and C5) are also
present in our NASH liver samples (Kalhan et al. 2011). Short chain
acylcarnitines have been associated in many different studies with obesity,
insulin resistance, and increased fatty acid oxidation overload (Schooneman et
al. 2013). Accumulation of the C3 chain propionylcarnitine, is thought to be due
to increased isoleucine and valine catabolism while increased C5 acylcarnitines
in NASH (butyryl and isovaleryl carnitine), result from increased levels of leucine
and isoleucine catabolism (Newgard et al. 2009). Interestingly, in the liver of
patients with steatosis and NASH a significant elevation of longer chain
acylcarnitines was observed including that of lauryl carnitine (C12), stearoyl
carnitine (C18), and hexanoyl carnitine (Figure 2). Obesity and insulin resistance
have also been closely associated with the production of long chain
acylcarnitines (Schooneman et al. 2013). A possible toxic interaction of the long
chain amphipathic acylcarnitine variants has also been proposed to occur
through direct interaction with cell membranes, where acylcarnitines may
potentially impede insulin signaling (Schooneman et al. 2013).

The altered transport of BCAAs from the liver to the blood may represent a
critical mechanism of altered hepatic BCAA composition in NASH. We have
previously reported changes in the expression several metabolizing enzymes
and transporters in the same set of human liver samples (Fisher et al. 2009;
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Hardwick et al. 2011). An enrichment of downregulated uptake drug transporter
genes was also reported for these samples during the ‘2nd hit’ transition, from
steatosis to NASH (Lake et al. 2011). In the current study we analyzed the gene
expression of three important amino acid transporters SLC6A15, SLC16A10, and
SLC43A1. The decreased gene expression of the efflux transporter, SLC43A1, is
indicative of impaired BCAA efflux from liver to blood during NASH and may
account for BCAA elevation in NASH hepatic tissue (Figure 4). SLC16A10 also
follows the pattern of enriched downregulation observed previously among
uptake drug transporters in NASH samples (Lake et al. 2011). Importantly,
deletion of SLC16A10 in rodent models resulted in an accumulation of plasma
AAAs and decreased metabolism of AAA in the liver (Mariotta et al. 2012). The
decreased gene expression of SLC16A10 may indicate a potential mechanism
for the elevation of tyrosine and phenylalanine levels in the NASH metabolomics
results (Figure 1). These alterations may also effect overall systemic amino acid
homeostasis (Mariotta et al. 2012). SLC6A15 is reported in the literature to be
primarily specific to the brain and functions in BCAA and methionine transport to
support neurotransmitter synthesis (Takanaga et al. 2005). We report the
presence of the SLC6A15 gene in human liver with a significant decrease in
gene expression during NASH (Figure 3). The downregulation of SLC6A15 in
NASH liver parallels the decreased expression of SLC16A10 and may represent
attempts by the liver to prevent further uptake of xenobiotics and amino acids into
disease-compromised NASH liver (Lake et al. 2011). Overall, the findings
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indicate that uptake (SLC16A10, SLC6A15) and efflux (SLC43A1) transport of
important amino acids is significantly altered in the liver of NASH patients with
significant implications for altered hepatic and systemic BCAA composition.

The contribution of BCAAs to mTOR signaling has been discussed in several
foundational studies (Dodd and Tee 2012; Hagiwara et al. 2012; Newgard et al.
2009). BCAAs have been reported to potentially promote insulin resistance and
glucose dysregulation through activation of the mammalian target of rapamycin
(mTOR) signaling pathway (Dodd and Tee 2012; Newgard et al. 2009). Other
studies have shown that BCAAs are protective and beneficial to patients with
advanced liver disease(Hagiwara et al. 2012; She et al. 2007). Importantly,
chronic activation of mTOR signaling induced by excess fatty nutrition and BCAA
supplementation is capable of exacerbating insulin resistance (Newgard et al.
2009). Others studies have also found that BCAAs can modulate mTOR
signaling to inhibit insulin-induced tumor cell proliferation (Hagiwara et al. 2012).
In the present study, we analyzed gene and protein levels of phosphorylated and
total mTOR to determine the status of mTOR activation in hepatic NAFLD
samples. Increased phosphorylation of mTOR protein was only demonstrated in
NASH Not Fatty samples and a significant decrease in mTOR mRNA in both
types of NASH was observed. The decreased mRNA levels of mTOR may be
explained in part due to a negative feedback mechanism reported to occur
through the mTORC1 complex (Hagiwara et al. 2012). Importantly, BCAA
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supplementation has been shown to suppress proliferation of HCC cells by
inhibiting the mTORC2 pathway of Akt activation with the help of mTORC1
negative feedback. Importantly, the mTORC1 arm of signaling is activated by the
BCAA, leucine which helps drives the negative feedback mechanism and
represses HCC development (Hagiwara et al. 2012). The study of the
contribution of either the mTORC1 or mTORC2 complex to signaling in
progressive human NAFLD has only been recently acquiring attention in the
literature (Bakan and Laplante 2012). The majority of information on these two
complexes are attributed to studies that explore insulin resistance and obesity,
both features of NAFLD patients (Hagiwara et al. 2012; Newgard et al. 2009).

The effectiveness of BCAA supplementation upon chronic liver disease is
supported by the current findings that demonstrate endogenously elevated
BCAAs in NASH. Long term BCAA therapy has been shown to alleviate NASHrelated cirrhosis and is also implicated in the rescue of glycemic control (Miyake
et al. 2012). Other studies have shown a decrease in fibrosis when BCAA
supplementation was combined with another therapy such as an angiotensinconverting enzyme inhibitor (Yoshiji et al. 2012). Overall, BCAA supplementation
therapy for advanced liver disease has demonstrated strong potential in many
studies (Hagiwara et al. 2012; Hayaishi et al. 2011). The results we have
presented from the current study of hepatic BCAA and acylcarnitine composition
reveal several mechanistic changes in the catabolism and endogenous
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compensation of BCAAs during NASH (Figure 6). These results may also
contribute to an improved understanding of hepatic BCAA disposition in NAFLD
patients. Ultimately, these findings may support earlier BCAA intervention in the
early stages NAFLD to prevent pathophysiological progression to NASH and
insulin resistance.
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Figures
Figure 1. Metabolomics Analysis of Hepatic BCAA, AAA and Alanine
Composition in Progressive Human NAFLD. The hepatic BCAA and AAA LC-MS
metabolomics results are shown as log transformed area-under-the-curve (AUC)
mass spectrometry units normalized to the median value of the normal samples
+/- the standard deviation. Significance from normal is represented by asterisk (*)
and significance from steatosis is represented by pound sign (#). The level of
significance was set at p values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2. Hepatic Acylcarnitine Metabolite Levels in Progressive Human NAFLD. The
hepatic short, medium, and long-chain acylcarnitines are shown as log transformed AUC
mass spectrometry units normalized to the median value of the normal samples +/- the
standard deviation. Significance from normal is represented by asterisk (*) and
significance from steatosis is represented by pound sign (#). The level of significance
was set at p values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2. Hepatic Acylcarnitine Metabolite Levels in Progressive Human NAFLD. The
hepatic short, medium, and long-chain acylcarnitines are shown as log transformed AUC
mass spectrometry units normalized to the median value of the normal samples +/- the
standard deviation. Significance from normal is represented by asterisk (*) and
significance from steatosis is represented by pound sign (#). The level of significance
was set at p values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 3. Hierarchical Clustering Analysis of Gene Categories in Progressive
NAFLD. (A) The global amino acid gene heatmap demonstrates the changes in
gene expression for each amino acid gene and demonstrates that samples
diagnosed as NASH cluster together separately from steatosis or normal
samples. (B) The heatmap of BCAA metabolism, transport and signaling genes
demonstrates the differential gene expression of specific genes and shows
clustering of samples diagnosed as NASH. (C) The MTOR gene category
demonstrates a pattern of clustering with respect to gene expression for all
samples diagnosed as NASH. Upregulated genes are expressed in red while
downregulation is represented by blue. Diagnosis groups are represented as
normal (black), steatosis (blue), NASH Fatty (yellow), NASH Not Fatty (orange).
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Figure 4. Log2 Transformed mRNA Expression of BCAA Metabolizing Enzymes,
Transporters, and mTOR Signaling Components. The mRNA expression of BCAT1,
BCKDK, mTOR, SLC6A15, SLC16A10 and SLC43A1 are shown. Log2 transformed
values +/- the standard deviation are normalized to the median of the normal samples.
Significance from normal is represented by asterisk (*) and significance from steatosis is
represented by pound sign (#). The level of significance was set at p values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 5. Hepatic BCAA Metabolizing Enzyme Protein Expression in Progressive
Human NAFLD. Relative protein levels +/- the standard deviation of BCKDK and
BCAT1 are shown for normal (n=7), steatosis (n=7), NASH Fatty (n=11), and
NASH Not Fatty (n=13) samples. Representative blots of normal (n=3), steatosis
(n=3), NASH Fatty (n=4), and NASH Not Fatty (n=4) samples are shown. Total
ERK was utilized for control protein. Significance from normal is represented by
asterisk (*) and significance from steatosis is represented by pound sign (#). The
level of significance was set at p values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 6. Hepatic mTOR Activation in Progressive Human NAFLD. Figure 6A
shows relative protein expression levels +/- the standard deviation of
phosphorylated and total mTOR are shown. Representative blots of normal,
steatosis, and NASH Fatty (each n=3) with NASH Not Fatty (n=4) are shown.
Total ERK was utilized for control protein. Figure 6B shows relative protein
expression levels for phosphorylated and total AKT are shown. Significance from
normal is represented by asterisk (*) and significance from steatosis is
represented by pound sign (#). The level of significance was set at p values ≤
0.05.
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Table 1. Percent of Normal Values for BCAA and Acylcarnitine Metabolites.
Percent of normal values for each metabolite measured by LC-MS
metabolomics analysis are shown. Significantly changed metabolites are
represented by asterisk (*) for significance of normal and pound sign (#) for
significance from steatosis. P values ≤ 0.05 are considered significant.
% of Normal in
Steatosis

Metabolite

% of Normal in NASH

Acetylcarnitine

343 *

286 *

Propionylcarnitine

149

266 *

Lauryl carnitine

441 *

403 *

Butyryl carnitine

368 *

353

Hexanoyl carnitine

39 *

Stearoyl carnitine

125

Palmitoyl carnitine
Isovaleryl carnitine
Isobutyryl carnitine
Linoleoyl carnitine
Oleoyl carnitine

230 *
135
89
209
248

Valine

60 *

Isoleucine

60

Leucine

60

Alanine

90

Phenylalanine

163

Tyrosine

70

*
349 *
(163 * NASH Not Fatty)
149
115
176
133
178

#
147 *
#
139
#
127
80
#
158 *
#
139
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Table 2. Gene Enrichment Tests of Amino Acid Gene Categories. Gene set
enrichment testing for downregulation (Table 2A) or upregulation (Table 2B). The
gene categories for BCAA genes, global amino acid genes, and MTOR signaling
genes were tested. Geometric p values (p.geometric), p values, and FDR
corrected p values (q value) of significance are reported for each for each gene
set category.
Table 2A: Downregulation Tests
p.
geometric
p value
q value
0.000225
0.000225 0.000675

Gene Category
BCAA Genes
Global Amino Acid
Genes
0.00461
0.00461
0.00692
MTOR Signaling Genes
0.831
0.831
0.831
Table 2B: Upregulation Tests
p.
Gene Category
geometric
p value
q value
BCAA Genes
1.000
1.000
1.000
Global Amino Acid
Genes
0.995
0.995
1.000
MTOR Signaling Genes
0.169
0.169
0.507

Gene Set
Size
53
183
54
Gene Set
Size
53
183
54
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Abstract
Hepatic transcription factors regulate many processes of the liver including
xenobiotic management, bile acid synthesis, and hepatic stress response
signaling. Absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) genes are
also known to be coordinately regulated by key transcription factors. The purpose
of this study is to determine the mechanisms behind the regulation of
transcription factors in human nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD).
Elucidating how these changes alter ADME gene expression and effect the
hepatic stress response could reveal potential mechanisms of this disease.
NAFLD patients may progress to nonalcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH), the most
severe stage of NAFLD that is estimated to occur in up to 17% of the United
States population. The hypothesis is that over-represented transcription factor
binding sites (TFBS) in NASH may govern regulation of ADME and hepatic
stress response gene expression. TFBS analysis was performed using a human
NAFLD microarray data set representing microarrays for 19 normal, 10 steatosis,
9 NASH Fatty, and 7 NASH Not Fatty liver samples. Enriched TFBS among
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activated genes in NASH was observed for important hepatic transcription factors
such as FOXA1 (HNF3-α), HNF1A, FOXA2, GATA4 and SOX9. Enriched TFBS
for repressed genes in NASH included several, important nuclear receptors and
lipogenesis transcription factors (CAR, LXR, AHR, PPARα, and SREBF1). Liver
specific transcription factors associated with enriched TFBS were validated for
gene and protein expression in human liver samples. The findings reveal a
potential coordinate regulation of enriched TFBS that are important for ADME
and hepatic stress responses gene expression profiles in human NAFLD.

Introduction
Transcription factor binding sites (TFBS) are important features of genes that
control the repression or activation of gene expression in concordance with other
key factors controlling repression or activation of transcription. The enriched
presence of TFBS for certain genes may represent a regulatory mechanism of
coordinated gene expression. Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD) affects
approximately 30-40% of the current U.S. population (Ali and Cusi 2009) and 5.717% of the population is estimated to have progressed to nonalcoholic
steatohepatitis (NASH), the severe, inflammatory, fibrotic form of this chronic
disease (McCullough 2006). The pathological progression of the disease has
been characterized by the ‘2 hit’ hypothesis, first proposed in 1998 (Day and
James 1998). According to this idea, the altered processing of fatty acids and
triglycerides within the liver leads to the abnormal accumulation of lipids within
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hepatocytes. This is considered the 1st ‘hit’ and results in the pathological feature
of steatosis. Steatosis livers may progress through an additional 2 nd ‘hit’ in the
form of increased oxidative stress and inflammation to NASH. NASH patients
that have progressed through a ‘2nd hit’ and developed NASH are at a higher risk
of progression to end-stage liver diseases such as cryptogenic cirrhosis and
hepatocellular carcinoma (McCullough 2006). While the ‘two hit’ hypothesis
describes the pathological progression and characteristics of the disease, a clear
understanding of the exact mechanisms underlying the incidence of the ‘2nd hit’
and disease progression are lacking. The utilization of global gene expression
profiling to determine the regulatory components that result in changes to
important cell signaling pathways and processes has recently gained increased
attentionm(de Alwis and Day 2008; Veerla and Hoglund 2006). Analyzing the
presence of TFBS in activated or repressed global genes is a tested
methodology that has shown considerable success in the literature (Veerla et al.
2010). TFBS analysis has also gained increased utility in the determination of
gene expression patterns or gene regulatory networks (Veerla and Hoglund
2006).

Determining the regulatory components of the ‘2nd hit’ through the

identification of enriched TFBS in gene promoters during the progression of
NAFLD may demonstrate important regulatory components that have a
significant role in disease progression.
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Altered gene expression profiles for ADME processes, bile acid signaling, and
hepatic stress response signaling are associated with the development of NASH
(Hardwick et al. 2013; Lake et al. 2011b; Lake et al. 2011c). Ligand activated
nuclear receptors are frequently reported to regulate the liver-related functions of
metabolism, transport, inflammation, bile acid signaling, and liver regeneration
(Congiu et al. 2009). The constitutive androstane receptor (CAR) and pregnane
X receptor (PXR) are known to both function as common ligands with
overlapping gene targets (Gao and Xie 2012; Zhang et al. 2004). Nuclear
receptors also utilize cross talk between themselves and other transcription
factor families (Foxa subfamily of winged helix, forkhead box) to regulate
signaling pathways of bile acids, lipids and inflammation (Moya et al. 2012). The
coordinate regulation of key hepatic processes by nuclear transcription factors is
a feature that is commonly observed in chronic liver disease (Congiu et al. 2009).

The transcription factor member HNF4α is recognized to have a role as the
master regulator of liver transcription and has important roles in the control of
lipid metabolism and insulin signaling (Qadri et al. 2009; Saif-Ali et al. 2012).
Several absorption, distribution, metabolism and elimination (ADME) process
genes including phase I and II biotransformation enzymes are known to be under
the control of HNF4α (Qadri et al. 2009). The network of transcriptional control
under HNF4α is vast with many transcriptional targets including other
transcription factors such as CAR, VDR, PXR, HNF1, C/EBPα and Oct1 (Hwang-
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Verslues and Sladek 2010). Liver X Receptor (LXR) is also a vital transcription
factor that is reported to regulate several other hepatic transcription factors that
in turn regulate transporter gene expression (Back S. et al. 2013). LXR has also
been reported to cross talk with PXR in the regulation of important metabolizing
enzymes such as CYP3A4 (Watanabe et al. 2013). LXR can overlap with HNF4
in the regulation of cholesterol management through transporters (Crestani et al.
2004). Therefore, in just a few examples, the teamwork that is required among
hepatic transcription factors for the regulation of many hepatic functions is
observed.

Sequences of putative TFBS in global gene expression data sets can be
searched using software (JASPER, TRANSFAC) that utilizes position weighted
matrices (PWM) scores to predict the probability of a distribution of four
nucleotides at a location in a motif (Veerla et al. 2010). Overall, the identification
of regulatory networks through transcription factors selected for by enriched
TFBS can reveal novel mechanisms of regulation for altered liver functions in
NASH.

Materials and Methods
Human Liver Samples. Human liver samples representing the complete spectrum
of NAFLD were previously acquired from the National Institutes of Health-funded
Liver Tissue Cell Distribution System comprised of the University of Minnesota,
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Virginia Commonwealth University, and the University of Pittsburgh. Post mortem
and liver biopsy samples were scored and diagnosed by an NIH pathologist
using the Kleiner NAFLD activity scoring (NAS) method (Kleiner et al. 2005).
Samples with greater than 10% lipid deposition but no accompanying
inflammation or fibrosis were categorized at steatosis. Samples with greater than
5% lipid deposition, inflammation and fibrosis were diagnosed as NASH Fatty
while samples with less than 5% lipid deposition and accompanying inflammation
and increased fibrosis were categorized as NASH Not Fatty (cirrhosis).
Demographics and other information on these liver samples have been
previously published (Fisher et al. 2009).

Human NAFLD Microarray Data. Individual Affymetrix GeneChip 1.0 ST arrays
representing normal (n=19), steatosis (n=10), NASH Fatty (n=9) and NASH Not
Fatty (n=7) liver samples were utilized in a global gene expression analysis of
activated and repressed transcription factors. The arrays each contain a total of
33,252 genes and are accessible at the publicly available ArrayExpress public
repository for microarray data under the accession number E-MEXP-3291
(http://www.webcitation.org/5zyojNu7T). The array hybridization, washing and
scanning was performed according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. All
microarray data, archiving, and analysis were generated by the Genomics Core
Facility at the University of Arizona Cancer Center as previously described (Lake
et al. 2011a).
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Transcription Factor Binding Site Analysis. Differentially expressed genes
between normal and NASH microarray data sets were utilized in a search for
over-represented transcription factor promoter binding site (TFBS) motifs (5000
base pairs upstream and downstream of the promoters) using the TRANSFAC
and JASPER databases. Activated and repressed TFBS statistical significance
was estimated using Fisher scores and Z scores (Supplemental Tables 1 and 2).

Transcription Factor Gene Expression Analysis. A list of relevant hepatic
transcription factors was generated from the most significant TFBS for both
activated and repressed genes as obtained from the comprehensive analyses
(Table 1 & 2). Literature resources and analysis of the Kyoto Encyclopedia of
Genes and Genomes (KEGG) (http://kegg.jp/) were utilized to verify that the
transcription factors pertained to the liver. Transcription factors were grouped into
two categories associated with either activation or repression. Ten individual
genes were chosen to be analyzed individually and expression changes for each
stage of NAFLD were reported as the log2 transformed mRNA expression
(Figures 1 & 2).

Pathways Analysis. The interactive Ingenuity Pathways Analysis (IPA) software
(Ingenuity Systems, Inc.) was utilized to query the transcription factor gene lists.
Two lists of transcription factor genes associated with all globally activated or
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repressed transcription factors and activated or repressed liver specific
transcription factor genes were analyzed. Background expression data was
utilized as a control.

Immunoblot Analysis. Protein expression for the transcription factors associated
with the activated TFBS analysis included HNF1, HNF3, SOX9, LXR α and β,
and CAR was determined (Figures 3 and 4). A total of 80 µg of protein from
human liver whole cell lysates was loaded onto 10% SDS-PAGE gels for
separation and transferred to methanol activated polyvinylidene difluoride
(PVDF) membranes. Membrane blocking and antibody application was
accomplished by using 5% non-fat dry milk dissolved in PBST buffer for all
antibodies. Primary antibodies for HNF3 (sc-377033), HNF1 (sc-10791), and
CAR (sc-8593) were acquired with appropriate secondary antibodies (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA). Primary antibodies for LXR (ab24532), SOX9
(ab26414) were also acquired (Abcam, Cambridge, MA). Pan Cadherin was
acquired and utilized as protein control for all proteins (abcam16505).
Immunoblots were imaged using the Supersignal West Femto chemiluminescent
substrate (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Rockford, IL). Densitometry was performed
using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD).

Statistical Analysis. TFBS significance was determined by analyzing the Z scores
and Fisher scores associated with the TFBS to determine the significance or
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occurrence of a binding site within a gene. Log transformed gene expression
data were analyzed by one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey honest significant
differences testing to determine significance. Protein expression was not log
transformed however one-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey testing was utilized
to determine significance.

Results
TRANSFAC Transcription Factor Binding Site Analysis of Normal versus NASH
genes. Differentially expressed genes between normal and NASH microarray
data sets were analyzed for activated and repressed genes. These genes were
then analyzed for enriched transcription factor promoter binding site (TFBS)
motifs (5000 bp upstream and downstream of the promoters) using the
TRANSFAC TFBS database. The significance of over-represented TFBS were
determined by both Z scores and Fisher scores that measure either the presence
or frequency of the TFBS site in a gene (Supplemental Table 1).

JASPER Transcription Factor Binding Site Analysis of Steatosis versus NASH
Genes. Differentially expressed genes between steatosis and NASH microarray
data sets were utilized in an analysis of enriched TFBS motifs (5000 bp up or
downstream of promoters) using the publicly available JASPER TFBS database.
TFBS statistical significance were also represented by Fisher scores and Z
scores (Supplemental Tables 2).
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Transcription Factor Gene Expression. The log2 transformed mRNA expression
of transcription factor genes which corresponded to the top 20 most significantly
enriched activated binding sites were analyzed by one way ANOVA with post hoc
Tukey tests. FOXA1, GATA4, PAX4, and HNF1A exhibited significant
downregulation compared to normal samples (Figure 1). FOXJ2, POU2F1
(OCT1), POU5F1 (OCT4) and SOX9 were significantly upregulated in NASH
samples

(Figure

1).

SOX9

expression

was

additionally

significantly

downregulated in steatosis samples compared to normal livers (Figure 1). Log2
mRNA expression of transcription factors corresponding to enriched repressed
TFBS were analyzed. The orphan nuclear receptor transcription factors CAR,
PXR, AHR and the basic helix-loop-helix transcription factor SREBF1 did not
exhibit any changes throughout the staging of NAFLD (Figure 2). PAX6, PPARα,
NR1H3 (LXRα) and NR1H2 (LXRβ) exhibited significantly decreased expression
in NASH samples (Figure 2).

Biologically Relevant Pathways of Activated Liver Specific Transcription Factor
Genes. Canonical pathways associated with androgen signaling, prostate cancer
signaling, glucocorticoid receptor signaling, tight junction signaling, NF-κB
activation were observed for the compiled list of transcription factor genes
associated with activation that were selected based upon the enrichment of
TFBS in NASH. Top networks associated with this list included gene expression,
cell development, DNA replication, recombination and repair networks. Lipid
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metabolism,

small

molecule

biochemistry,

and

cardiovascular

system

development and function were also present.

Biologically Relevant Pathways of Repressed Liver Specific Transcription Factor
Genes. Top canonical pathways associated with repressed liver transcription
factor genes included those associated with melanocyte development and
pigmentation signaling, PI3K signaling in B lymphocytes, cardiac hypertrophy,
aryl hydrocarbon receptor signaling, and hepatic cholestasis. Networks
associated with these transcription factors included those for dermatological
disease and conditions, developmental and hereditary disorders, and metabolic
disease.

Protein Expression of Liver Specific Transcription Factors. Protein expression of
the liver transcription factors, CAR, HNF3, LXR, SOX9 and HNF1 were analyzed
by immunoblot analysis in human whole cell liver lysates. Proteins were
normalized

to

pan-cadherin

which

was

utilized

as a

control

protein.

Representative immunoblots in each of the three NAFLD disease categories are
shown in Figure 3. Relative protein expression was determined by densitometric
analysis and is shown in Figure 4. Significant increases were observed for the
proteins CAR and HNF3 in NASH samples (Figure 4). LXRα and β protein, SOX9
and HNF1 expression did not significantly change across the stages of NAFLD
(Figure 4).
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Discussion
The coordinate regulation of transcription factors plays a significant role in the
altered profiles of ADME and hepatic stress response genes during progression
of human NAFLD (Maglich et al. 2002) Different categories of transcription
factors such as nuclear receptors and FOXA transcription factors contribute to
the changes associated with ADME processes (metabolism and transport), BA
synthesis, and lipotoxic stress signaling. The transcription factors associated with
significantly repressed genes in NASH liver samples exhibited enriched TFBS
and included several nuclear receptors such as CAR, PXR, AHR and LXR.
Interestingly, the coordinate regulation and cross talk have been a topic of
increased attention between CAR, PXR and LXR (Back S. et al. 2013; Sumi et al.
2007; Watanabe et al. 2013). The ligand-binding nuclear receptor family of
transcription factors is large and comprises several family members (Blumberg
and Evans 1998). CAR, PXR, and HNF4α represent three of the most influential
nuclear receptors that modulate transcriptional regulation during severe liver
disease (Congiu et al. 2009). Significant enrichments for CAR, PXR and HNF3
(FOXA1) binding sites were observed in the present study in NASH. Previous
studies support that these transcription factors are modulated through coordinate
regulation (Kohle and Bock 2009).
Members of the Foxa subfamily of winged helix/forkhead box (Fox) transcription
factors were significantly enriched for TFBS in NASH. For example, HNF1α gene
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expression was significantly decreased in NASH liver samples. HNF1α is is
known to influence uptake transporter regulation of bile acids and other organic
anions into hepatocytes. Studies have shown that the expression of the uptake
transporters Oatp4 and Ntcp, are reduced in mice without HNF1α expression
(Jung and Kullak-Ublick 2003). Suppression of HNF1α is regulated by HNF4α
which in turn regulates other critical bile acid transcription factors such as: FXR
and SHP (Jung and Kullak-Ublick 2003). TFBS for HNF4α were significantly
enriched among repressed genes in NASH samples. Thus, the role that HNF4α
plays in lipid homeostasis and bile acid transporter regulation has important
implications for NASH.

FOXA1 and FOXA2 represent the gene designations for the transcription factors
HNF3α and HNF3β, respectively. The HNF3 transcription factors have been
reported to be involved in the regulation of cytochrome P450s (Bombail et al.
2004; Bort et al. 2004) and importantly, are able to modulate transcription by
opening compacted chromatin and binding to DNA with the histones H3 and H4
(Cirillo et al. 2002). HNF3 is able to co-occupy sites next to active promoters and
enhancers on nucleosomes (Chaya et al. 2001). The FOXA1 gene for HNF3 in
rat and human liver is reported to inhibit triglyceride synthesis and secretion in
addition to lowering fatty acid uptake (Moya et al. 2012). The decreased gene
expression of FOXA1 in our human NASH liver samples parallels what has been
seen in studies that analyzed FOXA1 gene expression in human and rats with
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NAFLD (Moya et al. 2012). In the present study, the decreased FOXA1 gene
expression may be compensated for by increased protein conservation or
upregulation of HNF3 in NASH (Figure 3 and 4). These results also indicate the
presence of potential initiated hepatoprotective response against lipotoxicity in
progressive human NAFLD. The anti-steatotic functions of FOXA1/HNF3 in the
liver are ideal hepatoprotective mechanisms that could be targeted for future use
as therapeutics for disease progression in NAFLD patients.

Members of the Sry-box (Sox) transcription factor family including SOX5, SOX9
and SOX17 also exhibited enriched TFBS presentation in activated genes during
NASH. Sox transcription factors are emerging as important regulators of stem
cell maintenance and cell fate (Gracz and Magness 2011). SOX17 is essential
for development of the endoderm and also drives the differentiation of important
early hepatic and pancreatic markers (Gracz and Magness 2011). SOX9 is also
involved with cell fate decisions and cell differentiation. SOX9 is also an
importnat downstream target of Wnt signaling in the small intestine and colon
and has additional roles in chondrogenesis (Guo et al. 2012; Lefebvre et al.
1998). SOX9 has been implicated as a pro-apoptotic factor in colon cancer cell
lines and is an important anti-tumor factor. SOX9 and 17 are both reported to
contribute to the development of the hepatobiliary system (Gracz and Magness
2011). The proto-oncogenic nature of SOX9 is thought to be due to hypermethylation in primary bladder cancer (Gracz and Magness 2011). In
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hepatocellular carcinoma, SOX9 gene and protein expression is reported to be
significantly increased compared to normal livers. In the human liver samples of
the present study, NASH samples exhibited significantly increased SOX9 gene
expression but decreased expression in steatosis samples (Figure 1). Protein
expression was conversely significantly elevated in steatosis samples but
decreased in NASH (Figure 3 and 4)

Interestingly, HCC patients with the

pathophysiological feature of cirrhosis, exhibited high expression of SOX9 in 62
out of 130 patients (Guo et al. 2012). The role of SOX9 in association with
cirrhosis remains to be elucidated but these studies and the present results
suggest that it may be an important transcription factor associated with disease
progression in NAFLD.

The coordinate regulation of the many transcription factors is partially regulated
by the presence of enriched TFBS in NASH and these transcription factors have
important roles in the regulation of several important functions of the liver. ADME
(metabolizing enzyme and transporter), bile acid synthesis, and lipotoxic stress
are some of the primary hepatic stress response pathways that are influenced
during the development of NASH. The re-arrangement and re-delegation of
developmental

transcription

factors

to

functions

associated

with

liver

regeneration and hepatic stress response versus stem cell differentiation indicate
an attempt by the liver to combat the pathophysiological effects of disease
progression in NAFLD.

The findings of this study show that the coordinate
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regulation of hepatic transcription factors is partially regulated by the presence of
enriched TFBS in genes of NASH livers.
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Figures
Figure 1. Log2 Transformed mRNA Expression of Transcription Factors
Activated in NASH. The mRNA expression of FOXJ2, POU2F1 (OCT1), POU5F1
(OCT4) and SOX 9 in addition to FOXA1, PAX4, and HNF1A are shown. Log2
transformed values +/- the standard deviation are normalized to the median of
the normal samples. Significance from normal is represented by asterisk (*) and
significance from steatosis is represented by pound sign (#). The level of
significance was set at p values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2. Log2 Transformed mRNA Expression of Transcription Factors
Repressed in NASH. The mRNA expression of JUN was significantly elevated in
NASH samples. LXR α and β

were significantly decreased in expression in

NASH in addition to PPARα, and PAX6. Log2 transformed values +/- the
standard deviation are normalized to the median of the normal samples.
Significance from normal is represented by asterisk (*) and significance from
steatosis is represented by pound sign (#). The level of significance was set at p
values ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 3. Representative Immunoblots of Transcription Factors. LXR, SOX9,
HNF3, HNF1 and CAR were analyzed by immunoblot analysis with PanCadherin as protein control. Increased protein was observed by densitometric
analysis for LXR, HNF3 and HNF1.
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Figure 4. Relative Protein Expression Analysis of Transcription Factors. Proteins
were analyzed by densitometric analysis. HNF3 demonstrated significant
elevation from normal samples in NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty. CAR
exhibited significant increase in NASH Fatty but not NASH Not Fatty samples.
Asterisk (*) represents significance from normal. Pound sign (#) represents
significance from steatosis. P ≤ 0.05 for significance.
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Table 1: Liver Transcription Factors Corresponding to Enriched Transcription
Factor Binding Sites for Activated Genes in NASH.
Gene Name

Gene Description

Entrez ID

FOXJ2

forkhead box J2

55810

POU5F1

POU class 5 homeobox 1

5460

CEBPG

CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), gamma

1054

SRY

sex determining region Y

6736

SOX9

SRY (sex determining region Y)-box 9

6662

HNF1A

HNF1 homeobox A

6927

CEBPA

CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), alpha

1050

POU2F1

POU class 2 homeobox 1

5451

CUX1

cut-like homeobox 1

1523

HMGA1

high mobility group AT-hook 1

3159

FOXA2

forkhead box A2

3170

PDX1

pancreatic and duodenal homeobox 1

3651

BPTF

bromodomain PHD finger transcription factor

2186

NKX2-2

NK2 homeobox 2

4821

GATA4

GATA binding protein 4

2626

PAX4

paired box 4

5078

MEF2A

myocyte enhancer factor 2A

4205

FOXA1

forkhead box A1

3169

CUX1

cut-like homeobox 1

1523

EGR1

early growth response 1

1958

BRCA1

breast cancer 1, early onset

DDIT3

DNA-damage-inducible transcript 3

1649

NFE2L1

nuclear factor (erythroid-derived 2)-like 1

4779

MEF2A

4205

DBP

myocyte enhancer factor 2A
D site of albumin promoter (albumin D-box) binding
protein

ARID5B

AT rich interactive domain 5B (MRF1-like)

HSF1

heat shock transcription factor 1

3297

ONECUT1

one cut homeobox 1

3175

IRF2

interferon regulatory factor 2

3660

AR

androgen receptor

367

AIRE

autoimmune regulator

326

GFI1

growth factor independent 1 transcription repressor

2672

PSMC5

proteasome (prosome, macropain) 26S subunit, ATPase 5

5705

PGR

progesterone receptor

5241

672

1628
84159
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Table 2. Liver Transcription Factors Corresponding to Enriched Transcription
Factor Binding Sites for Repressed Genes in NASH.
Gene
Name

Gene Description

Entrez
ID

NR1I3

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group I, member 3

9970

NR1I2

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group I, member 2

8856

NR1H3

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group H, member 3

10062

NR1H2

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group H, member 2

7376

TFAP2A

transcription factor AP-2 alpha (activating enhancer binding protein 2α)

7020

ARNT

aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator

405

AHR

aryl hydrocarbon receptor

196

SREBF1

sterol regulatory element binding transcription factor 1

6720

ZFP161

zinc finger protein 161 homolog (mouse)

7541

PPARA

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha

5465

AHR

aryl hydrocarbon receptor

196

MYOD1

myogenic differentiation 1

4654

TFCP2

transcription factor CP2

7024

MTF1

metal-regulatory transcription factor 1

ZBTB7A

zinc finger and BTB domain containing 7A

PAX3

paired box 3

5077

PPARG

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma

5468

ATF4

activating transcription factor 4 (tax-responsive enhancer element B67)

CREB1

cAMP responsive element binding protein 1

ARNT

aryl hydrocarbon receptor nuclear translocator

PAX5

paired box 5

5079

TTF1

transcription termination factor, RNA polymerase I

7270

SP3

Sp3 transcription factor

6670

NR1H4

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group H, member 4

9971

PPARA

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha

5465

PPARD

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor delta

5467

PPARG

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor gamma

5468

RARA

retinoic acid receptor, alpha

5914

RARB

retinoic acid receptor, beta

5915

RARG

retinoic acid receptor, gamma

REPIN1

replication initiator 1

29803

ESR1

estrogen receptor 1

2099

LMO2

LIM domain only 2 (rhombotin-like 1)

4005

SREBF1

sterol regulatory element binding transcription factor 1

6720

GABPB1

GA binding protein transcription factor, beta subunit 1

2553

4520
51341

468
1385
405

5916
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HNF4A

hepatocyte nuclear factor 4, alpha

3172

NR2F1

nuclear receptor subfamily 2, group F, member 1

7025

PPARA

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha

5465

ATF6

activating transcription factor 6

NFYA

nuclear transcription factor Y, alpha

4800

NR1I3

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group I, member 3

9970

VDR

vitamin D (1,25- dihydroxyvitamin D3) receptor

7421

NR1I2

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group I, member 2

8856

HIC1

hypermethylated in cancer 1

3090

ZNF143

zinc finger protein 143

NR1H3

nuclear receptor subfamily 1, group H, member 3

RXRA

retinoid X receptor, alpha

6256

USF1

upstream transcription factor 1

7391

CREB1

cAMP responsive element binding protein 1

1385

PPARA

peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor alpha

5465

NFKB1

nuclear factor of kappa light polypeptide gene enhancer in B-cells 1

4790

CEBPD

CCAAT/enhancer binding protein (C/EBP), delta

1052

MYC

v-myc myelocytomatosis viral oncogene homolog (avian)

4609

MAX

MYC associated factor X

4149

22926

7702
10062
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Table 3: Gene Expression Changes of Top 20 Transcription Factors
Corresponding to Enriched TFBS for Activated Genes in Progression of Human
NAFLD (0= No Change, 1 = Increased Gene Expression, -1 = Decreased Gene
Expression).
Gene
Symbol

Entrez
ID

Normal vs
Steatosis

Steatosis vs
NASH

Normal
vs NASH

NKX2-5

1482

0

0

0

SRY

6736

0

0

0

SOX5

6660

0

0

0

PRRX2

51450

-1

0

-1

FOXA2

3170

0

0

-1

FOXD3

27022

0

0

-1

FOXI1

2299

0

0

0

CEBPA

1050

0

0

0

FOXD1

2297

0

0

-1

IRF1

3659

0

0

0

FOXQ1

94234

-1

0

0

FOXF2

2295

0

0

0

MEF2A

4205

0

0

1

HLF

3131

0

0

0

GFI1

2672

0

0

0

SOX9

6662

0

1

1

SOX17

64321

-1

0

0

IRF2

3660

0

0

0

PAX4

5078

0

0

0

NFIL3

4783

0

0

0
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Table 4. Gene Expression Changes of Top 20 Transcription Factors
Corresponding to Enriched TFBS for Repressed Genes in Progression of Human
NAFLD (0= No Change, 1 = Increased Gene Expression, -1 = Decreased Gene
Expression).
Gene
Symbol

MZF1
SP1
MZF1
ZNF423
ZEB1
(delta EF1)
MYOD1
(MYF)
SPZ1
NHLH1
PPARG
NR1H2
NFKB1
USF1
HNF4A
MYCN
ARNT
NFKB1
ARNT
REL
RELA
MAX

Normal
vs
Steatosis

Steatosis
vs
NASH

Normal
vs
NASH

7593
6667
7593
23090

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

6935

0

1

1

4654
84654
4807
5468
7376
4790
7391
3172
4613
405
4790
405
5966
5970
4149

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
-1
0
-1
-1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

-1
0
0
0
-1
1
-1
-1
0
0
1
0
1
0
0

Entrez
ID
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Supplemental Table 1: Top 30 Activated and Repressed Transcription Factor
Binding Sites from TRANSFAC Analysis.
Activated
Transcription
Factors

Z
Scores

Fisher
Scores

Repressed
Transcription
Factors

Z
Scores

Fisher
Scores

CDXA

0

1.00E-21

DR4_Q2

0

2.70E-09

FOXJ2

0

1.20E-21

EBOX_Q6_01

0

3.20E-08

OCT4_02

0

1.60E-16

CACD_01

0

2.40E-07

OCT1_03
TST1_01

0
0

1.60E-16
1.50E-12

P300_01
AP2_Q6

0
0.001

1.20E-06
7.80E-07

OG2_01
CEBPG_Q6
OCT_Q6
PLZF_02

0
0
0
0

8.40E-12
1.60E-11
3.60E-11
9.50E-11

AHRARNT_01
PAX6_Q2
SREBP1_01
ZF5_B

0
0
0
0.018

1.60E-06
5.00E-06
6.30E-06
6.70E-07

SRY_02
XVENT1_01

0
0

2.00E-10
1.30E-09

PPARA_02
CETS1P54_03

0
0

1.50E-05
1.90E-05

TBP_Q6
SOX9_B1
POU3F2_02
POU6F1_01

0
0
0
0

2.20E-09
2.50E-09
3.90E-09
6.60E-09

SREBP_Q6
AHR_Q5
MYOD_Q6_01
CP2_02

0
0
0
0

2.70E-05
4.40E-05
6.20E-05
7.20E-05

HNF1_Q6

0

3.40E-08

MTF1_Q4

0

9.30E-05

OCT4_01

0

3.70E-08

LRF_Q2

0.001

5.20E-05

NKX25_02

0

4.20E-08

PAX3_B

0

1.40E-04

ETF_Q6
POU1F1_Q6

0
0

8.10E-08
1.00E-07

PPARG_01
TAXCREB_01

0
0

2.30E-04
3.60E-04

CEBP_Q3

0

3.80E-07

ARNT_01

0.001

1.90E-04

HFH1_01

0

4.40E-07

SP1_Q2_01

0.011

3.60E-05

NKX3A_01
MEIS1BHOXA9_02
PBX1_03

0
0
0

1.20E-06
2.30E-06
4.10E-06

MINI19_B
PAX5_02
PAX4_01

0.001
0
0

2.90E-04
6.60E-04
8.20E-04

OCT1_02
CDP_02
HMGIY_Q6
CEBPA_01
HNF3B_01

0
0
0
0
0

4.10E-06
1.10E-05
1.20E-05
2.30E-05
2.60E-05

TTF1_Q6
SP3_Q3
DR1_Q3
AP2_Q6_01
AP4_01

0
0.002
0
0.01
0.002

8.40E-04
2.80E-04
1.40E-03
1.40E-04
5.20E-04
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Supplemental Table 2: Top 30 Activated and Repressed Transcription Factor
Binding Sites from JASPER Data Analysis.
Repressed
Transcription
Factors

Z.score

Fisher.score

ZNF42_1-4

14.85

0.7719

NR2F1

14.79

deltaEF1

Activated
Transcription
Factor

Z.score

Fisher.score

Nkx2-5

39.65

1.35E-016

0.01691

SRY

39.13

6.78E-022

13.65

0.5039

Sox5

34.8

8.98E-024

RXR-VDR

12.72

0.009483

Foxa2

32.46

9.79E-026

Staf

12.45

0.09576

Prrx2

32.09

6.32E-019

MYC-MAX

11.87

0.2704

Foxd3

31.13

1.34E-024

NR1H2-RXR

10.24

0.04824

FOXI1

28.93

6.24E-032

HNF4

10.07

0.405

cEBP

22.51

1.45E-029

MAX

10.07

0.5477

MEF2A

20.64

4.52E-031

USF1

9.334

0.7279

Gfi

20.53

1.98E-021

ELK4

9.265

0.1091

FOXD1

20.23

5.61E-029

YY1

8.743

0.8619

SOX9

19.68

1.97E-025

GABPA

8.466

0.4904

Foxq1

19.17

4.96E-033

HAND1-TCF3

7.101

0.423

FOXF2

18.81

3.31E-029

Myf

6.985

0.9879

SRF

17.95

1.49E-013

ELK1

6.843

0.8577

IRF1

17.29

4.29E-028

Arnt

6.814

0.8456

TCF1

16.62

3.20E-020

Mycn

6.71

0.8492

Sox17

13.61

1.95E-019

Pax5

5.65

0.4501

NR3C1

12

9.19E-018

Bapx1

5.497

0.7584

HLF

11.84

3.02E-022

CREB1

4.324

0.8145

TEAD

10.49

8.88E-021

PPARG
PPARGRXRA

4.323

0.3129

NFIL3

10.38

1.91E-014

4.32

0.3482

Pbx

10.3

2.37E-016

Roaz

3.52

0.9587

Evi1

9.705

1.48E-010

SP1

2.935

0.5094

Fos

8.122

1.07E-025

T

2.438

0.479

RELA

5.911

7.62E-028

NHLH1

2.412

0.9081

IRF2

5.755

1.91E-005

ESR1

2.285

0.6298

Pax6

5.061

8.87E-009

ZNF42_5-13

2.227

0.9535

Chop-cEBP

3.372

2.71E-016

Arnt-Ahr

2.049

0.5808

Pax4

2.884

0.008918
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Summary
The objectives of this dissertation were to determine the impact of NAFLD
progression upon transcriptomic and metabolomic hepatic stress response
profiles. The hypothesis proposed for the present study was that progression of
NAFLD through the 2nd ‘hit’ results in coordinately altered global expression
patterns of hepatic stress response genes with downstream biochemical
consequences on endogenous pathways. The studies presented in the
appendices reveal the presence of initiated mechanisms with hepatoprotective
intent. Coordinate regulation of the alterations in the global gene expression
patterns are mediated by enriched transcription factor promoter binding sites
(TFBS) that influence transcription factor expression. Alterations in BA synthesis
and composition, BCAA metabolism, ADME gene expression, and ER stress
response pathway genes are all influenced by transcriptional coordinate
regulation changes during the progression of NAFLD.

Individual Affymetrix GeneChip microarrays of human liver samples designated
as normal, steatosis, NASH Fatty, and NASH Not Fatty categories were utilized.
Global and ADME gene expression profiles were significantly altered in NASH
categories upon analysis of the microarray data in Appendix A. The results of this
study show that the majority of differential global gene expression changes occur
during the 2nd ‘hit’ transition from steatosis to NASH and not during the normal to
steatosis transition. The results also demonstrated that NASH Fatty and NASH
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Not Fatty liver gene expression were not significantly different from one another
and thus mechanistically are the same category. ADME gene expression
changes among phase I and II metabolizing enzymes did not exhibit any global
gene expression enrichment for the drug metabolizing enzyme category in NASH
samples. Significant enrichment was observed for downregulation in the global
transporter gene category of phase III ADME in NASH. It was also determined
that the uptake transporters were as a whole targeted for downregulation in
NASH. Efflux transporters were not globally enriched as a whole for either up or
downregulation at any stage in NAFLD. Several previous, mechanistic studies in
the Cherrington laboratory have demonstrated the presence of upregulated efflux
transporters such as MRP2 (ABCC2) in human NASH liver tissue and the role of
active drug efflux from rodent models of NASH (Hardwick et al. 2011; Hardwick
et al. 2012; Lickteig et al. 2007). Maintaining functional expression of efflux
transporters is important for hepatic drug management in liver disease. The
results of the study in Appendix A suggest the presence of initiated
hepatoprotective mechanisms in NASH through transcriptomic ADME gene
expression alterations.

Studies in Appendix B were conducted to assess the impact of the progression of
NAFLD upon hepatic BA composition. The results of the metabolomics analysis
in Appendix B indicate that BA composition shifted toward an abundance of
taurine and glycine conjugated BA species in NASH liver samples. The elevated
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hepatic levels of endogenous taurine together with upregulated transcriptional
expression of the bile acid-CoA: amino acid N-acyltransferase enzyme (BAAT)
during NASH supports the generation of more conjugated, less toxic BA species.
Thus, the profile of BA metabolites in NASH is a beneficial feature of this disease
that is acting to limit hepatotoxicity by decreasing toxic BAs. A shift from the
classical (neutral) to the alternative (acidic) pathway of BA synthesis was also
observed in NASH liver samples. This shift in synthesis pathways was mediated
by upregulated mRNA and protein expression of the cytochrome P450 enzyme
CYP7B1. The shifts in BA synthesis and composition in human NASH liver are
supported by previously observed changes to BA synthesis pathways in other
chronic human liver diseases and in rodent models of cholestasis (Beilke et al.
2009; Crosignani et al. 2007). The results of the experiments conducted in
Appendix B suggest that the reorganization of BAs in the liver is a regulated and
potentially hepatoprotective occurrence.

The study presented in Appendix C demonstrates the alterations in adaptive
hepatic stress response profiles during NAFLD progression. Downstream
transcription factors of the three arms of the classical ER stress response
pathway (IRE1α, PERK, and ATF6) not only have a role in the unfolded protein
response, but also impact transcriptional regulation of lipogenesis, apoptosis and
autophagy processes in NASH. The critical IRE1α signaling pathway
transcription factor splicing product, x-box binding protein 1 (XBP-1s) mRNA was
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shown in Appendix C to decrease but conversely, protein content was
significantly increased in both forms of NASH. XBP-1 total protein content of
unspliced and spliced protein products was also observed to accumulate in the
nuclei of hepatocytes in both NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty human liver
samples. The characterization of the IRE1α pathway product: XBP-1s gene and
protein expression in our bank of human liver samples reveals a central role for
this transcription factor in the regulation of lipogenesis and lipotoxicity throughout
the different stages of NAFLD. Significant alterations of the PERK pathway
regulated stress response protein, the glycoprotein hormone stanniocalcin 2
(STC2) was also observed to be altered in NASH. STC2 gene expression was
significantly upregulated in NASH while protein expression was significantly
elevated only in NASH Not Fatty (cirrhosis) liver samples. STC2 is reported to be
involved in pathways associated with mitochondrial and ER stress (Yeung et al.
2012). STC2 specifically acts upon calcium sensors to inhibit apoptosis, in an
adaptive response that could be potentially protective to hepatocytes in the later
stages of human NAFLD (Yeung et al. 2012). STC2 upregulation has been
shown to have potentially advantageous effects in pancreatic cells against
cerulean-induced injury (Fazio et al. 2011). Overall, the effects of both XBP-1s
and STC2 expression in NASH show a pivotal role for adaptive stress response
mechanisms in progressive human NAFLD.
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Appendix D determined the presence of altered branched chain amino acid
(BCAA) catabolism in NASH. Altered metabolism and catabolism of important
endogenous amino acids in the liver is relevant in that altered gene and protein
expression of these enzymes has a critical impact upon metabolic homeostasis
and liver protection. Recent studies have proven the effectiveness of
administering BCAAs to patients with decompensated liver cirrhosis,hepatitis C,
and even NASH (Miyake et al. 2012; Tada et al. 2013). Little is known regarding
the altered mechanisms of BCAA hepatic catabolism during human NAFLD,
despite evidence of altered plasma metabolomics profiles that show altered
BCAA composition in the blood (Kalhan et al. 2011). The hepatic metabolomics
profile analyzed in Appendix D revealed altered BCAA composition and
production of acylcarnitines in NASH liver. Appendix D also showed that BCAA
catabolism and transport in human NASH samples is significantly altered,
particularly in the later stages of NASH. Elevations of the three BCAAs: leucine,
isoleucine and valine were observed in metabolomics profiles for each
pathological stages of NASH. BCAA catabolism exhibit increased efficacy in
NASH Not Fatty patients with increased levels of different carnitine species
throughout progression from steatosis to NASH Fatty and NASH Not Fatty. The
endogenous increase in hepatic BCAAs is suggestive of a protective mechanism
in NASH. The results of this study may be taken to support earlier intervention of
BCAA supplemented pharmacology in NAFLD patients to potentially prevent
progression to NASH.
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The final study was completed using the bank of human NAFLD microarrays and
bioinformatics methods to discover enriched transcription factor binding sites
(TFBS) for liver specific transcription factors. Appendix E determined the
mechanisms of altered transcriptional regulation for the hepatic stress response
in NASH as compared to normal livers. Nuclear receptors, forkhead transcription
factors, and hepatocyte nuclear transcription factors exhibited enriched promoter
binding sites in NASH samples for either activated or repressed gene categories.
Transcription factors known to govern the hepatic processes of ADME, BA
synthesis, and ER stress signaling were represented among the most
significantly enriched TFBS. Data from previous studies in the literature
supporting the roles for specific transcription factors in the different hepatic stress
response liver processes are discussed in Appendix E. Overall, the results
support the presence of an enriched coordinated response among nuclear
receptors and forkhead transcription factors to influence transcriptional events
during the development of NASH. Selected transcription factor proteins including:
LXR, HNF3, CAR, and HNF1, based upon TFBS enrichment and liver specificity,
were validated for expression changes in liver samples of each stage of NAFLD.
Liver specific transcription factor genes for over-represented TFBS were also
analyzed by Ingenuity pathway analysis software and confirmed representation
of many ADME and hepatic stress response processes in NASH.
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The overall coordinate regulation of the hepatic stress response in the 2nd ‘hit’
transition to NASH is evident from the studies conducted in the present studies of
this dissertation. Evidence for potentially hepatoprotective mechanisms in NASH
were revealed for each hepatic stress response category(ADME gene expression
changes, BA synthesis alterations, BCAA composition, and ER stress response
signaling). The reorganization of the transcriptional components for these
processes demonstrates the liver’s resilience and response to disease-induced
stress caused by NAFLD progression. The data presented herein, provides novel
mechanisms of altered hepatic stress responses to enhance understanding of
the 2nd ‘hit’ in NASH while revealing potential biomarkers for use as endogenous
therapeutic targets that may be harnessed in the future to prevent progression of
NAFLD.
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FUTURE STUDIES
The aims of the current dissertation have enhanced understanding of several
mechanisms of the hepatic stress response in the 2nd ‘hit’ transition of
progressive human NAFLD. The resulting wealth of informative transcriptomic
and metabolomic data has also contributed to the development of a future study
dedicated to determining the mechanisms of inflammatory signaling in NASH.

Hepatic Inflammatory Signaling Pathways in Human NASH
Cytokine infiltration is a universally recognized feature of the 2nd ‘hit’ facilitating
progression of benign steatosis to NASH. Expanding fat mass and adipocyte
differentiation has been reported to release several cytokines, such as leptin, free
fatty acids, interleukin-6 (IL-6), and tumor necrosis factor α (TNFα) amidst others
(McCullough 2006). There is normally a balance between pro- and antiinflammation. For example: interleukins such as IL-4, IL-10, IL-13 are known to
act as anti-inflammatory cytokines (Rabelo et al. 2010). Pro-inflammatory
cytokines include the common pro-inflammatory cytokine marker tumor necrosis
factor (TNFα) and interleukin factor 1β (IL-1β). TNFα and IL-1β have been shown
in formalin-fixed and paraffin-embedded human liver sections of NASH Fatty and
NASH Not Fatty livers in the Cherrington laboratory. Increased staining for TNFα
and IL-1β are reported for both stages of NASH, but not steatosis or normal liver
sections (Fisher et al. 2009). Kupffer cell activation also accompanies the
increased hepatic expression of proinflammatory cytokines in hepatocytes of
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high-fat diet (HFD) fed mice (Day 2006). The activation of the liver’s resident
macrophages is also known to occur in humans with progressive NAFLD
(Lotowska et al. 2013; Sobaniec-Lotowska et al. 2011) and in several rodent
models of NAFLD (Tosello-Trampont et al. 2012).

The innate immune response in NAFLD is expected to have a critical role in the
progression to NASH.

An abundance of pro-inflammatory Th1-polarized

cytokines was observed in human NASH liver (Ferreyra Solari et al. 2012). A
deficiency of anti-inflammatory cytokines and this Th1-polarized response is
thought to enhance progression of fatty liver disease thus potentially promoting a
role for the innate immune response in the development of NASH (Maher et al.
2008). Many components of the ‘inflammasome’ have been identified by
investigation of the innate immune response (Maher et al. 2008). Information on
the contribution of the TOLL-like receptor family, suppressors of cytokine
signaling (SOCS) members, and various fat-mediated inflammatory signaling
components to the development and progression of human NAFLD is still lacking
but, has spike recent interest due to the potential for therapeutic targets (Day
2006; Hoque et al. 2013).

Gene expression analysis of immunity and inflammatory genes related to obesity
was recently explored in human livers of obese subjects. However, the exact
mechanism of the inflammasome’s contribution to the development of NASH and
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modulation of the immune and inflammatory pathways was not studied (Bertola
et al. 2010). The current dissertation provides the framework for this future study,
with the goal of determining the contribution and regulation of the ‘inflammasome’
mechanism of NAFLD progression.

Future Study Design: Determine the Mechanistic Role of the Hepatic
Inflammasome in Human NASH

Microarray Analysis and Gene Set Enrichment Testing. The human NAFLD
microarray data bank generated in Appendix A will be applied to the proposed
study. The utilization of this microarray database in a targeted analysis of
inflammasome gene categories will reveal patterns in inflammatory components
of each stage of human NAFLD. A preliminary analysis of immunity-inflammatory
genes was previously analyzed in collaboration with Dr. Petr Novak of the
Bioinformatics and Statistics Core at the University of Arizona. Several gene
categories of inflammatory components including interferons, cytokines, toll
receptors, and chemokines were analyzed in this global analysis of immunity
associated genes (Table 1). The initial results demonstrate that NASH samples
cluster together in the immunity gene expression profile. Normal and steatosis
clustered separately in a second group (Figure 1). Hierarchical clustering
analysis shows three main clusters of NASH samples with patterns of differential
gene expression in the heatmap (Figure 2). Furthermore, gene set enrichment
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analysis of the immunity global genes exhibits an enrichment of downregulated
genes in the normal versus NASH comparison (Table 2). While the preliminary
results of the global immunity analysis are compelling, a more targeted analysis
of these gene categories in addition to other inflammatory components is needed
to elucidate immune and inflammatory response profiles associated with the 2nd
‘hit’ in disease progression.

Gene Set Enrichment Analysis. Separate gene set lists must be compiled for
different inflammatory and immunity pathways such as: the pathogen associated
molecular pattern receptors (PAMPS), suppressors of cytokine signaling (SOCS),
adipocyte-secreted cytokines, NF-κB pathway inflammatory genes, Kupffer cell
activation pathway genes, innate immune response pathway genes, and gutendotoxin-derived inflammatory genes. It is imperative that these gene sets be
tested separately in a more targeted analysis to reveal alterations in the
transcriptomic profiles for the different categories and potential mechanisms of
inflammation in NASH. Gene set enrichment analysis and principal components
analysis may be utilized to determine significant enrichments in gene expression
profiles.

Hierarchical Clustering Analysis. Heatmap generation and hierarchical clustering
analysis of the entire global gene set may be performed to determine clustering
of human liver samples with respect to differential gene expression. Patterns
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among groups of differentially expressed genes for the designated categories will
be determined by this analysis. Selected genes that are differentially expressed
in the different stages of NAFLD can be graphed and tested for significance
using one way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey honest significant differences testing.

Immunoblot Analysis. Protein validations of selected inflammatory and immunity
genes significantly altered in NASH may be performed in human liver whole cell
liver lysate cell or cytosolic preparations of each stage of NAFLD. Proteins
should be selected that best respresent the most functional, mechanistic
changes of each category in the gene set. Immunoblot analysis may also reveal
information regarding the post-translational modifications of selected proteins
and mechanisms of protein conservation in human liver disease for further
exploration into mechanisms of inflammatory mechanisms in NASH.

Ingenuity Pathways Analysis. Pathway and cellular function analyses may be
performed for the global gene set to determine critical signaling pathways.
Cellular functions and coordinately regulated networks of transcription factors
within the immunity and inflammatory gene sets may also be explored using this
method. Significant alterations in signaling pathways related to the innate
immune response, inflammatory receptor signaling, and the inflammasome are
expected to exhibit significant modifications in NASH liver tissue compared to
normal and steatosis.
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The contribution of the inflammasome in both normal and NAFLD human livers is
unknown. An analysis of the transcriptomic profile of the inflammasome and
other immune components in hepatic human NAFLD tissues would lend
considerable insight into the mechanisms of disease progression (Boaru et al.
2012). Furthermore, determining the coordinate regulation of these genes using
comprehensive bioinformatics software would reveal key biomarkers and
potentially novel mechanisms for inflammatory regulation in human NASH.
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Figures
Figure 1. Principal Component Analysis of Preliminary Immunity Gene Set.
NASH diagnosed samples (dark and light blue) congregate in a cluster
separately from normal (red) and steatosis (green) samples for global immunity
gene expression. The first 2 principal components were utilized for graphical
representation as the largest contributors to immunity gene expression changes.
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Figure 2. Hierarchical Clustering Analysis of Global Immunity Genes. The
preliminary analysis exhibits three clusters for NASH diagnosed samples. The
heatmap shows altered differential gene expression (green=downregulation;
red=upregulation) among the different NAFLD samples. Boxes along the top axis
represent diagnosis: red = NASH, pink= steatosis, and normal = orange.

Tables
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Table 1: Preliminary Immunity Gene Set of, TLRs, Interferons, Cytokines.
Gene
Symbols

Entrez
ID

Gene
Symbols

Entrez
ID

Gene
Symbols

Entrez
ID

PGLYRP3

114771

ADORA2A

135

IL1F6

605509

C5

727

IL1F7

27178

PPBP

5473

C8A

731

IL1F8

27177

PROC

5624

CAMP

820

IL1F9

56300

PTAFR

5724

CASP1

834

IL1R1

3554

S100A12

6283

CASP4

837

IL1R2

7850

SERPINA1

5265

3556

SERPINE1

5054

26280

SFTPD

6441

CCL2

6347

IL1RAP

CCR3

1232

IL1RAPL2

CD14

929

IL1RL2

8808

TGFB1

7040

CD1D

912

IL1RN

3557

TLR1

7096

CD55

1604

IL6

3569

TLR10

81793

CHUK (IKKA)

1147

IRAK1

3654

TLR2

7097

81035

IRAK2

3656

TLR3

7098

COLEC12
CRP

1401

IRF1

3659

TLR4

7099

CXCR4

7852

LALBA

3906

TLR6

10333

CYBB

1536

LBP

3929

TLR8

51311

DEFB4

1673

LTF

4057

TLR9

54106

DMBT1

1755

LY96

23643

TNF

7124

FN1

2335

LYZ

4069

TNFRSF1A

7132

HMOX1

3162

MAPK14

1432

TOLLIP

54472

IFNA1

3439

MAPK8

5599

TRAF6

7189

IFNB1

3456

MIF

4282

TREM1

54210

IFNGR1

3459

MYD88

4615

B2M

IFNGR2

3460

NCF4

4689

HPRT1

308000

IKBKB

3551

NFKB1

4790

RPL13A

23521

IL10

3586

NFKB2

4791

IL12RB2

3595

NFKBIA

4792

IL1A

3552

NLRC4

58484

IL1B

3553

NOS2

4843

IL1F10

84639

PGLYRP1

8993

IL1F5

26525

PGLYRP2

114770

567
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Table 2: Gene Set Enrichment Analysis of Preliminary Immunity Gene Set.

Downregulated

Immunity Genes

Upregulated

Normal- Steatosis- Normal- Normal- Steatosis- NormalSteatosis NASH
NASH Steatosis NASH
NASH

Observed number
of positive genes 3

14

28

2

8

14

Expected number
of positive genes 2

9

16

1

8

13

p value

0.06885

0.0079

0.1952

0.4709

0.3718

0.2655
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APPENDIX F: PERMISSION

The information contained within Appendix A was adapted from the following
publication: Drug Metabolism and Disposition, October 2011, 39: 1954-1960. It
has been reprinted with permission of the American Society for Pharmacology
and Experimental Therapeutics. All rights reserved.

The information contained within Appendix B was adapted from the following
publication: Toxicology and Applied Pharmacology, April 2013, 268:132-40. It
has been reprinted with permission of Elsevier. All rights reserved.

